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ou probably think a report request YOU CAN USE YOUR EXISTING DATABASE. 
means a long-term assignment As CQCS grew up with 00. It gets along fine with 
for programming those new and INFOS, ICOBOL, B BASIC and oo/SQL in 

revised applications - that could take days, even any combination. No modifications required. 
weeks. With run times that might run into hours. What's more, CQCS can integrate these 

That was before CQCS~ the full-functioned data environments with an existing application 
fourth generation language. CQCS is so easy written in any 00 third generation language. 
to use, it can make your 00 programmers And you'll enjoy that same easy integration 
up to ten times more productive. [ AOS/VS ] with packages like Trendview, 
From the very frrst day. CEO, oo/PC*I and XODIAC. 

REPORT WRlnNG MADE EASY. 
If you've been using some other 
report writer, you're in for a shock. 
With CQCS, you'll produce in half 
an hour what used to take half a 
lifetime. While your 
run times shrink to 
a matter of minutes. 

GRAPHIC SlMPUCITY. 
Only the CQCS report 
writer features a built-in, automatic interface to 
Trendview. So you get hard-hitting charts and 

---. 

graphs - without having 
to learn a new program. 

And all for no more 
machine overhead than 
it takes to run COBOL. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR RESOURCES. 
So why wait another day? The 
sooner you get CQCS, the faster 
you can solve your productivity 
problems. With the very same 
hardware, software and data 
structure you're using today. 

CALL US TODAY AT 1·800·451·1544. 
IN EUROPE, CALL +44·992·441111. 
Find out more about the most widely licensed 
4GL in the international MY community. 
And discover how it feels 
to have all your resources 
producing at 100%. 

Because after all, 
there's no percentage in 
just waiting around. 
~ /rom Cyberte/' DC 

e 1989 Cybertek Software Incorporated, all rights reserved. 10065 East Harvard Avenue, Suite 808, Denver, CO 80231, USA, 1-800-451-1544, 1-303-745-3900. 
CQCS i a trademark of Cybertek Software Limited, Rawdon House, High Street, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, England, +44-922-441111 . 

MV, AOSNS, INFOS, ICOBOL, B BASIC, IXi/SQL, CEO, IXi/PC*I, XODIAC and Trendview are trademarks of Data General Corporation. 
Circle 14 on reader service card . 



Business BASIC 
is on the move ... 

••• but who got it 
moving? 

The Sumerians invented the wheel. 
Ford was the first to mass-produce the 

motorcar. 
The Wright brothers were the first men 

to truly fly. 
Armstrong was the first man on 

the moon. 
But Transoftwas the first to pruvide freedom of 

choice for DG Business BASIC users! 

A small claim to fame, some might say. 
But a big impact in the working lives of 
thousands ofDG Business BASIC users. 

Back in 1986, T ransoft unlocked the door 
to the proprietary Data General environment. 
Our world first, Universal Business Basic 
"UBB" - allows you to run and develop DG 
Business BASIC software on a whole range of 
industry-standard platforms. And you can 
transfer data files without any conversion. 
Written in C for maximum portability and 
performance, UBB also goes beyond the scope 
of DG Business BASIC. Bigger programs, more 
variables, more channels, hot key interrupts, 
windows, automatic help, powerful reporting 
and developmentfacilities ... 

And we're still producing firsts. 
More recently, T ransoft, with UBB, was 

the first to port DG Business BASIC to the new 
RISC-based A ViiON machines; the first to 
demonstrate this, well ahead of DC's own 
UNIX product, at the 1989 North American 
DG User G roup in New Orleans; the first to 
provide an SQL-type query language for DG 
Business BASIC users and - in January '90-
the first to sell and install live A ViiON Business 
BASIC systems (running UBB, of course!). 

Importantly, T ransoft is the first 
company to facilitate the transportation of DG 
software to over twenty-five different system 
environments. UNIX, XENIX, MS-DOS and 

Transoft is an Authorised DC JSV. 

Tran,oft acknowledges all trademarks. 

MS-DOS networks - from a host of hardware 
camps - plus DEC VMS. And we're adding to 
the list all the time . 

If s no wonder T ransoft is top of the class, 
Number One, and market leader. Where DG 
Business BASIC portability and performance 
are the first priorities, there's only one choice. 
Go for it! 

PichI red with an AViiON running their software on the DG stand at NY 

UNIX EXPO in Ncroember '89, are, left to right, M ike Edwards, 
managing director ofT ransoft; Richard M usic, president, and David 
Wertz, director of Software development, of LogicalSolulions Inc; and John 

Welser, president of M adison Data Systems Inc. Following this successful 

demonstration of A ViiON DGIUX UBB versions of Logical's CLAIM

WA RE Health Insurance Administration system and M adison's 
REMAP Real Estate and construction M anagement software, both 

Logical and M adison placed orders with Transoft for AViiON UBB - the 

firs t ever for any A ViiON vmion of BBASIC. 

Prove it for yourself 
UBB is available for your own in-house 

evaluation under a special introductory offer. 
Prove for yourself the exclusive benefits of 
UBB. Contact Paul Holland, Sales Director by 
telephone or fax, or complete the Reader 
Service Card, NOW! 

Transoft Limited, Shear House, Peters field Avenue, 
Slough SL2 5DQ England 
Tel 0753 692332 (lnt+44 753 692332) 
Fax 0753 694251 (lnt + 44753694251 

Software Portability & Productivity 
Ci rcle 68 on reade r service ca rd . 
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Optical 
Zetaco's newest exclusive data storage subsystem for Data 
General MV's, the SKR-600, offers rewriteable optical disk 
technology in the 5%" form facto!: 

Moves to AViiON. 
With its industry
standard SCSI 
interface, the 
SKR-600 drive 

can connect to 
the AViiON in 
your future. 

Reusable 
Platters. The 
latest in optical 

technology, magneto
optical, enables unlimited data updates, so you 
can reuse platters and keep media costs low. 

Authorized Stocking Distributors: 
Design Data Systems 
Rockville, Maryland 
3011424-7870 

Interscience Computer Corp 
Agoura Hills, California 
800-627-2007 

Circle 73 on reader service card . 

Argus Emulation. 
Fully compatible 
with Data General 

A'-;,.", .. " • •• random 

Removable Media. Lock 
them away, stack them 
up, or ship them out! And, 

read SKR-600 platters on 
like subsystems on other 
Data General CPU's. 

High Capacity. 
594 megabytes 
per 5W' platter ... 
a perfect comple-
menttoyour 
present magnetic 
data storage. 

Complete 
Subsystem. 
Desktop drive, 

controller and cables, 
all formatted, ready 
to plug & play in 
yourMv. 

ZET4~ 
Division of 

The Network Stomge Company 

Carlisle Systems Group 
6850 Shady Oak Road 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344 U.5A. 
FAX (612)941-1395 
Phone (612) 941-9480 



'RESIDENT'S PAGE by Lee Jones 

Seattle 
scouting report 

The spring board meeting of ADGUG 
leaders ervesa two-fold purpose. There's 
the usual board meeting material: com
mittee reports, budgets, and other 

ADGUG business. As much as I appre
ciate enforcing Robert's famous rules, 
there's another important aspect of the 
spring board meeting that I enjoy just as 
much- previewing the city and facilities 
of our annual conference. 

To say that Seattle is an outstanding 
place to hold a conference is an under
statement. I believe it is the most beauti
ful site ever chosen for a ADGUG con
ference. The well-appointed convention 
center has lush foliage draping the walls. 
The adjacent Freeway Park (built right 
over the freeway) is a place to enjoy the 
natural beauty of Seattle, and observe the 
work of local artists. There's a statue 
featuring a spinning profile of George 
Washington that you must see to appreci
ate. 

The Seattle Sheraton and Towers, a 
short stroll away, is easily up to ADGUG 
standards. ot only is it a first-class ho
tel, but the personnel genuinely attempt 
to help guests enjoy their stay and the 
facility. The amenities included make you 
feel special. There are several nice hotels 
of various price ranges within walking 
distance of the convention center. 

If you' re thinking that as ADGUG 
president, my opinions may be less than 
objective, just read what other ADGUG 
board members had to say. 

Chuck Goes, Eastern Vice Chair, RIG 
I SIG Committee: "I was very impressed 
with Seattle. It is obvious that much has 
been done to revitalize and improve the 
City Center area." 

Steve Pounds, orth Carolina Charlotte 

4 

Area Users Group: "Seattle is one of the 
cleanest and most beautiful cities I've ever 
been to. There's so much to do in your 
spare time." 

Bill Pearce, LA EDGE: "Seattle is a beau
tiful city-great food, wonderful people." 

Calvin Durden, Audit Committee Chair: 
"Great facilities! People are friendly and 
the shops and pier are within walking 
distance. I'm looking forward to going 
back and being able to spend more time." 

Frank Perry, NADGUG Vice President: 
"One of the most scenic cities I've been 
in." 

Anonymous: "Rumor has it that the Se
attle Sheraton has a perfect ADGUG 
volleyball tournpment pool." 

Steve Kern, Publications Committee 
Chair: "The Underground Tour is a stroll 
into a different time and place. You'll learn 
a lot about Seattle's colorful and shady 
past." 

Jan Grossman, Conference Committee 
Chair:" ot only were the people helpful 
at the Seattle Sheraton, even the Seattle 
airport has friendly people willing to help 
a confused traveler. By the way, if you 
plan your trip in advance, you can get 
great fares to Seattle." 

Space limits me from telling you more 
about the wonderful things in Seattle (I 
didn't even mention the great seafood!), 
but we will bring you more information 
in Focus as the time for the conference 
nears. Most important, we hope you visit 
Seattle and see for yourself at our annual 
conference, October 22-25. tl 
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S/VS was the best-kept secret 

in the world. Now, with the 
ORACLE® RDBMS, your MV 

applications treat data located on 
virtually every other micro, mini and 
mainframe as if it were a local data
base. In addition, your MV applica
tions are now portable to every other 
computer in your company. How? 

Because ORACLE is SQL, 
compatible with both the IBM and 
ANSI standards. 

Because the same ORACLE 
applications run unmodified on 

mainframes, minis and micros. 
And ORACLE is the best perform

ing RDBMS under AOS/VS. 
All these things have made Oracle 

Corporation not only the world's 
fastest growing software company, but 
the third largest software company on 
the planet. 

Register for the next free ORACLE 
seminar in your area. Why keep AOS/VS 
a secret? Connect to IBM and DEC 
systems and show them what a real 
power user can do. Let AOS/VS on 
your Eclipse shine. With ORACLE. 

Copy"Oht 1989 by OraCle Corpotatoon 
ORACLE IS a reglSteted trademark of 

Oracle Corpotalo<>n AOSNS and Eclipse are 
registered uademarkS of Data General IBM and 

DEC own numerous registered IrademarkS 

c ...... """-C!) 

COMPATIBILITY· PORTABILITY· CONNECTABllITY 20 0"" 0.".. 8eImorI. CA !HOO2 • World HeadquaI1ers 
(415)_ ' ORAClfCWdatalll)6611-8926(UCI(II 
1Neb«)' Ouebec (514) 633-9900 · ORAClE SysIems 
_612·9595080 ' ORAClE E"0P0441·~869" · 
0fIACLE SysIems Hong Kong 852·5-266846 Call1·800·345·DBM5, ext. 3326 today. 

IR8A 
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U.S. SEMINARS 
AZ Phoenix ..................... May 10 

Scollsdale ................. Apr 12j1 
CA Co ta Mesa .... Apr 19[ May I c/ 

La Jolla .................... Apr 17c[ 
Los Angeles ............... Apr 24[1 

May 2211> 
Ontario ....................... Apr 5[ 
acramento ............... May 1 c 
an Diego ................. May 15p 

San Francisco ............ Apr 2 c[ 
Santa Clara ................ May 21P 

CO Colorado pring ........... May 8 
Denver ..................... Apr 3r 

Apr I I May 16.: 
DC Washington .... Apr 10' May 8' 
FL Indialantic ................ May 22' 
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CANADIAN SEMINARS 
For "'glstrolfon coli (8fJO) 668·8926, txCtpl 
in Qu.btr. atll (514) 6JJ.99IJ() 

Calgary ........... Apr 4e May 23/ 
Edmonton ...... Apr 12[ Mal' 10e 
Kingston ..................... Apr 19 
London ..................... May I e 
Ottawa .............. Apr 12 May 3 
Regina ....................... Apr 26 
Toronto ........... Apr 9[ Mal' 22[ 
I'ancouver ..... Apr 12c May 10" 
Victoria ..................... May 15/ 
Winnipeg .................... Apr 19 

Vst Ibt /oIlou1ng .., lor Ind.nllfying.'bt 
sptdalilfttnloon stSSions IMt art OJItrtd 
u'flb Ibt umlnar daftS abo,.., 

c CA E/AppllC21lon Tool 
f Oracle financlals 
I Oracle Mail 
m Compuler Inlegrtled Manuracturlng 
p PC/Mac Solul ions 
u Unix 
v VARs 

PltastnOlt:: 
• These seminars Ire held for the Fedel'll 

Go\'ernmenl onl)'-
I ~~r~ !~el~~~ ulernoon seminar Is 

A ttn.: National Seminar Coordln~tor. 
I Oracle Corponttion • 20 Davis Drive 

Belmont, CaUfornla 94002 

1
1oaOOo34S.DBM5, ext. 3326 
o My business card or letterhead Is 

I 
attached. Please enroll me In the 
,REB ORACLE seminar to be held 

I't: 
on: ------, .. =-,::-'oc=u. 



60% MORE 
Performance 

50% LESS 
5v Power 

& Cost 

IAX16 A 

(IAC2-1 6) 
RS232 
RS422 
20mA 

IAX16 
(IAC16) 
RS232 

Plus a few other things 
you can like . ....... . 

II' 100% Compatible w DG 

II' power up diagnostics 

II' switch set up per port 

II' interchangeable DG cables 

II' board edge device code sw. 

II' lifetime exchange warranty 

II' evaluation tryout period 

a value worth a try . ... 

(213) 282-8700 
FAX 213/839-4464 

SCI P 
441 S. Beverly Dr. #2 

Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
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lETTERS ____________ _ 

To your health 

Thank you for featuring Data G n ral' healthcare ucc in your Febmary i u . 
Your article appropriat ly noted the ignificant contribution that Medit ch, Profe -
ional Healthcare Sy t m (PHS), and Health Data Science (HDS) have made to Data 

General' healthcar indu try ucce . I would like to al 0 note that HBO & Company, 
Compucare, and 3M Haith Information Sy tem (Code 3 and Med lab), among other , 
have been and continu to b major factor in DG' h althcare marketing efforts. 

A your article correctly point out, the availability of relational data base and fourth 
generation language product for Aviion sy tem ub tantially compre e application 
conver ion timeframe , which re ult in dra tic r duction in porting co t . The e 
factor make Aviion the driving forc in new application olution recmitment. In 
addition, a number of our current oftware vendor are capitalizing on Aviion y tems 
benefit . 

At the ame time, the continued competitiveness of DG' MV Family y t m is 
critical to our healthcar ucce . The va t majority of our in tailed healthcare provid r 
cu tomer u e MV y tem . In addition, mo t of our current leading oftware uppliers 
provide quality MV-ba d olution which ffectively meet hea lthcare providers' inf r
mation y tem need. 

We place a very high value on our bu ine relation hips with the e healthcare 
provider as well a with our MV-ba ed VAR and ISV . Healthcare Industry Market
ing will continue to work with th m and with DGC Eclip e Sy tem Marketing to 
en ure that their MV y tem requirements are met. 

Blasted 

Del Richmond 
Healthca re Indu try Manager 

Data General Corp. 

DG provides a connectivity package called CEO Connect which incorporate a 
protocol known a Bla t. We have become concerned by the number of U.K. u er who 
have been calling u , as the U.K. di tributor of Blast, after experiencing difficulti 
with CEO Connect. 

We are alway happy to try to ort out any problem, but would like to point out that 
although CEO Connect u e the Bla t protocol, it in fact differ ub tantially from the 
tandard hrink-wrapped product. 
Our under tanding of CEO Connect i that it i an internal DC mail package (like All

In-One) which allows u er on a DC MV to end each other memo and chedule 
event . If two office wi h to connect their MV by modem, then at the heart of the 
operation they will u e a portion of the Bla t fil tran fer protocol. How ver, this 
protocol i ba ed upon an older revi ion of Bla t than now available and doe not 
include tandard Bla t hand haking and fil I/O capability. The engineer of ommu
nication Re earch Group, the U.s. manufactur r, were not involved in the adju tment 
of the Bla t protocol to CEO Connect. 

Standard Bla t for DG machine now ha many new feature including data com
pre ion, Lotus-typ interface, and nhanced cripting facilitie . PC Bla t include full 
0200 and 0410 terminal emulation a well a many other. Bla t i compatible with all 
DC platform . 

6 

Andy Elliot 
Sal and Marketing Manager 

Output Software, Ltd . 
London 
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ROUNDUP by Creg D. Coss 

Seattle workshop yields 
software and support 

The RIG/SIG workshop, h Id in Se
attle, provided a u eful forum for x
change of idea b tween intere t group 
I ader . Among the topic addr d w r 
memb r hip, r cruitment and retention, 
RIG / I n wItt r , member hip oft
war, and program planning. The truc
tur of the RIG/SIG committee wa al 0 

revi wed, along with b n fit off r d to 
RIG and SIG . What follows is a bri f 
updat of RIG/SIG b nefit , and th re-
ult of th S attl work hop. 

The bellefit : To a si t your gatherings, 
ADGUG vice chair are available to 

travel. Additional upport i offered 
through the R und Up column. A Ii t of 
n w ADGUG member is distributed 
to RIG and SIG on a quarterly basi . 
The p aker ' bureau is updated r gu
larly. Meeting announcement cards are 
now available from ADGUG headquar
ter . 

Steve Kern, chair of the ADGUG 
Publication Committe, poke on m m
ber hip recruitm nt and retention . He 
ncourag d group to take advantag of 

th peaker bureau, and to promote the 
one fre conf rence r gi tration available 
tach int r t group. ontacting VAR 
and your local DG office for a list of user 
was another ugge tion for expanding 
RIG m mb r hip. A membership drive 
conducted by t I phone olicitation from 
uch Ii t ha proved invaluable in the 

pa t with oth r group . Follow up i e
ential. 

Ret ntion effort focu ed on develop
m nt of tabl I ad r hip. Motivation i a 
key factor in the ucce f your group. 
U er mu t have a rea on for attending. 
We were reminded that a a RIG or SIG, 
we retain not only a particular u er, but 
the repr ntation of hi or her company, 
a w II. It i important that each member 
view th a emblya one that truly re-
pond to him or her. Seek to involv 

your member at ach meeting. The x-

8 

t nt of an individual' participation can 
d t rmine hi r her satisfaction with the 
group. 

Steve ugg t d that int r t group 
actively eek out "h t" topic for di cu -
ion. It i h Ipful to urvey th memb r 

for me ting topic, dat , place, etc. DG 
may be contacted for video tap d pr en
tation . And of cour e, the annual confer
ence hould b mentioned often, to en
courage gr ater attendanc . 

Chuck Goes, ADGUG vice chair for 
the Ea tern region, pr ented new mem
ber hip oftwar that i till "und r con
truction." Upon completion, the mem

ber hip oftware will be di tributed to 
intere t d group at no charge. 

Greg Farman, publisher of FoclIs, pro
vid d numerou "lead" for producing a 
ucce ful new letter. A RIG/SIG news

letter can be the mo t vi ible vehicle for 
your organization. Round Up articles can 
feature activitie of the intere t group, 
but a n w letter can target more of your 
member hip, inc affiliation with 

ADGUG i not required. One ection 
might feature a " potlight" on member. 

Your local DG office can provide prod
uct announcement and information, or 
you can g t th information from article 
publi hed in DC New nlld Review. The 
continuity of your new letter i vital. E -
tabli h a title and a con i tent look, and 
consider your editorial tone carefully. 
Implement a p er revi w proc if po -
sible, and end the final cut of each con
tribution back to originator for verifica
tion, prior to pre . 

Often a good idea will make a good 
tory, but mo t important, tayon ched

ule. Mi ed d ad line ar hard to make 
up. You could check into Pagemak r oft
ware or Wordp rf ct fonts to make your 
new letter more attractive. Encourage 
participation or p n or hip by a local 
VAR and giv them credit for theircontri
bution. A ugge ted length i four pag . 

Placing a memb r application in your 
RIG r SIG new I tter can incr a e your 
chance of igning up pro pective mem
ber. Making copies available to your 
local DG office for new ale can al 0 be 
an activ lIing techniqu for your group. 

The ugge tion of a newsletter contest 
wa well received by meeting attendee . 
With d tail till to be worked out, rec
ommended prize includ fre conference 
regi tration, a modem, fr e ADGUG 
member hip and/or profes ional help 
with developing a logo. If you have other 
idea for a prize, let me know. 

Meanwhile, ADGUG T- hirt ar 
bing offered to th int re t group a 
promotional material (whil upplie 
la t). If your group would like to receive 
a upply of hirt , plea e have an officer 
of your organization contact me. 

Charlene Kirian, RIG /SIG committe 
chair, wa unable to att nd th S attl 
work hop for per onal r a on , but join 
me in expre ing incere appreciation to 
OASIS Pre id nt Denise Sikorski, and 
Chuck Go ,who e guidance a ur d a 
ucce ful work hop. Thank al 0 to our 

other pre ent r , St ve Kern and Greg 
Farman, and to all tho e in attendance. 

• 
Member of the Heart of Texas Data 

General Users Group (HOTD G) are 
gearing up for a me ting ch duled for 
May 24. All C ntral Texa u er ar en
couraged to att nd. Jim Huggans will 
give a pre ntation on CLI. Watch your 
mail for mor information or contact Jim 
Huggan at 512/4 3-0130, or my If at 
the IADGUG office. 

Creg D. Coss is the RIC/SIC coordillntor for 
NADCUC. He IIIny be renched nt Foclls 
IIIngnzille, 4807 Spicewood Sprillgs Rd., SlIite 
3150, Allstill, TX 78759; 1-512/345-5316 or 
1-800/USR-CRUP. 
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The heat's on 

SYNOPSIS I R esearchers race to 
establish scientific 

standards. while solar 
radiation exceeds 

known scales. 

by Seemee Ali 
Focus staff 

La t ummer in California, automated 
garage doors opened and clo ed seem
ingly at will, while homeowner watched 
in amazement. 

The poltergeist turned out to be the 
U.s. avy, whose hip-to-shore commu
nication had been disrupted by olar 
flare . In it earch for working frequen
cie , the avy hit upon the frequencies of 
garag door opener y tems. 

The olar flares that intruded on the 
avy' radio system are Ie s easily ex

plained than the excitable garage door . 
The flare originate from spot on the 
un' urface that spew out ultraviolet 

and X-ray radiation at speeds of up to 2 
million mile per hour. 

On March 10, 1989, Time magazine re
port , one particularly turbulent flare ent 
high energy proton pe ding from th 

10 

Plloto cOllrtesy SEse 

sun to the earth's atmo phere within an 
hour, piercing the earth's geomagnetic 
field and exposing high flying plane and 
orbiting satellites to alarming rates of 
radiation. 

The Space Environment Services Cen
ter (SESC) in Boulder, Colorado, moni
tors the e orts of solar activities using a 
DC MY /10000 SX and Infocen 4GL rela
tional data base software to compile in
formation from varied sources-includ
ing satellite, ground ba e sensors, and 
tracking stations around the globe. 

Operated jointly by the ational Oce
anic and Atmospheric Administration 
( OAA) and the U.S. Air Force, the SESC 
is attempting to create a new science. They 
blame increasing numbers of geomagnetic 
disturbances on a historic peak in the 11-
year solar cycle, but the mechanisms re-
ponsible for the olar cycle itself are still 

a my tery. 
"There are 0 few ob ervations to go 

from," note Jacob Dean Schroeder III, 

the system manager at SESe. 
Though scientists have known 
about the exi tence of un pot 
since Galileo invented the tele-
scope in the eventeenth century, 
the specifics about the spots are 
still relatively unknown. The SESC 
was created in the mid six tie to 
watch conditions out ide the 
earth's atmosphere for the benefit 
of ASNs Apollo astronaut. At 
that time, cientists were aware 
that the sun affected condition 
on earth, but didn't know the ex
tent of the e effects. 

"People thought that all they 
needed to do was set up ome 
solar telescopes and observe a 
solar flare, and then they'd ay 
'Oh, you're going to have thi ef
fect on earth'" recalled Gary Heck
man, the chief of OAN Envi
ronmental Service Divi ion. "In 
fact, quite a few of the things we 
observe in the sun don't material

ize at the earth. And on the other hand, 
we see thing at the earth that we don't 
see in the sun in advance." 

Sunspots are still counted in the same 
way they were counted 300 years ago, 
Schroeder says: "You project an image of 
the sun onto a piece of paper, and count 
the spots." Digital tele cope can do it 
automatically now, he adds, but the prem
ise is the same. 

Heckman estimate that olar for ca t
ing i about 10 year away from being an 
exact science. "What we need i a model, 
like the weather models or other model 
that are used in the environmental ci
ences now-where you can write all th 
equation in the phy ic , and put in con
ditions now, and I t time vary. Then it 
tells you what's going to happ n in fiv 
or ten years, or in one or two day ." 

The SESC now op rate with a real
time data y tem, in which no informa
tion i more than 32 day old. H ckman 
longs for a y tem on a grand r cale, a 
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With Intelligent Query; the world's #1 report writer. 
IQ-Notjust 'another report writer' 

10 was built from the ground up to be easy 
enough for end users and powerful enough 
for DP professionals. Now available for 
AOSNS, 10 brings the #1 report writer in the 
world, with over 75,000 licensed copies, to the 
MV family. 

IQ-The report writer for everyone 
10's point and click interface is truly intuitive
permitting end users to create queries and 
complex reports without any knowledge of the 
underlying databases. And technical 
managers and developers can create 
production reports in a fraction of the time 
normally required. It all adds up to more time 
for development work and instant gratification 
for end users! 

IQ-The Productivity Optimizer 
You can achieve increased productivity several 
ways with 10. For example, your end users 
can create their own reports with little or no 
input from programmers-thereby saving 

development time. Additionally, 10's ability to 
transfer database file information and 
automatically reformat it for use with PC
based programs like Lotus 1-2-3 saves 
countless man hours in rekeying data and 
eliminates costly mistakes. 

IQ-The (lltimate in Perfonnance Efficiency 
10 integrates with your existing applications
taking advantage of inherent design strengths. 
10 maximizes MV efficiency utilizing native key 
linkage, index retrieval, and 10's own 
incremental selection logic. 

10's success crosses all of the major 
operating systems, over 30 hardware vendor 
platforms including AViiON, and more than 50 
different database systems and ISAM 
techniques. 

Seeforyourselfl 
We're so confident 10 will meet your needs 
that we'll send you a live copy to evaluate-at 
no charge. Call us today and see for yourself 
why 10 is the #1 Report Writer in the World. 

Programmed Intelligence Corporation 
3295 River Exchange Drive • Suite 550 • Norcross, Georgia 30092 

Act now! Call today: 1-800-458-0386 • In Georgia (404) 446-8880 • FAX (404) 448-4088 
The products mentioned above are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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system that can an wer "what if" que -
tion and recall previous conditions un
d r a giv n et f circum tance . "What 
we're talking about con tructing in ur 
laboratory," he ays, "is a long term data 
ba e, going back a whole olar cycle [11 
year I, at lea t." 

The rna sive amount of information 
collected by the SESC create other needs, 
a well, Heckman ay. One avenue of 

L ike an Olympic 
hurdler, B32 combines 
blinding speed and 
amazing agility. 

B32 was benchmark 
tested a full 50% faster than 
DG Business BASIC Rev. 5.0 
On a CPU intensive track, 
B32 was proven to be over 
100% faster than Rev 5.0. 

B32's additional features 
mean more Agility: 
• Program size up to 512K 
• 32767 line numbers and 

30,000 variables -... .,~ . .. ~~.-
COMPUTER SYSTEMS INCORPORATED 

•• DataGeneral 
VALUE-ADDED RES ELLER 

Call: (212) 227-1922 

technology he' looking into i large- cale 
parall I proc ing y tern to h Ip the 
center in its comparison of data. "Given 
thi data ba e problem," he explain, "J 
su pect that we're going to be really look
ing around at what are the more intelli
gent or complicated way you can po e 
question for a data ba e." 

For the moment, Heckman and Schroe
der have their hands full monitoring the 

• WordPerfect and CEO 
integration 

• Screen SavelRestore 
facility 
B32's performance 

delays costly hardware 
upgrades. 

With Data General on our 
team, we have definitely 
created the winning edge. 
B32 will put your system on 
the Gold Medal podium. Call 
MAXON today for your free, 
full function B32 
Demonstration Tape. 

575 Madison Auenue 
Suite 1006 
New York, New York 
10022 

85 Scarsdale Road 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M382R2 
Fax: (416) 445-6228 
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olar peak, and sending "geo-alerts" to 
client agencie uch a the FAA, with the 
data at hand . Th un' activity during 
this solar cycle has exceeded any previ
ou cycle in the SESe experi nce. 

The high level of radiation coming 
from the un are particularly worri orne 
to ASA, n of the c nter' large t 
client . The la t inten e period of olar 
activity took place in the late 1950 , Heck
man ay, wh n "the pace age wa ju t 
beginning." Solar data wa collected, but 
not to the extent required by modern cal
culation . Later olar cycles were Ie s tur
bulent, 0 that "our whole space age ex
perience ha been in a relatively benign 
period." 

Radiation r ceived by spac craft and 
atellites last year, however, was larger 

than any period before. "If that trend 
continue ," Heckman ay, "we're going 
to exce d the de ign ba e line that have 
been u ed for radiation." Accurate fore
casts of olar activity and its re ultant 
radiation are becoming increasingly e -
ential in planning ASA' futur mis
ion . The scheduled launch of a space 

tele cope la t month, for instance, wa 
contingent on the SESe prediction of 
few geo-magnetic disturbances. 

To meet the information demand of 
the space age, re earcher are bu ily in
venting new formulae and methodolo
gies with which to tudy the un. One of 
the e i called heliosei mology, and in
volves Ii tening to the solar gases (mo tly 
hydrogen and helium) a they burble. "It' 
not far enough along to be used for pre
diction purpo e or warning purpo e 
yet," contend Heckman, 0 the SESC, 
which function primarily as a foreca t
ing center, cannot yet u e the fruit of thi 
helio ei omologic re earch. 

For the moment, however, the center's 
"number one problem," is benign in 
comparison to tho e pre ented by ASA' 
long-term need and the elusive nature 
of solar re earch. Heckman ay hi big
gest challenge i corporate memory-or 
the lack thereof-among his clientele, 
which include many private companie 
as well a federal agencies. The l1-year 
pan between olar "peak " mean that 

many professional who might be aff ct d 
by the un's activity have forgotten about 
it effect . "When a new cycle become 
active, and the di turbance ccur," he 
say, "people don' t really know where 
they come from." 6. 
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New SmarTerm 470 for File Servers is the first terminal emulation software to Provide multi-user 
access to DG hosts. Now PC users on networks have even more to gain witli SmarTerm 470. 

Along with higher speed and lower memory requirements, our new 
SmarTerm 470 version 1.1 is available in a multi-user version. Thais the kind of 
good new every network manager and PC user really likes to hear. 

New SmarTerm 470 for File Servers is easy to manage and offers precise 
color graphics and text terminal performance on networks. SmarTerm 470 and 
SmarTerm for File Servers provide full D470C emulation in 16 colors, extended 
color mapping, arcs, bar, lines, reduction scaling plus horizontal and regional 
crolling to give people sitting in front of PCs the look of a dedicated terminal 

at a fraction of the cost. 
Mou e upport, a window-based interface, and on-line help make the 

power to acce DG® host systems easy to gain. In fact, Smanerm users will 
gra p more with advanced file transfer features, background operation, plus a 
full complement of convenience and communications features not found on 
the D470C. 

For imple text applications, Smaiferm 400 faithfully duplicates the 
performance of virtually every Dasher® text terminal currently in use while 
delivering advanced PC-to-the-rest-of-the-World communications features. 

When you select Smanerm, 
you 're making the right connection. 
We make it all ea y with unlimited, 
free technical support. 

Start by accessing us. Call our 
hodine I-BOO-EMULATE. 

persD/f 
ACCESS THE POWER You NEED': 

C 1990 Persofl , Inc All Rights Reserved SpeCifications subject 10 change Without nonce Persa(, and SmaiTerm are registered trademarks of Per50ft. lnc .. 465 Science Drive. Madison. WI 537 11. 
D.na General. DO. and Dasher are tradcmar)(s of Data General Corporation 
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Data capture in the American desert 

Oll-screell represelltatioll of Sail Bert/adillo COI/Ilty 

SYNOPSIS I 
With automated data in a specialized geographic information system 

(GIS). San Bernadino County collects. analyzes. and maps information 
on land usage. crime statistics. and traffic patterns. 

by Dan Lewis 
Special to Focus 

San Bernadino County is the largest 
county in the contiguous United States. 
Because of its size, and because its expan
sive desert region is su ceptible to sud
den and violent rainstorms that can turn 
arid land into pools of water, transporta
tion and flood control are among the 
county's chief concerns. To manage these 
concerns, the southern California county 
depends on a geographic information sys
tem (GIS) called ARC/I FO from Envi
ronmental Systems Research Institute 
(ESRl). 

GIS allows user to combine various 
types of information into one graphic 
display. For instance, a land planner work
ing with a GIS can simultaneously view 
topographic data, traffic patterns, zon
ing, population densities, and many other 
diverse types of information. 

San Bernadino County's geographic 

information management system, or 
GIMS, has evolved over the years in re
sponse to rapid growth. GIMS Project 
Manager Craig Gooch says that rather 
than following a pre-defined deSign, "our 
work was driven by the requirements of 
the particular projects we were involved 
in." Gradually, San Bernadino County's 
GIMS program moved from a single-pur
pose GIS to a multi-user environment, 
and from GIS software developed in
house to a turnkey system using ARC 
/1 FO and its various module . 

The county began with its own pro
prietary GIS on a DC Eclipse minicom
puter with four terminals in 1984. In 1986, 
the system was upgraded to DC's 32-bit, 
AOS/VS-based MV /20000 running 
ARC/I FO. Today, the configuration 
includes the MV /20000, three OS 7540 
engineering workstations, two CaIcomp 
pen plotters, monochrome and color 
electrostatic plotters, and Tektronix 4107, 
4111,4207, and 4208 terminals, which are 
used for data input and display, as well 
as a number of workstations to help dis
tribute the computers and data base 
management within many of the county's 
departments. 

An MY /10000 computer, OS 7420 en
gineering workstation, and another pen 
plotter al 0 are connected to the network 
and u ed for engineering design and of
fice automation functions. The Data Gen
eral network i interconnected to the 
county IBM mainframe, providing access 
to tabular data ba e and applications that 
include the county as essor's property 
information management system. 

Initially, the data to upport the 
county's GIS needs consisted of parcels, 
single line street networks, street names, 
tran portation circulation information, 
environmental hazards, noise hazard ar
eas, and zoning. By 1983, this et of data 
comprised roughly 30 percent coverage 
for the county. As the system developed, 
and new data sets and applications were 
generated, other areas of the San Ber-
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A complete lirie of Pertec/Ciphe~ compatible, high , 
. performance, maximum capacity tape backup 

subsystems - good enough to be called Spectra! 

For ten yea~, Data General users have tru ted Spectra Logic 
disk and tape controllers for performance, reliability and 
innovatiOh. 

The reputation continues with Spectra Tape: a tape subsystem 
capable of backing up over ty/o gigabytes on a single 8mm 

- at speeds up to 1~ megabytes per Minute! 
Spectra Stream software, included with every Spectra 
Tape, provides timed start for unattended, overnight 
backup. 

Spectra Tape i de igned to save more than time. Its 3 1/2" 
profile aves pr cious rack pace; inexpensive, compact 8~ d;lta cartridges save on storage 

requirements and its ease of operation and comprehensive LCD status window save headaches. And Spectra Tape saves 
money by connecting directly onto any existing Pertec/ Ciphef'l compatible tape controller. 

Onboard Error Correction Code (ECC), automatic data verification and helical s<?ln recording ensu're data integrity. 

pectra Tape ihcludes operation software and is available 
with one or two 2.3 gigabyte tape drives. 

It's backed by Spectra.lt carrie Spectra' one year 
manufacturer's warranty. It's good enough to be called 
Spectra. 

call or write for complete information. 

Spectra Logic Sales: 
1700 North 55th Street t::.. Boulder, CO, 80301 
Call <303) 449-7759 t::.. FAX (303 939-8844 

Spectra Stream, Spectra Tape, Spectra Logic and Western Automation are trade,marks of Western Automation ~ratories, Inc. 
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Why gamble ... 

... on 
someone offering 
disaster recovery 
as a sideline? 

With DG/hot site from 
Data A urance, you get: 

• Dedicated DG computer 

• Dedicated Communication 
• Dedicated Recovery Expert 

Over 150 DG u er, panning 
the .S. and Canada, don't 
gamble with their information 
ba ed a et - or their choice 
for a hot ite. They u e the 
dedicated people, experienced 
in actual recoverie and hun

dred of te t , and dedicated 
di a ter recovery re ource of 

Data Assurance 
Corporation 

Denver · New York· Philadelphia 

(800) 654·1689 
6551 S Revere Pkwy. Englewood. CO 80111' (3031792·5544 

Data General has qualified DAC as a provider of 
DG/hot site. based on criteria established by DG. 
DAC is an independent company offering its 
disaster recovery services to users of 

4. Data General 
equipment. 
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nadino County government began to sit 
up and take notice. 

The county' GIMS now center on the 
concept of a centralized automated geo
graphic data base consisting of carto
graphic features explicitly related to de
criptive attribute or tabular data. Thi 

central data ba e i acces ible to a wide 
variety of people within different county 
departments, as well as incorporated cit
ie , utility companies, and the private 
ector for diver e geographic proce ing 

activitie . With automated data, San Ber
nadino County's various departments can 
use the GIS to collect, analyze, and map 
out information about everything from 
land u e and land parcel owner hip to 
crime statistics and hazardous wa te 
generators. 

Specialized GIS applications 
The two main components of the 

county's GIS data ba e are the parcel and 
the treet centerline network ba e map 
components, with the County A sessor's 
Office responsible for the maintenance of 
the parcel layer, once the information has 
been input. 

The street centerline network repre ents 
~he physical alignment of existing roads 
111 the county. Data ba e attribute as oci
ated with the roads-such a addresse 
street name, cities, and zip codes-ar~ 
u ed by the sheriff to trigger computer
aided dispatch systems, mapping, and 
address matching. 

"In one ca e we had the Environmental 
Health Department provide us with the 
addre e of hazardous waste generators 
within the county," explained Brent Rolf, 
a geoproce sing technician on the GIMS 
team at the county' Environmental Pub
lic Works Agency. "We matched tho e 
add res es to our street network file and 
the GIS produced a map showing the 
locations of hazardous waste generator 
in the area. Once thi information is geo
coded, an overlay analy is can be per
f?rm.ed,. howing which citie and analy-

I d! tnct they fall into." 
Other users of the centralized GIS tech

nology include the county a e or' of
fice, regional park, the county chool 
di trict, the council of government, en
vironmental health ervices, water di -
tricts, and the fire warden. Underground 
well water data are al 0 compiled u ing 
the GIMS data ba e. These data are u ed 
to identify and analyze the relation hip 
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between reports of tainted wat rand 
po ible chemical pill and aquifer im
pact . 

Cooperative data capture efforts 
Wallace Raynor, a GIS team leader in 

the y tem development divi ion of the 
county's Office of Management Services, 
ays that San Bernadino County (popula

tion 1.3 million) i no mall mas to reckon 
with. The as essor' office, for example, 
i re pon ible for maintaining records of 
about 655,000 parcels re iding on 20,000 
quare mile of land. 

To utilize the full capabilitie of the 
GIS, 2,500 square mile of spatial data 
needs to be input to atisfy 90 percent of 
the county's requirement -an enormou 
data capture effort. 

According to Raynor, 13 San Bernadino 
County departments are currently col
laborating on the project. "Data capture 
i the harde t part becau e it needs to be 
done correctly," he says. Positional accu
racy requirements are most stringent for 
the county asses or's office at a strict + /
two feet. 

eighboring Riverside, Los Angeles, 
and Orange Counties also use ARC 
/ 1 FO, 0 information and re ources 
have the potential of being hared among 
the counties. 

"We're making a cooperative effort 0 

we can pa s the data back and forth be
tween the different governmental enti
ties. This is a big job, and what I see 
developing through cooperative efforts 
is a regional geographic information ys
tem," Raynor notes. 

The GIMS development plan include 
the development of additional applica
tion and data. The cada tral ba e will be 
extended to include data for the entire 
county. Parcel data content and tructure 
are al 0 being enhanced, to update the 
original parcel data developed from 1977-
83. Topological tructuring will be added 
to the graphic information, and a number 
of new element are planned, including 
treet name , tax rate areas, lot line, cen

terlines, ubdivision reference , right of 
way, ea ement ,and dimen ion for lines 
and right of way. 

Dan Lewis is a writer alld editor for EllvirOll
mental Systel/ls Research Institllte, /n c., a 
DC vallie-added reseller. He may be reached 
at 380 New York St. , Redland , CA 92373; 
714/793-2853. 
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Why the World of Business 
Relies on the SAS® m. 
When millions of records and 
billions in revenue all ride on 
your data, you can't settle for 
anything less than the world's 
most reliable software. That's 
why more than 75% ofthe world's 
most successful companies -
from finance to pharmaceuticals, 
manufacturing to mining
depend on the SAS System. The 
#1 applications software system. 

A World of Choices 

We've designed the SAS System 
for practically any application 
that involves accessing, manag
ing, analyzing, and presenting 
data - from shop-floor quality 
control to top-floor executive 
information systems. And because 
SAS applications run the same 
regardless of hardware, you have 
the power to decide where those 

applications belong - in the data 
center, at the department level, 
or on the desktop. 

World-Class Service 

The SAS System is backed by 
expert technical support and 
consulting services, continuous 
enhancements, and comprehen
sive documentation and training. 
All from SAS Institute Inc., one 
of the world's most respected 
names in software. 

See for yourself why thousands 
of companies turn to the SAS 
System for their most strategic 
applications. Call us now at 
(919) 677-8200 and ask for your 
free Executive Summary and 
details about our free 30-day 
software evaluation. In Canada, 
call (416) 443-9811. 

The SAS® System. 
More Choices 
for More Applications 
than Any Other Software. 

1fI£ 
SAS Institute Inc. 
Software Sales Department 
SAS Circle 0 Box 8000 
Cary, NC 27512-8000 
Phone (919) 677-8200 
Fax (919) 677-8123 

The SAS System runs on mainframes, 
minicomputers, workstations, and 
personal computers. 

Copyright © 1989 by SAS Institute Inc. 
Printed in the USA. 
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a better tree 

~ ~~ 
~ 
-'h ~-~ 
~ ~~ 
-~ ~~ 

by Lucy Saunders 
Special to Focus 

SYNOPSIS 
1he US Forest 

Seroice uses 
a statistical 

package from 
Systat to 

analyze the 
variables that 

affect tree 
growth. 

~ ~:\ 
~~ 
~ ~ \----'1:----'(' 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service ha a mi ion: to develop 
guideline that e tabli h and manage for
e t stand . Key to the uccess of the U.S. 
Forest Service's re earch efforts are statis
tical analyse conducted with data col
lected from the field . 

In this in tance, the field i actually a 
forest where regeneration condition or 
individual tree measurement are col
lected. Re earch Forester Richard L. Ern t 
visits each tand with mea uring in tru
ments and data recorder or notebook in 
hand. He collects data on each tree in the 
tand, attempting to discover how pe

cies, diameter of trunk, competition for 
water or light, spacing of trees, and other 
variables affect growth. 

"We're looking for way to grow big
ger trees in a shorter period of time," 
Ernst says. "We conduct numerous stud
ie , and all of them rely on the u e of 
statistics to determine what treatments, if 
any, are effective in promoting tree 
growth." 

Ern t and hi fellow analyst at the U.s. 

,~ L-~--~--~---------------------

,~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ "t~ ~ 

~~,,~~"\ 
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_ ______ Focus ON: SCIENCE PROJECTS 

For t S rvic' Northeast rn For t Ex
perim ntation Station hay collected data 
over more than 20 year . A long-term u er 
of Data General systems, th Forest Ser
vice ha mor than 900 Data General CPUs 
throughout the country networked to
gether from the Burlington, Vermont 
Exp riment Station. 

The Data General EcIip e eries was 
cho en for it computational and data 
handling peed. With large data sets to 
analyze, the Forest Service n eds tatisti
cal analy is and graphics oftware that 
run on Data General system, and is 
pow rful enough to handle many vari
ables. Ern t cho Sy tat, a comprehen-
ive tati tical analy i oftware package, 

and its companion Sygraph, to look at re
lation hip among variables such as tree 
spacing and trunk diameter. 

Systat is available on Macinto hand 
IBM PC-compatible p rsonal computers. 
Both versions have been rated highly by 
the computer trade pre s, so many re-
earcher were familiar with the oftware. 

Thus, it took little training to enable For-

Stand variable correlations 

DENSITY 

FOCIIS 

est Service researchers to use it on the 
Data General. 

The Data Gen ral ver ion of Sy tat i 
identical to the P version. The program 
runs in the interactive mode with the user 
keying in commands a the analysis pro
ceeds. Like the PC version, the Data Gen
eral version allows command file execu
tion. However, Systat on the Data Gen
eral also permits batch submission of 
analy es. Several command lines can be 
prepared and submitted to run concur
rently in batch mode. The program takes 
advantage of the multi-tasking virtual 
operating system of the DC. This enables 
the user to prepare additional command 
files, or move on to other projects while 
Systat i performing its statistical analy
ses. 

Graphics on the Data General are 
handled with standard GKS drivers. 
These are automatically loaded and avail
able for use without any programming 
by the u er. Graphics output can be sent 
to the screen, laser printers, plotters, or 
written a meta files. The metafiles can be 

: .. 

BEGBA 
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Circle 50 on reader service card. 

JfIJf) 
C;onfused by CLI Macr~s? 

Don't worry! 

Hook-Bang-Crunch 
makes it all very clear. 

The definitive Manual on CLI Macros 
Pormac 222pp A4. 3·bde drUIed, BindeT not ouppIicd. 

PRICES 
?!# Manual 

?!# Mag-Tape 
Shipping I Handling 

SUS 
S80-OO 

S80-OO 
S15-OO 

Allow 4 10 6 wee .. for deHY<ry. 

SA 
SIOO-OO 

SI00-00 
S5-OO 

Send order with Cheque or Money Order to: 

Shalless Software Pty Ltd 

s<> 
P.O. Box 469, Malvern 
Victoria 3144, Australia 

Tel: (61-3) 824-7689 
Fax: (61-3) 696-4928 

(inC<lrpCnl<d in Viao-ia) N"" include Inlemalional Pn:r .. 

Circle 57 on reader service card. 



Circle 9 on reader service card. 

MS-DOS 
Compiled Business BASIC (CBB ) is an easy to use and 

comprehensive tool to convert your DG Business BASIC and 
Bluebird Business Basic programs to true MS-DOS format. 

Download and convert Business BASIC programs to run on 
. your DOS Co~patible PC's. Whether your needs are for 

single-user, multi-user or networked PC's, CBB is the solution. 
To order please call us at 1-800-346-8232 or 

619-438-2220 ext. 420 

BASIX Development Group, Inc .5900 La Place Court, Carlsbad, CA 92008 

BASiX 
CBS os ° 'egos .. ", IOo.emoOk ol!!ASI' Developme .. GoouP Inc A" I' ' 
0fMf bronCIS ana pIOOUCI names otelfOdemorks 01 reg_stereo IlOde· 
malkS 011,*' respectrve componl8S 
~x DevetopmenI GrouP. Inc 1989 

Circle 5 on reader service card. 

imported into DC' CEO drawing board 
for editing. Alternately, they can be ex
ported to an IBM-compatible personal 
computer and then imported into many 
different PC drawing and de ktop pub
Ii hing software packages that support 
metafiles. 

The Fore t Service i committed to a 
corporate data tructure that support 
information sharing. It is extremely im
portant that multiple user have acce s to 
re earch data. "Having Sy tat available 
on our networked DC system integrates 
powerful stati tical analysis and graph
ic in the proce ," says Ernst. "The whole 
job of taking raw data from raw numbers 
to publication-quality graphics can be 
done entirely on the DC." 

ne side effect 
of the treatment 

was evident: 
as the density 

was reduced, the 
average tree 

diameter 
increased 

Stands and SPLOMs 
The graph in Figure 1 displays the rela

tionship among diameter growth of tree , 
relative tree ize, and the crowding or 
density of a stand of black cherry tree in 
the Allegheny ational Forest in north
western Pennsylvania. "The three-dimen
ional plot is u eful for vi ualizing the 

growth response when the dependent 
variable is a function of two oth r vari
able ," says Ern t. 

The density of the tree in a tand is 
plotted along the x-axis. The relative ize 
of tree in the stand (i.e., a big tree in a big 
tand, or a mall tree in a big stand) is 

plotted along the y-axi . The z-axis u es 
the diameter growth of each tree a the 
dependent variable. Clearly, the tree 
growth low a crowding increa e ; in 
addition, tree grow fa ter the larger the 
tree i relative to its neighbor . 
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Figur 2 i a PLOM, or catterplot 
matrix in which Sygraph pi t ev ry pair 
of a number of variable in a ingl di 
play. PLOM ar u eful for tudying the 
r lation hip among a handful of vari
able at onc . They could b con idered 
a a vi ual corr lation matrix. When I ok
ing at a SPLOM, read th column label t 
int rpret the x-axi and the row label to 
int rpret th y-axi. Th row and col
umn of plot account for th patchwork 
quilt I k of a larg SPLOM. 

Many of th tand lev I variabl ar 
correlated; th catterplot matrix make 
it ea y to the e correlation. The fir t 
variable, d n ity, refer to the crowding 
in the tand . The econd variable, 
AVG_D_l , r pr ent theaveragediam -
ter of tr e in the tand at the tart of the 
m a urement study (i.e., the average ize). 
AVG_D_2 i the variabl name for th 
average diameter that i weighted by the 
iz of the tr es in th tand . The fourth 

variable, BEGBA, repre ent the sum of 
th cro - ectional area of all the tree 
(total ba al area) in the tand. 

Em t found that there i a high po i
tive correlation between the two mea -
ures of crowding, den ity and BEGBA. 
Likewi e, there i a high po itive correla
tion between the two average tand di
ameter ; the r lationship i al 0 quadratic. 
The treatment in the tand wa to reduce 
the den ity. One ide effect of the treat
ment wa evident: a the den ity wa 
r duced, the average tree diameter in
crea ed. The plot matrix enable u er to 

e interrelation hip between the vari
able. 

"What' important for me i to be able 
t plot variabl u ing exploratory data 
analy i t chnique ," Ern t ays. 
"Sygraph provide the EDA procedures I 
ne d to explore the relation hip among 
diff r nt variable ." 

The tudy cit d above i ju t one of 
many tudi conducted by the U.s. For-

t Service Exp riment Station . A Em t 
point out, "All of our tudie rely on the 
u e of tati tic to determine which treat
m nt , if any, are effective in promoting 
tr tabli hm nt and growth. So, for 
th analy i pha e, a tatistical oftware 
package i indi pen able." b. 

Liley Sallllders is a writer for Sy tat, Inc., 
1800 Sherll/all Av., Evanston, IL 60201 ; 708 
/864-5670. 
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IIZIM 
performs 

feats other 
databases 

dream 
about. I' 

INFOWORLD, August 21 , 1989 

t's time to wake up to ZIM
the Entity-Relationship 4GL 
DBMS that provides one 

seamless language throughout 
the entire application develop
ment process. 

Experience more power, 
portability and flexibility, while 
reducing code and develop
ment time. 

Interested? Call, circle or 
write today. 

1-800 -267-9972 
(in Canada 1-613-727-1397) 

Sterling Software 
Zanthe Systems Division 
1200-38 Antares Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2E 7V2 

ZIM 
VM/CMS, VMS, AOS/VS, 
UNIX, XENIX, ONX, OS/2, 

Networks, and DOS 

~W~~r,J~~~~:~~M~MO,S!~r~u~:~:~~r~.\ 
UNIX: AT&T Bell laboratOries. X~NIX and OOS Microsoft 

Corp_; ONX; OuanlUm Software Systems lid 

Circle 60 on reader service card . 

DATA GENERAL 
BUY . SELL . TRADE 

SPECIAL: MV1 5000 Mod-1 0 .............. .... ..... .... $39,000 * 
PROCESSORS MAG TAPE DRIVES 

MV20oo0 Mod·l w/ 16MB Memory .................... $129,000 6300 1600/6250 BPI Mag Tape Subsyslem ........ $10.900 

MV15000 Mod·810 Mod·l0 upgrade ..................... 29,000 6299 1600/6250 BPI Mag Tape Subsyslem .......... 13,900 

MV2500 w/8MB Mem, 322MB HID ........................ 17,900 6026 9TR 800/1600 BPI Tape Subsyslem ................. 990 

MVloo00 w/4MB Memory ...................................... 17,900 6270·B 15MB DT Cartridge ........................................ 590 
MV8oo0 Mod II w/4MB Memory ............................... 1,900 
MV7800 w/4MB Memory .......................................... 4,400 DISK DRIVES 
MV4000 w/o Memory .................................................. 790 
MV2000DC wI2MB, 160MB Disk, 24MB Cart .......... 4,900 
Eclipse Sl280 wl2MB Memory, BMC ....................... 4,500 
Eclipse Sl1 40 wl256KB, 16·sI01 .................................. 790 

6239 592 Subsyslem ............................................. $9,900 
6236 354MB Argus Subsyslem ............................... 3,900 
6161 147MB Kismil Subsyslem .................................. 990 
6363 160MB HID MV20r MV4DC ........................... 1.790 

DesklOP Modell 0 or 20 wl256KB, 15MB Floppy ....... 790 6336 71 MB Disk w/Controlier for Desklop .................. 890 

MEMORIES 
SKSHP660F 660MB SIS Replaces 006581 Rams 18,595 

8990·E 32MB MV20IMV15 Memory .................... $23,900 
8990-D 16MB MV20IMV15 Memory ...................... 11 ,500 

8871 8MB Universal Memory ................................... 3,900 
8865 2MB Universal Memory ................ ...................... 490 
8708 2MB MV8IMV6 Memory ..................................... 390 
8713-R DT Mod· l0 or 20 512KB Memory ................ .. 290 

TERMINALS 
6500 D216 CRT w/Keyboard .................................... $370 
6392191 D215 or D214 CRT wlKeyboard ........... ........ 245 

6167/66 D460 or 0410 wlKeyboard ............................ 245 

6168169 D210 or D21 1 w/Keyboard ............... ............. 175 

COMMUNICATIONSICONTROLLERSIOPTIONS PRINTERS 

4370 IAC16 wlTCB RS232 .................................... $2,400 4599 DG 2000 LPM Band Prlnler ........................ $16,900 

4369 IAC8 wlTCB .................................................... 1,490 4598 DG 1500 LPM Band Prlnler ........... ............... 10,900 

4532-A Inleiligent LAN Controller .................. .......... 3,000 4364 OG 600LPM Band Prinler ............................... 1.490 

6238 354MB/592MB Argus Inleiligent Conlrollers ...... 890 4433 1 80CPS ................... ........................................... 425 

4463 USAM4 w/Cable ............ ................. ........... ......... 325 4531 l60CPSI 132 Column Printer .. ........................... 350 

COMPUTER WHOLESALERS 
MARK BRADT FAX 404 /457 5841 

3246 Marlon Drive 404-455-4542 DoraVille Georgia 30340 

Circle lIon reader service card . 



INTERVIEW ____________________ _ 

Credit where 
(and when) it's due 

SYNOPSIS I Responding to customer criticism, 
Data General revamped its invoicing 

system Timely, understandable, 
correct, and useJul bills are the goals 

oj this recent overhaul. 

by Robin Perry 
Focus staff 

A few issues ago, Focus asked readers 
to tell us how they rated the quality of 
Data General products and services. ot 
surprisingly, the results of our survey 
showed that Data General customers 
think highly of the company's hardware 
and software products. The service side, 
unfortunately, is not as evenly praised. In 
particular, Data General's invoicing sys
tems conSistently drew criticism. 

While we'd like to credit the power of 
the press for bringing about change, most 
likely it was the dual pressures of cus
tomer complaints and an economic 
squeeze that forced Data General to take 
better care of its current customer base. 
Whatever the cause, during the first part 
of 1990, Data General made several 
changes to its maintenance contract in
voicing system (for software, hardware, 
and extended warranties), all designed 
to make bills easier to understand, timely, 
and accurate. In the following interview, 
Craig Miller, DC's manager of U.s. con
tracts and collections, describes the on
going changes, and their effects on your 
bill . 

FOCUS: I'm going to list the major com
plaints made by our readers, and ask you 
to tell us how the new invoicing system 
addresses them: 

Bills are hard to understand . They are 
not itemized and no explanations are 
given. It is difficult to track billing. 

MiII.r: That is one of the change that 
we made with the new application. We 
went to a transaction-oriented invoice, 
effective in January. Previous to that, there 
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was lots of irrelevant information that 
showed up on the invoice. This change 
allowed us to eliminate all of that irrele
vant information and just put in informa
tion that was specific to the transaction. 

Also included in that change was some
thing called automatic credit, which had 
also been a source of complaints and frus
tration previously, in that customers did 
not realize their credits on time. We had 
basically a 30-60 day delay for them to 
recognize a credit. With this change, cred
its are now reflected on invoices as soon 
as we process them. 

FOCUS: Will you also include more in
formation on the invoices, like the equip
ment serial numbers? 

MiII.r: We have the capability of includ
ing as much detail as the customer wants. 
There are basically six invoice options that 
are available, including all the way down 
to every model and every serial [num
ber]. 

FOCUS: It is difficult to get a change or 
correction made to a bill. Users don't 
know who to call to report billing errors. 
What about the suggestion to assign a 
specific representative to each account? 

MiII.r: That's a surprise because we 
have a 1-800 number right on the invoice. 
We have a group of six telephone agents 
that are in place to handle those que -
tions that come in over that 1-800 line. We 
have one (line) for Massachusetts and one 
for outside of Mas achusetts. 

FOCUS: Are these six agents responsible 
for all the accounts? 

MiII.r: The e six agents are a front-end 
telephone group. They try to answer a 
customer's question, and if they cannot, 
due to the complexity of the question, 
they pass them on to an administrator 
who does the daily monitoring of that 
specific customer, and then that person 

will get back to them. We get 500 to 600 
phone call a month. So we do have a fair 
amount of activity. 

FOCUS: But every time a person calls, 
they might get a different person on the 
end of the line. I think that the comment 
was, "could we have a specific represen
tative to handle my account, so when I 
have a problem, I can call and get some
one who is already familiar with my ac
count?" 

MiII.r: Let me give you my comment 
on that: one of the reasons that we put the 
front-end telephone process in place was 
because the administrators, of which we 
have 20, were so interrupted that they 
could not get their jobs done. It's a high
volume processing kind of job and there's 
a lot of work that they have to do in a day, 
and in a week, and in a month. 

What we found was that their phones 
were ringing so much, that the fact that 
they were taking the time to answer them 
was taking away from the work they had 
to do. We put this front-end telephone 
process in place to try to reduce the 
amount of interruptions that these people 
were experiencing, and that process has 
worked very well for us. 

But there certainly can be situations 
where we can provide an administrator's 
name to a customer, should they have 
specific requirements. We just don't want 
to do it on a regular basis, because it sort 
of takes away from their job. Basically, 
25,000 contracts are split between 20 
people, so the volumes are pretty high. 

FOCUS: Communication between de
partments at Data General is a perceived 
problem. Users have trouble getting bills 
consolidated. They get multiple invoices 
from different departments. 

MiII.r: We are trying to consolidate the 
order entry system as much as possible 
within the corporation, and I think that 
might help address that issue. We began 
a synergy project in August of 1989 to 
integrate the sales administration group 
and the contracts administration group. 
We put collections in there as well. So, 
effective in August 1989, we consolidated 
almost all of the order entry administra
tive functions in the corporation into one 
group. We' re going through a process 
right now of combining people' job 0 
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Our tape drive has more 
to offer than just a pretty face. 

G
et th Lape backup Lem that 
mak it ea to find out th 
fa t . Our CY-8200 ha a 2-line, 
40 column LCD option that 

give ou complete taLu information. 
In ea -to-r ad, preci format, ou e 
tran fer rat ,command under execution. 
unu ed Lape in megab Le . and the ECC 
rate indicating backup integrit . 0 
gue work ... ju t the fact . 

State·of·the·art hellcal scan tech· 
nology. You get all the advantages of 
advanced helical scan technology. oper
ating speeds of up to 15 Mb per minute. 
2.3/2.5 Gb of formatted capacity on a 
Single 8mm tape. major time sav-
ings from unattended backup. 
and tremendously 
reduced media and 

The industty's most 
advanced Bmm backup 

system. 

True "plug and play" compatibility with 

Alpha Micro DEC-HSC IBM ASl400 PIe,us 
Altos DECQ-Bus Macintosh Prime 
ApoUo DEC rurrA81 NCR Pyramid 
Ali, DEC Unibus PC 3861i, Sequent 
AT&T Gould PC MS-OOS Sun 
Con\-ergent HP PCSCOXenix Unisys 
Data General IBM S-36138 PCSCOUnix Wang 

... and more 

storage expense. All at an unsurpassed 
price/performance ratio. 

Total nexibJllty, total support. Th 
CY-8200 can be configured to meet all 
your ite r quiremenL . Choo from 
tabl top or 1911 rack mounting option , 
hard di k combination . and cabl length 

up to 80 feet. The 
CY-8200 ub y -
tern provide turn
ke olution for a 
wide vari t of 
tern. uch a true 
plug-and-pla 
compatibility with 
direct interface to 
Pertec tandard 
9-Lrack tap 
con troll r . 

Circle 12 on reader service card . 

nd nobody matche our upport. 
The CY-8200' full 12-month warranL 
include unlimited technical upporL. 
direct from our in-hou e engineering and 
technical upporL group. 

Up to four 
CY-B200 drives can be mounted 

in our standard 19" rack. 

For full information on the CY-8200 
high- peed. high-capa ity. 8mm tape 
ub y tern call u at (804) 873-0900. 

11830 Canon Boulevard 
ewport ew . Virginia 23606 

(804) 873-0900 
FAX (804) 873-8836 



INTERVIEW _____________________ _ 

that there i only on contact for the cu -
tomer, and we're also going through the 
pr c f combining order entry sy tems, 

Miller: That' a tough one. I know that 
basically there are three major ordering 
pOint right now. That would be the er
vice ide, th quipm nt id, and the 
DG Direct side, which is eparate. The 
DG Direct ide and the equipment ide 
have con olidated. The service side is in 
the proce of doing that, but I would ay 
that is probably a good 12 months away. 
That's a large proce s that's not really 

we look Iik we'r i uing invoice 
from on department. That's really in the 
beginning tage right now. We're work
ing our way through that i ue. 
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Industry standards raised! 

EMU/470's 
newest release, 

Version 3.0, provides 
significant capabilities 
and enhancements, to 
include: Complete 
emulation for all DG 
terminals; support for all 
graphic adaptors, includ
ing compressed mode 
to 135 columns on VGA, 
EGA, MCGA, CGA, and 
Hercules cards; both 
text and binary file 
transfers plus XMODEM 
and Kermit protocols. 

Plus numerous 
Bonus Features: Built-in 
System Diagnostics; 
Command language 
and Script Files; Foreign 
Keyboards and 
Character Support 
including Code Page 
850; Graphics on IBM 
Proprinters and HP 
laserjets; 70+ Macro 
Keys, Auto Dial & Logoff; 
Unlimited Configuration 
Files; and complete 
Mouse Compatibility. 

E"J\U/410~ 
Rhintek offers a comprehensive line of products spanning the 
entire Dasher Tenninal Line, priced from $95 to $249. We offer 

volume discounts and unlimited free tech support. 

Rhintek, I c. 
DG Tenninal Emulators since 1983. 
P.O. Box 220 Columbia/Maryland 21045 
301·730·2575 VISA and Me accepted. 

Circle 53 on reader service card. 

v ry far along. But w d finit ly have it 
in our plans. 

FOCUS: Billing timeline and accuracy 
are the other i sue that were mentioned. 

Miller: We have b n working very hard 
over the last year to improve the accu
racy and timeline s of the invoice. We 
think we've done orne very good thing 
a far a that's concerned. The timeliness 
of the invoices hould be a lot better than 
what cu tomer have exp rienced ov r 
the last couple of years. Also, th accu
racy of the invoices should be a lot better 
a a re ult of the on-going changes in the 
la t 12 to 18 month . 

FOCUS: What kind of internal changes 
did you make to bring that about this 
improvement? 

Miller: We made software changes to 
orne of the reporting sy tern that were 

cau ing delays as far as the timeliness 
i ue wa concerned, and al 0 cau ing 
delays a far as accuracy. The name of 
that project wa "Focu on: billing." We 
implemented that over a stretch of 
roughly 12 month (late '88 and early '89). 
We achieved some ignificant result . 
Right now we have an average (turn
around) time of about 60 days on the 
contract side. We have an average time of 
around 18 days on the time and :11aterials 
side, which is pretty good compared to 
what we had before, which wa around 
120 day or o. 

The accuracy piece ha been substan
tially focused on u ing the software 
change, and a number of field inventory 
programs to try to get cu tomers' inven
tory better in sync with what our data 
base has. That's been on-going for the 
last year as well. 

FOCUS: What other change ha Data 
General made to its billing sy tern? 

Miller: I think that really covers them. 
The questions that you asked are really 
the issues that I've heard for quite a long 
time. Unfortunately, I think there's a lot 
of negativi m in the cu tomer ' minds 
for problem that have historically been 
there. It's tough to change that, but I think 
that the changes we talked about will be 
the initial tep to get u over that hump. 

fl 
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Rw. 3 
DISK.PAKTM 

with 

A~Fite'P~ 

Available space 

NewITranslenl files 

Directory Information 

Frequenlly used hies 

MOderalely used hies 

Seldom used hies 

Never used 1,Ies 

• No more guesswork determining 
frequently used files. 

• Automatically arranges all files by 
number of accesses. 

• Even greater reductions in seek 
distance and service time. 

• Disks remain optimized longer, 
eliminating the need for frequent 
reorganizations. 

• Supports single· and multiple-disk 
systems. 

• Menu driven, interactive interface. 

• Reorganizing disks is easier than 
ever ! 

OISK.PAK and vs.1OOLBOX are lIademarks 01 EAGLE Software. 
Inc. INFOS Is a regislared lIademark 01 Oala General Corp. 

Other EAGLE Software Offerings: 

• PCOPY.PAL selectively retrieves 
individual files or a group of files 
from a set of PCOPY tapes. 

• INFOS® File Recovery. EAGLE 
Software consultants can recover 
INFOS files with FILE CONSIST· 
ENCY ERRORS. 

• Disk Reconstruction. AOSNS and 
AOSNS II disks with hard errors 
have been reconstructed, recover· 
ing crit ical files. 

SOFTWARE. INC. 

169 E. Cloud I P.O. Box 16 
Salina, Kansas 67402-0016 

Phone (913) 823·7257 
Fax (913) 823·6185 

VS.TOOLBOX Utilities: 

• TERMINATOR and SENATOR work 
together to terminate inactive or 
unauthorized processes. 

• SECRET.AGENT monitors system 
activity (CPU usage, disk activity, 
memory usage, etc.) 

• D.A., SURGEON and TAILOR tune 
hash frame sizes of directories and 
element sizes of files. 

• ARCHITECT and REBUILDER 
easily reorganize any INFOS files to 
improve processing speed and 
reclaim unused disk space. 

• DIRECTOR re·directs indirect 
records in an INFOS data base. 

• INSPECTOR and INVESTIGATOR 
monitor the organization of an 
INFOS file and determine when 
reorganization is necessary. 

• CROSS.EXAMINER logically com· 
pares two copies of an INFOS file. 

• ENFORCER will find or force a 
"quiet·time" when INFOS backups 
can be performed with confidence. 

• EXTENDER adds a volume and 
MANAGER enables space 
management for an INFOS index or 
data base. 

• PARAMEDIC recovers data records 
from corrupted INFOS files. 

Circle 35 on reader service card. 
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SYNOPSIS 
With dynamic bad block 

remapping. AOS/VS II's high 
availability provisions take 

AOS/VS disk-mirroring 
capabilities a step further. 

Don't Panic! 
by Tom Gutnick 
Special to Focus 

Overshadowed in the hoopla over the 
AOS/VS II new file system were some 
seemingly insignificant features that ac
tually turn out to be of great importance. 
Despite enormous strides over the years 
in increasing the reliability of disk drives, 
occasional disk errors still occur. What 
happens when an error occur i alway 
a concern. 

As part of the high availability strategy 
underlying AOS/VS II, dynamic bad 
block remapping strengthens the recov
ery capabilities in case of a disk error, and 
even eliminates some potential system 
failures. 

Being electromechanical device , disk 
drives are more likely to encounter occa
sional failures than nearly any other 
component of a computer system. Disk 
errors can be caused by problems with 
the disk drive itself, the controller, or the 
I/O channel (IOC), but the end result from 
a software standpoint is the same. The 
basic issue is what the system does if it 
tries to read data but can't. 

Two classe of disk errors can occur. 
Whenever AOS/VS, or AOS/VS II, de
tects an unsuccessful I/O operation, it 
retries the operation. If the operation suc
ceeds, the error is designated "soft," that 
is, recoverable, and is reported to the sys
tem console and to the Error_Log. Soft 
errors are transparent to application pro
grams. 

The system will normally retry the 
operation up to 15 times before giving 
up. If the system is unable to get a suc
cessful completion, even after retries, the 
error is designated "hard" (unrecover
able), and logged accordingly to the mas
ter console and the Error_Log. If an I/O 
operation is unsuccessful, the application 
will take the error return from the I/O 
request. What happens next depends on 
how the application was coded, but the 
most frequent outcome is that the pro
gram bombs out with a message of 
"Physical Unit Failure./I If the disk re
quest was made by AOS/VS itself, it' 
See Pal/ic, page 28 

Performance 
• comparison 

pitfalls 
SYNOPSIS 

To make valid comparisons 
between AOS/VS Classic 
and AOS/VS II, you must 
look not only at the data 

that is displayed, but also 
at the way it is gathered. 

In other words, what do you 
do with a used tick? 

by John R. Gilgis 
Special to Focus 

There lately have been some invalid 
performance compari ons of AOS/VS 
and AOS/VS II. On the surface, compari
sons between VS Classic and VS II ap
pear to be valid, but becau e of internal 
differences between the two operating 
y terns, they are not. Thi article dis

cus es the t~chnical reasons why portion 
of the commonly u ed com pari on are 
invalid, specifically, "sy tern call times in 
ticks," and "percent system time." 

System call times in ticks 
In both VS Classic and VS II, the total 

programmable interval timer (PIT) tick 
See Ticks, page 30 
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PIli/ie, cOl/til/lied frOIll page 26 

the operating system that will bomb out, 
probably with a panic code in the range 
of 2001 to 2006. 

tors, the disk is formatted with a number 
of spare sectors. Remapping is the pro
cess of redirecting the system from a bad 
spot on the disk to a spare sector.) (When device errors are logged, along 

with status information, the log record 
includes the address of the block. This 
information can be used by the system 
manager or the field engineer to remove 
that block from use. Because disks are 
always expected to have some bad sec-

Handling of soft errors is identical 
under AOS/VS and AOS/VS II. Since soft 
errors are transparent already, no differ
ence is warranted. It is in the area of hard 
errors that AOS/VS II provides greater 
recovera bili ty. 

28 

WITH 
DATA GENERAL'S 
MV/4000 
WHENVbu'RE 
OUT OF MEMORY, 
YOU'RE OUT OF 
LUCK. 

\ <} rS UNTIL NOW. 
/~ ~ r~!l' Now you can runtoday's 
~ ~ .' most complex 

I applications on your 
, ,.. MV /4000 -- including 
'~ AOS/VS II, Oracle 

ROBMS, and CEO 
rev.3 -- without 

getting bogged down 
by the 8MB memory 

limitation. Dataram's 
DR-4000U memory 

expansion ·kit lets 
you expand to 16MB. 

You'll fmd the DR-
4000U reasonably priced compared to the MV /7800, MV / 

15000, and MV /18000. Our three-board set lists for 
$12,500. And if you trade in your DG boards, we'll knock 

that price down by $1,000. 

The DR-4000U is quality built and tested. And to insure 
your investment, we back the DR-4000U with a LIFETIME 

WARRANTI and the EXPRESS SPARES PROGRAM. 

Don't run out of luck with your MV / 4000. Call Dataram 
today for the memory power you need. 

iJmfAjrw~~1 
P.O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543-7528 

For today's best memory values. call toll-free. 
1-800-822-0071 

(In NJ. call 1-609-799-0071) 
MV /4000. MV /7800. MV /15000. MV /18000. AOS/VS II. and CEO are rel!,lstered trademarks 

of Data General Corporation. Oracle Is a registered trademark of the 'Oracle Corporation. 

Circle 31 on reader service card . 

How it works under AOSNS 
Under AOS/VS, a hard error causes 

the I/O request to take the error return 
(except when doing disk mirroring). In 
most cases, the application program will 
stop running with the message "Physi
cal Unit Failure." If the I/O request was 
made by the operating system rather 
than an application, the system will 
panic. 

When a hard error occurs on a write 
request, there is also a good chance that 
the file was corrupted. (The program 
tried to write out something, and it never 
got written. The file now has an empty 
spot or a spot with incorrect data.) It is 
up to the application or the user to as
certain what corruption may have oc
curred and how best to recover. 

One extra little wrinkle occurs if hard
ware disk mirroring is in use. When a 
write request fails, the mirror will be 
broken, and the disk that was success
fully written to will be the preferred 
image. The error is reported to the mas
ter console (and Error_Log), but is trans
parent to the application. However, be
fore the disks can be resynchronized to 
resume mirroring, it is up to the system 
manager to run the partial format op
tion of the disk formatter (DFMTR) 
against both images to update the bad 
block table. Obviously, this requires re
leasing the LDU first, which may be dis
ruptive to operations. 

If an error occurs while reading from 
a mirrored disk, as long as the system is 
able to read successfully from the other 
image, the read request is successful, the 
mirror is maintained, and the user is 
unaware that anything happened. The 
system manager should still take action, 
when convenient, to remap the bad 
block. 

In anticipation of soft errors turning 
hard, you can use the partial format op
tion of DFMTR to manually update the 
bad block table, and DFMTR will remap 
those blocks. (This is why it behooves 
the system manager to check the error 
log on a regular basis-at least weekly, 
and preferably daily.) If DFMTR is un
successful in remapping a bad block 
(whether through manual updating of 
the bad block or through read-only sur
face analysis), your file may again be 
corrupt, and you will need to run FlXUP. 
(Depending on your application, you 
may also need to run IVERIFY or an-
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other recovery utility a well.) 

How it works under AOS/VS II 
Under AOS/VS II, oft error are handled 

in exactly the arne way-completely tran -
parent to tht: application. The big differ
ence i that AOS/VS II can remap bad 
blocks on the fly if hard errors occur. 

If a hard error occurs on a write request, 
the bad block will be remapped automati
cally (assuming that the disk's bad block 
remap area i n't already u ed up-but I've 
never seen that happen), and the data writ
ten out to the remapped location. Thus, no 
data 10 s occurs, and the error is transpar
ent to the application. 

On a mirrored write, the bad block will 
also be automatically remapped . (If it's 
hardware mirroring, the same block will 
be remapped on both drives.) This is trans
parent to the application. On a mirrored 
read, as long as the system can read from 
the other image (or from either of the other 
images, in the ca e of a three-way mirror), 
the read will be successful. The bad block 
will be remapped automatically, using the 
data read from the good copy. Again, if it's 
hardware mirroring, remap the same block 
on both disks. 

Bad blocks will not cause the mirror to 
be broken. The only time the mirror will be 
broken is if the system is unable to com
municate with a drive-usually because of 
a head crash, controller failure, etc. 

On a read request to an unmirrored disk, 
the hard error will be returned to the user, 
as with AOS/VS, and the program will 
probably abort. (Again, if it's a system re
quest, the system can panic.) But the sys
tem will remember that the block was bad 
(by marking it on the disk), and if it ever 
does a subsequent successful read of the 
block, it will remap the block. If a write is 
attempted to the block before it remaps the 
block, it can-and does-remap it without 
attempting to write to the bad block. 

However, the system cannot remap bad 
blocks discovered on a read until it has the 
data for them. This means that subsequent 
read requests for that block, whether from 
the same user or other users, will also fail, 
unless the problem was transient-not very 
likely. The system manager should use the 
OiskJockey (OJ) utility to remove the block 
from service, and restore the file from 
backup. 

You can u e OJ to add a block to the bad 
block table, but no copying of data is done. 
Since thi could cause file corruption, it 

Fows 

may be better to wait for a hard error to 
cau e dynamic remapping. 

otwithstanding the fact that the dy
namic remapping capabilities of AOS 
/VS II provide greatly strengthened data 
integrity, it is still imperative that proper 
file back-up procedures be followed on 
any system. Although AOS/VS II should 
allow a system manager to sleep better at 
nights, there i till no substitute for para-

IN 
CASE OF 

EMERGENCY 

noia where your information as et are 
concerned' 

Hardware note 
The RAM.s. disks ("Shadow" 500 MB 

and "Excalibur" 1200 MB) remap soft 
errors without disrupting either the sys
tem or the application. Any disk error 
(header check or ECC) will be remapped 
automatically by the controller on the 

CALL 
FAST TRACK 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

F~ST TRACK is best eguipped to provide 
disaster recovery services to your company 

look at the f acts: 

• Multiple hot sites for better 
geographic coverage 

• Fully equipped locations: Manhattan, 
Brooklyn NY, and Chicago 

• Largest bose of installed equipment, 
and most equipment per subscriber of 
any Data General disaster recovery 
firm 

• Facilities manned 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week by trained operators 

• Data General VAR authorized to 
provide disaster recovery services 

• The only Data General hot site facility 
with its own off-site high security data 
storage vaults offering 24 hour, 7 day 
a week courier service 

• Fully equipped computer room, office 
space and conference room facilities 
dedicated to disaster recovery 
subscribers 

• On-site inventory of hundreds of 
modems, multiplexors, and terminals 

• Private communications network 
available in most major U.S. cities 

• In-house Data General communications 
expertise ready to provide 
solutions to your networking needs 

Before disaster strikes, you need FAST TRACK SYSTEMS" 

(212) 422·9880 
Data General has qualified FAST TRACK SYSTEMS as a provider of DG / hot si te 
services based on FAST TRACK having met criteria established by Data General. 

Frs 
FAST TRACK SYSTEMS, INC. 

61 Broadway New York, NY 10006 

FTS is on independer.t compony providing its disaster recovery services lor users 01 •• Data General equipment. 

Circle 36 on reader service card . 
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second occurrence. The remap will suc
ceed if data can be recovered (i.e., a soft 
error). If the data cannot be r ad, then no 
remap will take place. This should cause 
sector that are going bad to be remap
ped before a hard error occur. 

This remapping is superior to remap
ping done by the operating y tern. Be
cau e th ector is relocated on the arne 
cylinder, no performance penalty is paid 
when the ctor i read again. In addi
tion, hardware remapping i totally trans
parent to the operating sy tern. This fea
ture i available on both Eclipse-bus and 
MRC ver ions of the R.A.M.5. controller. 

Summary 
Using hardware di k mirroring under 

AOS/VS i a good fi rst step in imple
menting a high availability strategy. AOS 
/VS II adds dynamiC bad block remap
ping to reduce the dangers of file corrup
tion and system failures. The result is even 
greater reliability and data integrity. And 
AOS/VS II, used in conjunction with 
hardware or oftware disk mirroring and 
R.A.M.s. disk drive, provides the high
est availability of data. /1 

Tom Glltnick hns been working with Dntn 
Gel/ernl systems for over n decnde. He is cur
rel/t1y n systems el/gineering consllltnnt il1 
the Teclll1ienl Services Grollp for Dntn 
Genernl's Enstern Operations, specinlizing il1 
AOS/VS performnnce nnd seC/lrity isslles. He 
cnn be reached at Dntn General Corp., 7927 
Jones Branch Drive, SlIite 200, McLean, VA 
22102; 703/827-9669. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ticks, COl/til/lien from page 26 

for each system calI since the system was 
booted can be accumulated. This is done 
by setting the 16-bit variable, SCTIM, to 
non-zero in the AOS/VS system file. The 
accumulation for each y tern call can then 
be viewed u ing the AOS/VS Monitor 
program. 

My main point is that the PIT ticks 
accumulated by any ystem call that u es 
the file system cannot be compared be
tween the two operating systems, since 
the internal tick allocation cherne 
changed. Affected y tern calIs could be 
a obviou as a ?RDB or as obscure as a 
?ISE 0 when the message is spooled to 
the di k. There is no change in the method 
of accumulating the ticks. Although the 
total number will probably change be-
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tween the two revi ions, the difference is 
that they are deposited into different 
"bucket ." 

For y tern call that u e the file y
tern, the ticks u ed are accumulated in 
three section -system call, file y tem, 
and disk driver proces ing. For our di -
cussion, only the fir t two are meaning
ful. 

In VS CIa sic, only the " ystem call 
processing" is counted in the respective 
system calI ticks bucket. The "file y tern 
proce ing" ticks are accumulated by a 
system task calIed the "Disk Manager." 
The total of the e tick i vi ible u ing 
MP_DISPLAY,butcannotbe ub-divid d 
on a call-by-caII, or process-by-proce 
basis. For many file system related calI , 
the "Disk Manager" accumulate the vast 
majority of the PIT ticks. 

In VS II, because of design difference, 
the file sy tern code executes on the origi
nal sy tern calI control block. This causes 
the "system call" and "file system" pro
cessing ticks to be combined in their re
spective sy tern call ticks bucket. 

If MP _DISPLAY is executed on a VS II 
system, the total "Disk Manager" ticks 
will always show a zero. This is simply 
because the system task does not exist 
any longer. Its function are replaced by 
the code that executes on the system calI 
control block. 

Because of this difference, comparing 
the PIT ticks on system call that use the 
file sy tern between VS Clas ic and VS II 
is like comparing apple and oranges. VS 
II wiIl always have a higher number of 
ticks for these calIs, since a larger amount 
of code is now being counted in the re
spective system call "bucket." 

CPU time usage 
The CPU time usage breakdown that is 

kept by both operating systems is accu
mulated in three grouping -user, sys
tem, and idle-using one of two meth
ods: 

Stntisticalmethod. This method u es the 
histogram feature to separate the real time 
clock (RTC) ticks into the three bucket . 
Both CPUTIME and the AOS/VS Moni
tor u e this approach to determine the 
CPU time usage. 

Accul11l1lationl11ethod. This method uses 
the PIT to record the number of PIT ticks 
used in each one of the three areas. 
MP _DISPLAY u es this approach to de
termine the CPU time usage. 

The count maintained by either 
method are u uaBy di played a percent
ages rather than as raw numbers. 

When u ing either of the e methods, 
there are two important consistency is
ue that need to be understood: 

• When comparing data gathered un
der VS CIa sic to VS II, how con istent 
are each of the methods with re pect to 
their tati tic gathering? 

• When comparing data gathered on 
only one of the operating ystem, how 
con i tent are the two methods when 
compared to each other? 

The remainder of this article will fir t 
di cu the con i tency of each of the e 
method , then compare them to each 
other. 

Before di cu sing the two methods, we 
also need to examine "sy tem" time for a 
moment. In either method, the "sy tem" 
time {which affects the "idle" time} is 
accumulated for two main area . The fir t 
area is that the sy tem i doing work on 
behalf of the u er, such as ystem calls, 
page faults, etc. Thi is the generally 
under tood idea. 

The second area includes some over
head function, such a cheduling. It is 
this cheduling component that needs 
further di cus ion. When the system is 
idle, VS execute the cheduler code look
ing for a job to run. If it doe n't find any 
job to run, it then executes the idle loop 
code. When the idle loop code is com
pleted, the scheduler code is again exe
cuted . This equence of execution of 
scheduler and idle code occur over and 
over again while the system is id le . 

Using the histogram method 
When comparing VS Cia ic to VS II 

using result generated by the histogram 
method with either CPUTIME or the 
AOS/VS Monitor, the folIowing mu t be 
remembered: 

• The percent u er time cnn be com
pared between the two operating systems 
using either utility. 

• The percent system and percent idle 
time cnnnot be compared. 

{The reason that system and idle times 
cannot be compared i that there i an 
inconsistency between the two operating 
systems.} 

• In VS Classic, while the system is 
idle, the cheduler code i counted in the 
system time bucket. Becau e of this, even 
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when a y tern i totally idle, y tern time 
is still being accumulated. 

• In VS II, thi has been changed so 
that th ch dul r od ,while the y tern 
i idle, i not counted in the sy tern time 
buck t. 

Since the percent y tern time will dif
fer, the percent idle time will al 0 be af
f cted. 

Thi percent y tern time difference i 
mo t noticeable wh n comparing VS Cia -
ic on a lower CPU to VS II on a fa ter 
PU. In this case, two variable have 

changed-the CPU type and the revision 
of VS. The u er time may cale as ex
p cted, ince it i u ually only affected by 
the CPU p d difference. The y tern 
time will probably not cale a expected 
b cause of all of the following factor : 

• The idle time algorithm wa changed 
in VS II 

• Th Y t m calls may take different 
amounts of tim 

• The p ed differ nce between the two 
CPU . 

The faster CPU, under VS II, will proba
bly have more idle time under identical 
load, but thi could vary depending on 
the contribution of each of the above fac
tor to the overall p rcent ystem time. 

Curr ntly, there i no known method 
to adjust for this difference in percent 
y tern and percent idle between the two 

op rating y t m . It will vary ignifi
cantly with load and application. 

Using the accumulation method 
When comparing VS CIa sic to VS II 

u ing re ult gen rated by the accumula
tion method, the r ults hould be com
parable with a utility such as 
MP _DISPLAY. Unfortunately, MP _DIS
PLAY can di play incorrect re ults be
cau e of pr blem in: 

• Microcode (fixed on the Eclip MV 
/40000 (all type) in instruction micro 
code rev 1.20). The revi ion level can be 
checked by typing the revi ion command 
at SCP-CLI prompt. 

• VS oftwar (fix d in rev 1.12 patch 
#98) 

The e problem cau e a multiple of 65K 
tick to b intermittently, and erroneously, 
added to either the current sy tern or idl 
value. MP _DISPLAY u e the e errone
ou value when displaying it tati tics. 

Focus 

aturally, when thi occur, the percent
age calculation are wrong. 

Comparing the two methods 
Under VS Cia sic, there are differences 

between the two methods since neither 
method i all-inclusive. For example, the 
tati tical method doe not include the 

time pent at interrupt level. Thi , how
ever, is included in the accumulation 
method. But in the accumulation method, 
the time pent in the disk driver code is 
not included, though it i in the statistical 
method . 

There are two points to be made con
e rning VS Clas ic. First, expect small 
difference between the two methods. 
Second, don't worry about mall differ
ence that may occur. 

Under VS II, there can be large differ
ence between the two methods. The pri
mary rea on i becau e of the cheduler 
time accumulation change. While the his
togram method does not include the 
cheduler time when the system is idle in 

it counters, the accumulation method 
does. 

To give an example of this difference 
under VS II, I executed CPUTIME and 
MP _DISPLAY on two terminals side by 
side on a production Eclip e MV /20000 
running VS II 1.00. The system usually 
has quite a bit of idle time. The idle time 
varied from 45 percent to 98 percent while 
I was monitoring it. The difference in the 
percent system time di played varied 
from 11 to 35 units, i.e.: 15 percent versus 
50 percent, one percent versus 31 percent, 
etc., with CPUTIME always having the 
lower number. The lower number is more 
correct since, while the system is idle, the 
cheduler overhead is not included. 

Summary 
Monitoring VS to understand how it is 

performing is a good thing to do. The 
caveat i that to draw the correct conclu-
ions, you must understand not only the 

data being displayed but also how that 
data is being gathered. When gathered 
data doe not either agree or make en e, 
both the data and the collection method 
need to be examined to determine wher 
the problem lie . 6 

John R. Cilgis is a member of DC's senior 
tec/1IIical staff, ill the performance allaly is 
group (PAC). 
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ICOBOL QUESTIONS? 

• When a program encounters a 
locked record, how can I find out 
who locked it? 

• I want to use ICOBOL 1.5. Do I 
really have to convert all my data 
files? Is there any way to access 
1.4 and 1.5 format files from the 
same program? 

• Is it possible to use ICOBOL 
data files with other languages? 

Threshold 
has the answers! 

Who Locked It? ............ $250 
Multisam ........................ $250 
ICIO ................................ $450 

Threshold, Inc. 
118 N. Ross Street 

Auburn, AL 36831 

(205) 821-0075 
Circle 66 on reader service card. 

Why blast your CPU ... 

TurboTran Includes: 
• Checksum & CRC Modes 
• Integftltlon with CEO 
• PC SUpport UtIlities 
• AOS & AOSIVS Systems 
• Many Other Extras/ 

$225 
30 Day Risk Free Offer 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 
20010 Centur\' Hhd., Suite 10-l 

Cermantown, \lan'land 20Hi-l 

(301) 540-5562 
fAX# 301 /5-10-8105 

Circle 17 on reader service card. 



SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG 

The patch not chosen 
SYNOPSIS I 

Aos/vs rev 7.67 optional patches render a lot oj 
unofficial patches obsolete. 

:AOS_ VS:7.67 
Wouldn' t you know it, the AOS/ VS 

7.67 beta tape arrived the day before this 
column was due at Focus. Luckily, my 
editor agreed to extend my deadline by a 
week to give me a chance to install 7.67 
and put it through its paces. 

For those of you who weren' t at last 
year 's national conference and who 
haven't read this rag since then, there 
were a lot of promises made at the 
conference about some nifty new things 
that would be done in rev 7.67. DG 
surprised (and delighted) everybody by 
responding "Sure, why not" to every 
reasonable enhancement request, many 
of which had been the subject of STRs for 
years. 

Here's the list of the major promises 
pretty much the way I remember it: 

• The ability to select/ exclude record 
types for SYSLOG 
• Charging of PIDs for time spent doing 
system calls so that CPU time charges 
more accurately reflect actual CPU usage 
• Improved immunity to the problem of 
a PID doing excessive system calls and 
causing massive disruption to other 
interactive processes (e.g., Blast) 
• Longer searchlists 
• The ability to specify file data element 
izes that are not a multiple of four (AOS 

/VS II has this) 
• The ability to have a root directory ACL 
of +,RE instead of +,E 
• A facility for "pruning" the system 
software to get rid of rarely used files 
(e.g., MKABS.PR, STACKER.PR). 

Well kids, here's the good news: They 
took a whack at everything except the 
last item. The bad news is that they didn't 
have the courage to sink the changes in 
concrete; most of them are in the form of 
"optional patches" supplied as part of 
the :UPDATE:7.67 directory. That's OK, I 
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:SISKEL_AND _EBERT 

To summarize, here's the patch 
situation for 7.67: 

Thumbs 
Siskei Ebert 
Up Up 
Up Up 
Down Up 
Up Down 

Up Up 
Up Up 
Up Up 
Down Up 
Up Up 

Patch 
7.67 JilE_ElEMENT _SiZE 
7.67 _lRU_BUFFERS_PAT 
7.67 _ROOT_ACl_PAT 
7.67 _SEA_BUFFERS_PAT and 
7.67 _SEA_ENTRiES_PAT 
7.67 _SYSCAll_CHARGCPAT 
7.67 _TUNPBlK_PAT 
7.67 _BJS_EXEC.PR_PAT 
7.67 _BJS_lPMGR.PR_PAT 
7.67 _BJS_XlPTPR_PAT 

Up/Up means I heartily recommend it. 
Up/Down or Down/Up means install it 
if you want, but there are either 
performance or security implications. 

love the idea of trashing all those 
"unofficial" patches that Phil Horvitz and 
I have distributed over the years. 

A special thanks goes out to the 
hundreds of you who had the courage to 
run those unofficial patches. The fact that 
they produced palpable benefits and that 
no problems were encountered with them 
was instrumental in getting DC to place 
their imprimatur on them. 

:CLl32 
The 7.67 tapes contain both CLI16.PR 

and CLI32.PR. We were already a beta for 
CLI32 so this didn't present much of a 
problem for us; the technical staff 
generally use CLI32 and the clerical staff 
and OP use CLI16. If the real 7.67 release 
includes both CLls, then you may have to 
go through the minor 16 vs. 32 differences 
that we went through some time ago. As 
far as I'm concerned, CLI32 is innocuous 
except for a) the extra memory it 
consumes, and b) being forced to use 
DUMP_II/LOAD_II instead of built-in 
DUMP /LOAD commands. Luckily, a lot 
of the glaring bugs in DUMP_II/LOAD_II 
seem to have been cleaned up in 7.67, 
although I still dislike the user interface. 
Oh, well. The price of progress, I guess. 

:7.67:INSTALLATION 
To load 7.67 I did something really 

strange; I simply followed the instructions 
in the release notice. (We were running 
7.65 prior to the upgrade.) 

One quirk in the upgrade was that 
AOS/VS 7.67 now comes on two 1200-
foot tape reels. Apparently, the files are 
too big to fit on a single 1200-foot tape, 
and they can't use 2400-foot tapes because 
they won't fit on the 6125 series side-by
side tape units. Both tapes are in system 
tape format, but one contains only the 
root files and SYSGE on file 7; the other 
contains UTIL, HELP, and UPDATE on 
file 7. 
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The only real difference between 
upgrading from 7.65 to 7.67 compared to 
upgrading from 7.64 to 7.65 was patching 
the system .PR file. 

:7.67 _FILE_ELEMENT_SIZE_PAT 
This patch is functionally equivalent to 

the CREATE.P patch that I first described 
in my Jan. '89 column. It allows you to 
specify any file data element size, instead 
of always rounding up to the next 
multiple of four. This essentially matches 
the way that AOS /VS II treats file element 
sizes. 

The wonderful aspect of this patch is 
that now all those pesky little hundred
byte .CLI macro files on your system can 
be changed to an element size of one, 
two, or three blocks per macro. 

DC has already covered the problem of 
creating new files with small element 
sizes; many utilities like SED.PR have 
been modified to create new files with an 
element size of one, for the benefit of 
AOS/VS II users. The only problem is, 
how do you change all the existing files 
to take advantage of this? I thought you'd 
never ask. There are at least two ways. 

The first way is to DUMP or DUMP_II 
all the files between 1 and 511 bytes to a 
temporary file and then LOAD_II 
/DELETE/ELEMENT=1 the temporary 
file. Then repeat the steps for files with 
512 to 1,023 bytes, 1,024 to 1,535 bytes, 
etc. 

:PERFMGR users have an easier way. 
:HAZEL will rocket through a directory 
tree and change all the element sizes for 
you while you sit back and drink a Coke. 
I did just that to the 7.67 root, :UTIL, 
:HELP, :SYSGEN, and :UPDATE 
directories and I freed up 20 percent of 
the space (8,737 blocks, or about 4.5 MB) 
in a shade over 15 minutes. And with no 
significant performance penalty as a 
result. 

:7.67 _LRU_BUFFERS_PAT 
This patch is functionally equivalent to 

the RELF vs. RELM patch that I first 
described in my Oct. '87 column. It 
dramatically improves the speed of any 
disk write that involves allocating a new 
file data element (e.g., COPY, MOVE, 
LOAD, LOAD_II, etc.) by avoiding a 
forced flush of the random index block 
each time it is updated with a new element 
pointer. 

Theoretically, installing this patch 

Focus 

makes it less likely that running FIXUP 
after a system failure that occurs without 
benefit of ESD (e.g., a power failure with 
no BBU) will be able to preserve the most 
recent data elements in any open output 
files. Practically speaking, however, the 
downside risk of installing this patch is 
zero. Prove it, you say? OK. 

Suppose the system crashed while you 
were writing an output file and you 

couldn't run ESD before running FIXUP. 
What's the first thing you'd do after 
rebooting? Simple. You' d rerun the 
program or procedure that was writing 
the file. If it was a print file, you'd rerun 
the program that produces it. If it was a 
MOVE, you'd delete the partially moved 
stuff and MOVE it again, or repeat the 
MOVE using /RECENT (there's a related 
anecdote about this in the sidebar on page 

I F you are currently developing INFOS based 
applications, and never use the dreaded INQUIRE, do 
not use SORT/MERGE, hardly ever use PRESENT, 
.... then you must be using THE_ULTIMATE! 

I F NOT, to find out why all major 
International 011 corporations, banks, software houses, 
government offices, hospitals, the largest employers In 
the United States, in England and in Australia, .... and 
the company that makes your computers, are using 
the Ultimate development tool for INFOS 
environments - to find out why, call now for a free 
evaluation tape : 

North America · Data Lynx Inc. 
6659 Convoy Court, San ~iego , CA 921 11 (USA) 
Tel: (619) 560-8112 

Australia and New Zealand · Mini Computer Spte .... Pty Ltd. 
41 1 Hawthorn Road, South Caulfield, Victoria 3162 (Australia) 
Tel: (03) 528-2711 

Ottzetwlse • Le Software Man Ltd. 
PO Box 545, London N7 80F (England) 
Tel: +44-1·809-2762 

Ie ~o~wake man ,~ 
Systems consultants 

Circle 21 on reader service card. 
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SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG ----------------------------------------------------------------

36). If that's the ca ,what do you care if 
FIXUP wa n' t able to pre erve the la t 
few element allocated for the file that 
was being written at the time of the 
failure? You don't. 

There i one exception to this rule; 
tran action log file . COMLOG handles 
the pos ibility of ESD-le failure in two 
way. For tape log file, COMLOG does 
" afe writes." When you specify "safe 
write" for a tap, the operating y tem 
always writes two file marks immediately 
after each record written to tape. When 
the next tap record i written, the sy tem 
back pace over the two file marks written 
the previous time, writes the record, and 
writes another two file marks . That 
guarantee that the tape will b readable 
right up to the la t record in the ca e of an 
ESD-le s FlXUP. 

For di k log files, COMLOG pre
allocate the file data elements and writes 
them with zeros, guaranteeing that they 
will be readable regardless of how messy 
the failure is. COM LOG also uses time 
stamps as a second level of validation. 
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What about transaction log files written 
by your application oftware? Well, they 
might be a problem. But remember, they 
are already a problem. You can't depend 
on every ystem failure having the ability 
to run ESD, 0 you're gonna 10 e some of 
your log file records occasionally, anyway. 

Given this, I can' t see any reason for 
not in taIling the LRU patch. 

:7.67_ROOT_ACL]AT 
Thi patch changes the root directory 

ACL from +,E to +,RE (or even +,OWARE 
with a bit of judiciou patch editing). 

Personally, I'm not a fan of letting users 
peru etherootdirectory, oIdidn'tin tall 
this patch. ot installing the patch also 
reduces the temptation to put unnece ary 
tuff in the root-something I try to avoid, 

given that the hash frame size is fixed at 
seven. 

:7.67 _SEA_BUFFERS]AT 
:7.67 _SEA_ENTRIES]AT 

The e two patches raise the limit on 
searchlist directories to 16 from 8, and 

expand the maximum earchli t string 
size from 512 bytes to 1,024 bytes. 

I con ider limited earchli t b th a 
bane and a blessing, so I didn't in tall thi 
patch. It' too ea y for u er to treat AOS 
/VS earchlists like the MS-DOS PATH 
command; they put every directory they 
might ever n ed into it, even if it's only 
u ed once a day. I rate third-party MS
DOS software that require that its own 
little directory be sp cified in the PATH 
command very low on my Ii t. 

In our shop, certain directorie are 
added to your earchlist temporarily 
when you use certain macros. For 
example, our global macro directory 
contains macro for SORT and all the 
compilers that add the product directory 
to the earchlist, do the ort or compile, 
and then re tore the previou directory. 
The global macros directory ha an 
appropriate hash frame size, so locating 
the macro and adding the searchlist 
temporarily is far cheaper than the extra 
I/O caused by carrying the sort and 
compiler directories around in the 

\~ 

16·6i6 ~ ~Z"bit 
~I'e 
aff/J~db~? 

~t> ? 
1lAe ,~~~ · 

v 
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archli t a ll the time. We even u e the 
arne cherne on MS-DOS, thanks to a 

littl har wa r pr gram we found that 
allows PATH PUSHing and POPing 
similar to the way that AOS/VS work. 

Finally, there i another ri k associated 
with thi patch. You might get an 
application failure if the application doe 
?SLIST or ?GUST command and only 
ha a 512 byte buffer. ot very likely, but 
pos ible. 

If you want to ee the effect of long 
earchli t on your ystem, try thi . Type 

XEQ 6J (or orne other file that doesn' t 
xi t) with your normal earchli t and 

then try it again after a SEARCH LIST /K 
command. XEQing a non-existent file 
force the y tem to look through each 
directory in the earchli t before reporting 
a failure. You hould ee qui te a difference 
b tween XEQing 6J w ith a full earchli t 
and an empty one. 

:7.67 _SYSCALL_CHARGE_PAT 
Wh n I aw thi patch, I thought my 

dream had come true. Then I in tailed it. 

s. 

Thi patch purp rt to "add y tem 
time spent by a SYSTEM CALL on b half 
of a u erN to the CPU time cha rged to the 
u er' PID. Unfortunately, ome te ting 
howed that whatever ' being charged is 

an improvement over previou Iy wh n 
nothing wa charged, but it till fall far 
hort of charging an accurate amount. 

Here' the little program I u ed to t 
the patch on the MV / 4: 

.TITLE MEM 

.ENT MEM 

.NREL 7 
MEM : ?MEM 

WBR MEM 
WBR MEM 
. END MEM 

A emble, link, and execute the program 
using the e commands: 

XEO MASM MEM 
XEO LINK MEM 
XEO MEM 

To monitor the di parity between charged 

The Age Of Upgmdes 
Rulty. .. (.oJ!, l~\\ hi) ... ",,,,,,, 

time and actual time, imply run PED 
u ing XEQ PED/PID/USER/PRO ESS 
/PROGRAM/ PUS on some other 
terminal. We know th p rogram i 
absolutely CPU bound, 0 we hould 
expect to ee the PID consuming 100 
percent of the CPU. On 7.65 I got 29 
percent and on 7.67 with thi patch I got 
43 percent. What you get will probably 
dep nd on your proce or model. 

Oh well. In ta ll it anyway; every little 
bit help . And for tho e of you who u e 
SYSLOG data to charge your u ers for 
computer time, there's an added benefit; 
the revenue for CPU charge i going to 
get clo r to reality. Keep your mouth 
hut about the anticipated surplus and 

u e it to buy mor hard war . 

:7.67_TUNP6LK_PAT 
I sta rted di tributing thi patch to ome 

of my cl ient in 1987, and firs t publi hed 
it in my Apr. '89, column. Phil Horvitz 
later re-discovered the patch, but 
sugge ted a different va lue, in one of his 
column la t year. The default value i 

~. DataGeneral Free Upgrade Guide: The cost effec
tive answer to greater computing 
power is to upgrade. Be in the know 
on all of Data General's upgrade 
products and options with our free 
Upgrade Guide! 

Complete Turnkey Solutions: We'll 
lead you through a complete spec
t r um of upgrade opportunities. And 
we make on-site evaluations. perform 
cost-of-ownership analysis, offer a 
variety of purchasing programs, 
install your upgrade. and more! 

To be in the know on tough upgrade 
questions contact us today for your 
free Guide: 

Attn: Upgrade Product Line 
MS 1-0, 4400 Computer Drive 
Westboro. M A 01~80-0001 r-- -- -- ---- ---- --- -
I N~o ________________________ _ 

FoCIIs 

o Call your local Data General sales 
reporVAR 

o Call the Upgrade Product Line 
508/870-1400 

o Mail the reply card above or 
the coupon 

I Titl ... o ________________________ _ 

I COmpany ______ -'MS/DepL' __ _ 

I Add.reul ______________________ _ 

I I City ____ --"Stete--Zipp-______ _ 

I To,-"' (1....-__ --L ________ -EExt· __ -.,-"o,.-.. _, 

Circle 19 on reader service card . 
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040000. The new value uggested in the 
official DG patch is 074000 and is aimed 
pecifically at di criminating against 

PMGR 1/0. My uggested value i 077000 
and i aimed at both PMGR I/O and at 
Blast's annoying tendency to do excessive 
?WDELAY calls. Phil Horvitz' value i 
philo ophically different from mine and 
DC's, and is aimed at undoing the PMGR 
discrimination in favor of speeding up 
Wordperfect's low byte count creen I/O. 

con ole. Very handy for tho e of us who 
perform the bulk of our y tern 
management duties and trouble shooting 
dune over dial up lAC ports. 

If you plan on u ing CLI32, then you 
don't need to install this patch; the new 
PRIVILEGE command allows you to turn 
SYSTEM MA AGER privilege on 
(similar to SUPER USER and SUPER
PROCESS) and the last few revs of AOS 
/VS allow any process with SYSTEM 
MA AGER privilege turned on to do 

CHAR/DEF and CLEARDEV com
mands. CLI16 has no command to turn 
SYSTEM MA AGER privilege on, 
although several patches are floating 
around that implement the capability as 
a kludge. 

:7.67 _BJS_XLPT.PR_PAT 
XLPT still doesn't know the difference 

between logical CPL and physical CPL, 

DC recommends this patch if you have 
software that i doing lots of low 

o this patch still has to be applied when 
using serial printers that don't 
/WRaP the way that DC thinks 
they should. byte count I/O to creens and 

your goal is to eliminate the 
disruptive effect on other users. 
It has little downside risk, 0 I'd 
go ahead and install it with the 
value recommended by DC (i.e., 
as is). Then you can experiment 
with other values, depending on 
your circumstances (like also 
setting bit 6 to blunt the effect of 
Blast's excessive ?WDELAYs). 
The patch documents quite 
clearly what each bit in the 
TUNPBLK word does. 

:UNOFFICIAL_PATCHES 
Any of you who've visited the 

:SYSMGR BBS know that I keep a 
collection of unofficial AOS/VS 
patches on the BBS. Given the 7.67 
patches I've just described, a lot 
of my unofficial patches are now 
ob olete. But there are still a few 
left. Here they are. 

:7.67 _BJS_EXEC.PR]AT 
This patch speeds up EXEC 

I/O during logon . It has the 
unfortunate side effect of 
eliminating the DG copyright 
message from the logon sequence. 
I know, it's a tough decision, but 
we went for improved per
formance at the expense of the 
copyright message. Instead, we 
posted the text of the copyright 
message in :HELP:CLI.TPC.FREE 
_SEX where everybody is sure to 
see it sooner or later. 

:7.67 _BJS_LPMGR.PR]AT 
This patch allows you to do 

CHAR/DEF and CLEARDEV 
commands from any console 
instead of just from the master 
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A Tale of Two ells 
An obscure but pleasant aspect of the 16 bit CLI's 

handling of the /RECENT switch is that a file is judged 
to be more recent if a) its OCR/TCR is more recent 
than the target, or b) its OCR/TCR is the same as the 
target, but its length is longer than the target. This 
means that a MOVE or LOAD command can be 
aborted using "C"A and then restarted using MOVE 
/RECENT or LOAD/RECENT. 

This is a wonderful feature, but there is a caveat: 
File and directory ACLs for newly created files and 
directories are not set until the file or directory being 
loaded is closed. Until they close, the current user's 
default ACL is used. The reason for this is simple; 
you'd never be able to load a file or directory without 
SUPERUSER unless its ACL allowed you heavy duty 
access. 

Unfortunately, this means a bit of extra cache activity. 
It's too bad that LOAD, MOVE, and LOAD_II don't 
check to see if SUPER USER is turned on and then just 
set the ACL's once at create time using the actual ACL. 
I'd wager that the majority of MOVEs and LOAD 
[ II]s are done with SUPERUSER on. 
- CLI32 duplicates the action of CLI16 for the case of 

MOVE/RECENT, but CLI32 has no built-in LOAD 
/DUMP commands. Instead, CLI32 is blissfully 
unaware of reserved words for LOAD and DUMP 
and instead "sees" macros called LOAD.CLI and 
DUMP.CLI in the UTIL directory. The macros invoke 
LOAD_II and DUMP_II. Unfortunately, LOAD_II 
judges more recent only by the OCR/TCR; it does not 
examine the length. As a result, an aborted LOAD_II 
(including a LOAD done with CLI32) should be 
restarted using LOAD_II/DELETE instead of 
LOAD II/RECENT. 

Cave~t: MOVE, LOAD, and LOAD_II all have the 
unfortunate side effect that aborting an operation will 
usually leave the ACLs of any directories that were 
created set to the current DEFACL. You can either 
repair the ACLs manually (the quick but error-prone 
solution) or you can delete all the partially loaded 
stuff and start over again (slow and tedious, but fool 
proof). .1 

:7.67:SYSLOG 
An enhanced version of the 

?SYSLOG system call in 7.67 
allows specifying a bitmap to 
include/ exclude each possible log 
record type. Unfortunately, the 
documentation on it wasn't 
included as an 093 change file 
with the beta version of 7.67, so I 
couldn't try it out. Also, there 
doesn't appear to be CLI support 
for it (16 or 32). However, I 
suspect a bunch of handy little 
user contributed utilities for 
turning selective logging on with 
a bitmap will surface shortly. I'll 
let you know as soon as one is 
available, or you can check the 
various DC bulletin boards at the 
time you receive your official 7.67 
update. 
One word of warning: selective 

logging can eliminate a lot of the 
horrendous disk space consump
tion of SYSLOG /DETAIL=FULL, 
but the release notice warns that 
a lot of the CPU overhead will 
still be there, so take heed. 

:7.67:+NEW+ 
There are quite a few other 

changes to 7.67 that I don't have 
the space to discuss, but they're 
all spelled out in the SO-plus page 
release notice. A lot of them 
involve cleaning up some long
standing small annoyances. 
However, there's one enhance
ment that is so wonderful I need 
to mention it expliCitly: Unique 
Working Set Sizes. 
One of the frustrating aspects of 

recent revs of AOS/VS has been 
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that they r cord omething call Uniqu 
Working S t ize in an inacces ibl part 
of th pr c tabl for each PID. A page 
is consider d "unique" to a proce s if no 
other process is sharing the page. DG's 
SEPAC Group in Atlanta di tribute a 
patch to make thi information acce ible 
for the purpo e of auditing a sy t m. 

A few week ago, the Chicago Area 
DG U r Group was kind enough to 
invite m to be on a panel di cu ion at 
their me ting. A member of SEPAC was 
al th r and in on of our "why do n' t 
Software Oevelopm nt ... " conversation 
(off th microphone) we both lamented 
th fact that thi patch wa till nece ary. 
Well, not any more. Under 7.67, the 
?XPSTAT sy tem call come in two flavor ; 
r v 0 and r v 1. Th r v 1 flavor include 
th unique WSS information and the per 
ring WSS information! 

The 7.67 PEO do n' t upport th new 
?XPSTAT call, 0 I immediately wrote a 
hort a mbly program to di play the 

new information (availabl on our BBS a 
PERFMGR:PERFWSA) for CLI16 and 

LI32. To t t the two CLI I did thi : 

) XEQ :CLl16 
) F/AS/S :UTIL:HOO 
) PERFWSAlL= TEST.LS [!PID] 
) XEQ :CLl32 
) F/AS/S :UTIL:#:FOO 
) PERFWSAlL=TEST.LS [!PID] 

The t t showed the following size in 
page : 

CLI16 CLI32 
Gro WSS: 121 240 
Uniqu WSS: 14 73 

Thi mean that the actual memory co t 

Bf is the presidellt of B.J. lI1C., II Sail Frall
cisco bllsed consllltllllcy specill/izillg ill sys
temllllditing, system mllllllgemellt, IIlld per
forml/llce IlIl1lly is. :SYSMGR is II divisioll of 
B.J. Illc. Bf CIlII be relic/,ed at 109 Mill/Ill St., 
SlI ite 215, 5 1111 Fmllci co, CA 94105; 415 
/550-1444 (voice) or 415/550-1072 (fax). The 
:SYSMGR blllletill bali I'd IIl1mber is 415/391 -
6531 (300/1200/2400 with optiolllli MNP 
c/II s 4, CHAR/605X/CHARL£N=8 
/PARITY=NON£/A UTOBAUO) or 415 
/550-1454 (voice). 

FoClls 

column do , 0 keep an eye out for it. 

:7.67:SUMMARY 

difference between the 16 and 32 bit CLI 
is 59 pages (128 KB), or half the cost 
indicated by the 119 page (23 KB) gro 
WSS. Thi i wond rful data to finally 
have available. 

In an upcoming column, I' ll di cus the 
new lective SYSLOG facility and upply 
a program on the BBS that can b u ed to 
take advantage of it. The program will 
probably how up on the BBS before the 

It' pretty cI ar that th goal for thi r v 
was to clear up as many outstanding STR 
a po ible in lieu of adding new feature 
and bug. The tandard system patch file, 
7.67 _AOSVS]AT, i empty, 0 they 
app ar to have achieved their goal. 

I mell a classic Cia ic coming. D. 

Time well 
spent. 

Typically, every time I go to a NADGUG 
meeting, I find something new that pays for the 
trip. The biggest value I get from the conference is 
seeing all the vendors in one place. That was 
where we first saw the demo of the 4GL that we 
use internally. We didn't buy it then, but it gave 
us a chance to evaluate all the 4GLs at one time 
and one place. It knocked down the evaluation 
phase from several months to a couple of days. 

- Ray A. Walther 
Vice President 
Director of Management Information Services 
AIM Management Group 

Time is money. Come to NADCUC's Conference 1990, 
and make the most out of both . Expand your knowledge of 
your DC system, and enjoy yourself in the beautiful city of 
Seattle. 

NADGUG CONFERENCE 1990 
October 22-25 

Seattle Sheraton and Convention Center 

••• 
To register, call 1-800/877-4787. 

(512/345-5316 outside U.S.) 

Circle 46 on reader service card . 
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ECLIPSE is a registered trademark; and microMY, ECLIPSE 
MVl5500, and ECLIPSE MVl9500 are trademarks of 
Dato General Corp. tC> 1990 Data General Corporation. 
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Data General's new fifth-generation ECLIPSE MV /Family. 

Call1-800-DATAGEN to learn about the new 
members of the ECLIPSE MV/Family. 

Data General's new fifth-generation 
microMV'" systems offer you all the 
advantages of the ECLIPSE- MVIFamily, 
plus the advantages of our new 
microMV technology. With the new 
MV/5500TN DC and MV/9500TN

, you get 
improved performance. Additional 
configurability. And investment pro
tection. These two new systems are 
part of Data General's commitment 

to offering ECLIPSE MV customers 
the most advanced technology and 
supporting them with industry
standard connectivity, communica
tions, and networking capabilities. 

To learn more about the new 
microMV members of the ECLIPSE 
MVIFamily, call your sales repre
sentative or 1-800-DATAGEN. 

N~e ____________________ _ 

Company _________ _ 

Address Phone _____ __ 

City Slale ___ Zip Code_ 

t. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580 

Circle 18 on reader service card . 



Bits and bytes 
from the 
bulletin board 

d • Bulle~lf' Board 
Bu lletin Boar 

Overdue: shared libraries in AOSNS C 
From: Doug Rady 

Yo C users! If you've been waiting for 
AOS/VS C to support shared libraries, 
then wait no more. They are not sched
uled, which means you can go right on 
waiting. 

As it stands now, there are the follow
ing three options: 
1. Forget about shared library support by 
AOS/VSC. 
2. One or more people/companies fund 
the development by DC for shared li
brary support themselves. 
3. Someone break down and implement 
the shared library support themselves. 

Of these three options, I find number 
one very, very lousy. Number two would 
require several companies to get together 
and make a very forceful RFE and offer to 
back up the RFE with enough money to 
pay for a developer. I am considering 
number three. 

Why should DC bother? A number of 
Unix systems support shared libraries, 
and also VMS. This is a selling point for 
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those systems. Besides, they have become 
sort of a "job shop" with respect to AOS 
/VS development, 0 why not take thi 
on as just another job? 

Fix-a-flat? 
From: Jim Bageant 

Is there any way to do relative I/O on a 
flat sequential file in ICobol (a flat AOS 
/VS file, without .nx and .xd)? I would 
like to be able to pick a certain record 
number out of the file and do a read on it 
without having to read down sequentially 
from the start of the file. This can be done 
in VS Cobol on non-Infos files, but can it 
be done in ICobol? 

Also, what kind of performance can I 
expect on high terminal counts (75-100) 
and large MVs (MV /20000 mod 1 and 2)? 
I'm moving a combination assembly /VS 
Cobol system to ICobol and know I'm 
going to take a performance hit. I just 
wonder how bad? Response time is now 
under one second and there is no echo 
delay. I mean none. I'm now using block 
mode terminals, and don't really have a 
way to benchmark until the system is 
complete. More hardware is not a prob
lem, if that's the fix. 

From: Tim Boyer 
There's no way that I know of to do the 

flat file trick. Depending on how big your 
file is, though, it may not matter. I bench
marked 10,000 100-byte sequential reads 
in 29 seconds on an MV 8. As far as the 
performance issue goes, if you're using 
Infos now, I don't think you' re going to 
take any performance hit. You may even 
speed up! I know of a guy in Florida 
who's voluntarily switching from VS Co
bol to ICobol in order to get a speed in
crease. 

On speed 
From: John Teekell 

I've tried to convince one of our site to 
upgrade to an 5/280 from an 5/140, but 
they were not even remotely interested. 
Argus has never worked very well on 
their 5/140. An operator told me that it 
takes about five days to REORG their 
largest files! 

From: Larry Mayberry 
The performance that you see is radi

cally affected by the application that is 
running. One of the reasons that VS per
formance is not as affected by the Argus 

Controller /Drive combination is that it is 
the nature of VS (in its multi-u er envi
ronment) to do a lot of seeks. 

Most RDOS applications have been 
"tuned" to run well in a Zebra environ
ment (i.e., files located clo e together on 
the disk, use of contiguous file, etc.). This 
environment works against the Argus 
performance, which doe better in a world 
of many seeks. There is a point, running 
RDOS, for some applications where the 
performance of an Argus is better than 
the performance of a Zebra. It really d -
pends on the way your application u es 
the disks. 

The advantages of the Zebra control
ler / disks are low controller overhead, and 
low rotational latency. The disadvantages 
of Zebra are lower seek times, lower trans
fer rate, lower capacity, and higher CPU 
overhead. It turn out that the higher con
troller overhead and the higher rotational 
latency of the Argus controller 

/ disk pair are the significant culprits in 
Argus performance. If you really need di k 
speed, the Argu i not the answer. 

The merits of micros 
From: John Teekell 

I have seen the ICHOST benchmark 
comparisons, and they are so mind
boggling that some of my users don't be
lieve them. An AT-clone will blow away 
any DC 16-bit mini. However, some of my 
users are going to want to stay with DC 
for various rea ons, and for them, I try to 
advise that they go with a DC PC (386/25 
or 386/SX). If they won't go for that, then 
I try to get them into a small MV. What 
will make the difference in the long run, ( 
think, is when those users who resist the 
PCs or who can't make up their mind 
talk to the users who have made the switch 
to PCs and ICHOST. It just takes time to 
change people's attitudes. 

From: Tim Boyer 
There's also what I call a "mini mind

set." A "real" DP manager doe n't man
age micros. 

From: Larry Mayberry 
I know what you mean. Someone ees 

16 terminal hooked up to something the 
size of a hoebox and they don't believe it 
will work. What you need to do is take 
your 386 and put it in an old freezer (or 
something of equal size) and paint it blue 
or "earthtone" and run the wire out the 
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back. Then you'll get some respect. 

From: Kevin Danzig 
I don't doubt that a 286/386 platform 

is the best for many shop, but you can't 
forget that M5-DOS is not even on par 
with Unix, which is pretty crude com
pared to YMS, which is pretty crude 
compared to AOS/YS, etc .... 

The bottom line is how big a PC plat
form you need and what kind of I/O 
you're going to do. I haven't yet seen a 
PC that can handle a couple of band
printers, plus tape, plus whatever and 
not choke. The other side is that I just saw 
a new Compaq tower machine, and its 
price (with disk and memory equal to 
what the average MY /2000 would have) 
was more than the little MY, and you 
have M5-DOS/Windows to work with. 
Unless we grow a lot, our next machine 
will be a 386 running Xenix, and either 
compiled Cobol or ICHOST or Choice. 

From: John Teekell 
My feelings about Compaq are the same 

as my feelings about BMWs. Nice, but 
over-priced. Some of the PC mail-order 
houses sell excellent clones (Northgate, 
Zeos, Gateway), and they provide on-site 
maintenance. I can't see putting a very 
large site with hundreds of users and 
many devices on a PC, but for small to 
medium sites, a 386 will give a much 
better price/performance ratio. ICHOST 
won't handle over 65 users, anyway. 

As far as benchmarks go, it's all Mar
tian to my users. The only benchmarks 
they understand are "It used to take us 
two days to compute taxes on the S/20; 
now it takes less than two hours on the 
MY /1400." Move them up to AOS/YS, 
and it will take even less time. 

From: Jeff Campbell 
I guess it really depends on the appli

cation and exactly what aspect of per
formance you are looking at. I have an 
MY /20 mod 2 in Miami with about 270 
people on it. It has its moments but runs 
pretty well most of the time. It's like say
ing that the 40 or 50 MIPS Unix worksta
tions can process the same amount of data 

The NADGUG/RDS electrollic bulletin board 
is available to all NADGUG members. The 
pholle /lllmber is 415/499-7628. There are 110 

fees for lise other thall the telepholle charges. 

FocllS 

that an MY / 40 can process. 
By simply looking at the clock speeds 

of the CPUs, you can say that a worksta
tion may run faster than a big MY or 
DEC, or an IBM. But the throughput of 
the data is probably a bigger considera
tion. I think a good analogy is maximum 
transfer rates of disk drives, e.g. "This 
drive will do zillions of MBs per second." 
It just takes 30 seconds for the heads to 

get over the proper cylinder. The actual 
execution may be faster, but the trip up 
and the trip down are much slower than 
expected. 

In the long run, I think we will all be 
speaking Unix anyway. I'm just getting 
exposed to it. You would think they could 
have written it in English, instead of some 
dead script language. It's going to take 
some getting used to. 6 

~ Delphi Data 

IL No SHUTDOWN Backup II 
IT's Called CONCURRENT BACKUP fff 

CacheBox 

~ 
m 

Host CPU ~===:.::::========<~ 

[ Concurrent Backup J 

Disk A & Disk B: 

Periodically: 

Then: 

Benefits: 

Exactly the same information. 

Data copied from Disk B to Tape 
(while system is operating). 

Disk B is automatically 
synchronized with Disk A. 

No Shutdown Backup 
Higher Performance 
Higher Availability 

~ Delphi Data 
(714) 279-79&6 
Fa: (714) :n.7957 

9069 c~ Road. 
BulJdtng J • 
Corona. CA 91719 

Circle 32 on reader service card. 
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Reconstructing 
a eLI macro 

SYNOPSIS I 
A guide to macro-making for 

recent Unix converts. 

by John Huddleston 
Special to Focus 

CLI vs. UX intelligent processing 
I once presented nine points on how 

CLI macro could be used to proce ar
guments intelligently. The basi for the 
presentation was a 220 CLI macro menu 
sy tem that allows over 2,000 u er ac
cesse per month to application program 
and utili tie running on an MY /8000 II. 

In this article, I will demon trate how 
some of the feature of CLI macro pro
cessing can be con tructed in the UX en
vironment, and compare the CLI macro 
logic to similar UX command . Figure 1 
i a generic example of how the CLI mac
ro operate. 

Data General supports Unix on a vari
ety of operating and hardware platform . 
DG/UX is available on MY machine a 
well as Aviion workstation. MY lUX, 
operating under AOS/YS, i available on 
MY machine only. In both case, either 
the Sy tem Y Bourne shell or the Berkeley 
C shell are available to the u er. Due to 
this variety, I will refer to Data General' 
implementations of Unix imply a UX 
environment. In all ca e , though, my 
UX ource will work within Sy tem V. 

Command line parsing 
By pa ing the %2-% argument a each 

sub equent macro is called, users can pass 
all the commands neces ary to respond 
to the variou menus 0n one line. Thi 
will put them at the de tination macro or 
program and return them to the calling 
macro after execution terminate. The 
equivalent UX proce could be handled 
within the shell cript by first performing 
a "shift" command. This command drop 
the fir t argument, makes the econd the 
first argument, the third the econd argu
ment, and so on, to the la t argument. 
After the "shift" command, the shell can 

then pas the entir et of argument by 
u ing $* or $@. $* is equal to "$1 2 $3 ... 
$n" wherea $@ i qual to " 1" "$2" 
"$3" ... "$n" for n argument . 

Each new shell is a new environment 
CLI environmental parameters can be 

changed without 10 ing the initial envi
ronmental value by u e of the 
"PUSH;PROMPT POP" command . Thu , 
each macro can m dify the u er' envi
ronment (such as changing the dir ctory 
or au er's SEARCHLIST), execute a pro
gram, and return to the previou level 
with a "POP." When a new CLI macro is 
called, the proce sand proce id remain 
the ame. 

A shell cript can be executed by put
ting the "sh" command before it, if the 
script i not executable (a in" h 
cript_name"). If it is executable by it elf 

(I.e. displaying the 'x' flag when hown 
in a "I -I" Ii ting), a new hell can b 
invoked by simply typing the 
cript_name. If you u e variable defined 

in th log-in shell or other previou shells, 
you mu t "export" them before calling the 
hell_ cript. For example, to assign the 

terminal type and allow other hell script 
to have acces to it, the UX command 
would be: 

'TERM=vt100;export TERM' 

A UX u er may directly operate in the 
pre nt environment in two way. The 
hell cript may be executed by the "." or 

dot command. For example, " 
hell_ cript" cau es the shell to read and 

execute the command Ii ted in the file 
" hell_ cript". Whatever environment 
parameter are changed will hold true in 
the current hell . 

The second way to operate directly 
upon the environment i with the u e of a 
function . A function is executed directly 
by the log-in shell, rather than a new shell. 
Like CLI macro and the "." command, 
any environment parameters that are 
changed will remain changed after the 
function is complete. An example func
tion to change directorie and modify the 
prompt would be: 

chd 0 
I 
cd $1 
PS1='pwd' 
I 
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Now up to 14MB 
Total Memory 
for MV/7800X 
New memory boards 
use the fuU potential 
of the MV17S00X. 
Dataram DR-7S00X 
boards in 4, S, or 

c 

I 
I 

10MB capacities let the CPUs support more users and applica
tions, improve terminal response time. DR-7S00X memory 
upgrades can be user installed in minutes, require no hardware 
or software changes, and have no affect on your DO warranty or 
service agreement. Dataram Corp. Phone 1·800·822·0071 

Memory Boards for 
MV/1S000,MV/18000, 
MV/20000 Computers 
Dataram DR-1520memory 
comes in S, 16 or 32MB board 
capacities. The add-in memory 
uses 1Mb RAM technology to 
upgrade processor perfor
mance, and does not affect 
DO service arrangements. 
Boards are user installable, 
have Enable/Disable switch and LED indicators. 
Dataram Corp. Phone 1-800-822·0071 

(NJ 609·799·0071). 

Circle 25 on reader service card . 

Up to 16MB Extra Main 
Memory for MV/2S00 Series 
Dataram's DR-2500 memory boards, avail
able in 5MB and 16MB capacities to 
improve processor speed and power, are 
fuUy compatible with hardware and soft
ware for DO's MV12500. The plug-in 
memory needs no maintenance, has a 
lifetime warranty, and is available on a 
30-day trial basis. Dataram Corp. 
Phone 1·800·822·0071 (NJ 609·799·0071). 
Circle 26 on reader service card . 

Memory Kit Upgrades MV/4000 
t016MB 
Dataram's DR-4OOOU kits use improved 
NCU and NPU boards plus S, 12, or 16MB 
of memory to break through the 5MB 
memory barrier on DO's MV /4000. 
Upgrading memory adds speed and capacity 
for all applications, saves up to SOOJo vs the 
cost of a new CPU with comparable 
memory. Dataram Corp. Phone 
1·800·822·0071 (NJ 609·799·0071). 
Circle 27 on reader service card . 

Other DG Compatible Memory 
Economical Dataram memory with a life
time warranty is available to upgrade DO's 
My/I400, MY/2000, MY/6000, My/SOOO, 
My/IOOOO, and the AViiON workstation. 
Dataram Corp. Phone 1·800·822·0071 
(NJ 609·799·0071). 
Circle 28 on reader service card. 

(NJ 609·799·0071). 
Circle 29 on reader service card . 

Memory is power. 
Plug more speed, users, functions into your 
DO with reliable Dataram memory 
No matter which DG computer you 
own, Dataram has memory to fill it. 
Totally DG compatible. Designed and 
built maintenance-free, to keep costs 
down. Backed by a lifetime warranty 
that delivers spares overnight-and 
pays the shipping! 

Dataram add-in memory is the effi
cient path to maximum performance. 
With up to 32MB on a single board, it 
can overcome system restrictions on 
your AViiON, your MVl20000, or any 

DG in between, for more speed or 
users, or for expanded applications 
without sacrificing speed. 

Buy just what you need now. When 
you need more power, trade in your 
Dataram board for a generous credit 
on a larger one. Or try a Dataram 
board for 30 days, no obligation. Find 
out how much more computer your 
DG can be-and how little it can cost. 
Call for details on Dataram memory 
for Data General. 

DATARAM 
p. O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543-7528 • 1-800-822-0071 (NJ 609-799-0(71) 

Circle 30 on reader service card . 
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Th backquotes around the "pwd" 
command are useful since they force 
command to be executed. Thu , the con
tents of the u er' prompt i th pr ent 
working dir ctory. 

added to the Ii t a "SEA [!SEA) 
:U IX:BI " but rather as "SEA :UTIL 
:MACROS :U IX:BI " . By avoiding the 
[!SEARCHLIsT] p eudomacro, you re
duce the amount of time in the PATH 
command. The current directory i always 
searched fir t. Searching for the right path 

One way to make CLI earchli t as
signment fa ter i to provide explicit 
directory pathnames. Directorie are not 

If you are concerned that you will 10 e 
the u er's original SEARCH LIST, you can 
do a "PUSH;PROMPT POP" at the tart 
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Wh UG? 
Reason #3 

A 
Gathering 
of Minds 

Thousands of people like 
you work hard every day to 
keep their Data General 
systems operating at peak 
efficiency. Irs a job that 
makes you use your head. 

it by yourself. With thousands 
of members ready to share 

their thoughts and expe
riences, the North American 

Data General Users Group 
is an incredible resource 

To do it well, you 
have to stay 
informed and 
always be look
ing for a better 
way. But you 
don't have to do 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

when you 
need answers. 

Take part in 
a gathering 

of DGminds
Join NADGUG 

today . 
USERS 
GROUP 

1-800-USR-GRUP 
512/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

Circle 45 on reader service card . 

and a "POP" at the end to return the 
original SEARCH LIST. By specifying 
three directories, you can minimize the 
amount of time the system spends search
ing through all the directories. The PATH 
command in CLI gives the full pathname 
of a file found in one of the SEARCHLIST 
directories. 

The UX environment has a PATH vari
able that is defined and exported at log
on time. For example, the assignment 
PATH =.: / bin : / usr / bin :$HOME 
/ bin;export PATH would tell the system 
to earch the current (.) directory first, the 
(lbin) directory next, the (lusr/bin) di
rectory third, and the user 's home bin 
dir ctory la t. If the (.) directory wa speci
fied as the last one in the list, the current 
directory would be the last one searched 
for any shell scripts or programs not 
found in previous directories in the 
$PATH. 

Unlike the TYPE command in AOS 
/ VS or MS-DOS, which displays the con
tents of a file, the "type" command in UX 
gives the full pathname of a file found in 
one of the $PATH directori.es. (Remem
ber: Putting a "$" in front of a UX vari-

Figure 1 : Generic eLi macro 

(!EQ,%1%,) 

TYPE :USR:MENU:%O%_MENU 
STRING [!READ Enter the menu option of 

your choice I 
[!NEQ,([!STR)),Ol%O% [!STRING)[!END) 

[!ELSE) 

[!NEQ,[!PATH :MACROS:%O%.% 1%.CLI),) 
%0%%1% %2-% 

[!ELSE] 
[!NEQ,[!PATH :USR:BIN:%0%.%1%.PR),) 

X :USR:BIN:%0%.%1% %2-% 
[!ELSE) 
[!EQ,%1%,HELP) 

TYPE :USR:HELP:%O%_HELP 
[!ELSE] 

WRITE You may have entered the wrong 
option 

WRITE Press the RETURN key to EXIT 
%0% 

[!END) 
[!END) 
[!END) 

(!END) 
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When you 're in the market for Data General equipment, call Data Investors to supply the 
equipment to meet your demands. As an international supplier of pre-owned equipment, 
we make it our policy to stock every possible model. We are constantly adding to our 
stock. Every machine is tested prior to shipment, and each one is guaranteed 
to be eligible for Data General maintenance. When you 're 
looking to buy or sell DG equipment, call the people who 
understand supply and demand. Call Data Investors. 

MEMORIES 
8890-D 16MB MVl20000115000 ................. $10,000 
8990-C 8MB MVl20000/15000 ....................... 4,800 
8871 8MB MVl4000/1 0000 .......................... ... 4,800 
8902 10MB MV17800 .... .................................. 4,400 
8870 4MB MVl4000/1 0000 ............................. 2,700 
8765 2MB MVl4000/10000 ................... ............. 750 
8708 2MB MVl8000/6000 .................................. 700 
8754 512KB S/140 ............................................. 550 
8687 256KB S/140 ............................................. 300 
8387 256KB NOVAl4 .......................................... 300 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE ........................................ 295 
DESKTOP MOD 20 512KB .................................. 350 
DESKTOP MOD 10 512KB .................................. 450 

TERMINALS AND PRINTERS 
D-216, D412, D462 ......................................... CALL 
D-214, D-215, D-411 , D-461 , D-470C ............ CALL 
D-210, D-211 , D-410, D-460, USED ................ CALL 
4596-D 600 LPM 's LB BAND SIS .................. $4,500 
4596-D 300 LPM's LB BAND SIS .................... 2,800 
4364600 BAND D.C. SIS ................................ 2,800 
4327300 BAND D.C. SIS ................................ 1,900 
6215 180 CPS SERIAL .................................... 1 ,200 
4434 1 OOCPS ..................................................... 600 
6193 TP-2 BROWN ............................................ 650 
6262 DESKTOP COLOR CRT SIS ....................... 800 
4221 DESKTOP PRINT CONTROLLER .............. .400 
005-8096 D.C. PRINT CONTROLLER ................. 650 
OKIDATA PRINTERS NEW ............................... CALL 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPES 
6239 592MB ARGUS SIS .............................. $8,000 
6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ..... ........................... 3,500 
6161147MB WINCHESTER SIS ..................... 1,900 
6160 73MB WINCHESTER SIS ....................... 1,150 
6122 277MB DISK SIS .................................... 1 ,000 
6061 192MB DISK SIS ....................................... 900 
6363 160MB ADD-ON MVl2000 .... ................. 2,500 

6329 120MB ADD-ON MV/2000 ...................... 1,300 
6227-0 15MB SIS W/FLOPPY ......................... 1,050 
6100 25MB WINCHESTER WI1 .28 .................. 1,000 
6300 1600/6256 MAG TAPE SIS ..................... 9,500 
6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BROWN ............... 1,400 
6123 MICRO STREAMER BROWN .................. 1,900 
6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE ..... ............... 750 
6125 STREAMER MAG TAPE SIS ...................... 700 

COMMUNICATIONS 
4532 ILC w/ACCESSORIES ......... ................... .$3,200 
4360 IAC-16 RS232 ........................................ 2,175 
4360-A IAC-16 RS422 .................................... 1,400 
4367 IAC-8 RS232 .......................................... 1 ,350 
4367-A IAC2-8 RS422 .................................... 1,400 
4380 ISC-2 .................................... ... .................. 500 
4560 LAC-12 ................................................... 1 ,200 
4531 SYNC-2 MV/2000 .................. .................... 600 
4342 ATI-16 .................................................. ..... 295 
4543-B MCP-1 ................................................ 1,900 
4340 AMI-8 ........................................................ 195 
4463ZT USAM-4 DESKTOP ................................ 450 

SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 
8954-A MVl15000 MOD-10 8MB 

& EXP CHASSIS ....................................... $42,000 
8780 MVl1 0000 ............................................... CALL 
MV15000 MOD 10 CPU BOARD ............ ........ 14,000 
8888 MV17800XP 4MB ......................... .......... 8,500 
8790 MVl8000 MOD-28MB ............................ 5,500 
8936 MVl2000 5MB 

120MB DISK TAPE LAC 12 ........................... 4,900 
8760 MVl4000 2MB ........................................ 1 ,900 
8770 S/280 2MB WIBMC ................................ 4,900 
8678N S/140 254KB ....................................... 1,150 
8395N NOVA 4X 256KB 16 SLOT ...................... 850 
DESKTOP MOD 10 384KB 15MB ....................... 850 
DESKTOP MOD 20 768KB 38MB .................... 1,800 

CALL FOR OTHER UNLISTED EQUIPMENT ON SALE 

Circle 20 on reader service card . 

SUPER SALE 
8954-A MV/15000 MOD-108MB & 
EXP CHASSIS ....................... $42,000 

8936 MVl2000 5MB 120MB 
DISK TAPE LAC 12 ................... 4,900 

4532 ILC w/ACCESSORIES ....... 3,200 

6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ......... 3,500 

8890-D 16MB 
MVI20000/15000 ................... 10,OOO 

4360 IAC-16 RS 232 ................. 2,175 

D-411 NEW .................................. 475 

D-220 COLOR CRT ..................... 750 

D-211 CRT .................................. 225 

DATA INVESTORS 
CORPORATION 
22 E. Lafayette Street 
Hackensack, NJ 07601 

(201) 343-8875 
FAX# (201) 489-5633 
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able allow it content to b available to 
the shell script.) 

without an argument being pa ed. Since 
there i no argument, a menu i printed 
and the user is prompted for a response. 
The re pon i read into a string that 
check for existence with the [! EQUAL] 
pseudomacro of the form "[! EQ, 
([!STRI CD,OJ". If any input exi t , the 
macro call itself and passes the tring a 
an argument. If no tring exists, control 
pa e from the macro and returns to the 

Display the menu 
or parse the arguments? 

The CLI menu y tem we have de-
igned call each macro twice if the user 

elect to go from menu to m nu, entering 
one re pon e each time. The macro i 
called once from the originating macro 
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UNLOCK THE 
INFORMATION 

IN YOUR 

INFOS, 
ICOBOL AND 

BBASIC 
FILES 

G E N IS YSTM 
o Fast, flexible queries and reports from your existing data 

files - without programming. 
o Develop new applications with powerful, end-user tools. 
o Fully integrated with CEO, CEO Light, WordPerfect and 

WordPerfect Offfice 

Dial-a-Demo! Call (801) 484-0606, log on as GUEST, GUESTGUEST 
and type GENDEMO for an automatic demonstration of GENISYS features. 

CALL NOW! 

1-800-284-8333 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
Advanced Software Solutions 1111 Brickyard Road, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 

(801 }484-3333 FAX (801 }484-3367 

WordPerfect and Word Perfect Office are trademarks of WordPerfect Corporation. 
CEO is a registered trademark and CEO light is a trademark of Data General Corporation. 

Circle 34 on reader service card . 

originating macro. The use of the paren
the e protect again t p eudomacro fail
ure in ca e the u renter mor than one 
argument. 

If the user pas es multiple commands 
into an input string, each ubsequent 
macro i called without printing the 
menu-it fails the "[!EQ, % 1 %,]" te t, ince 
%1 % doe exi t. In the next (intelligent 
proce ing) echon of the macro, the 
[!ELSE] ection checks for the existence of 
a CLI macro with the %1% argument as 
part of its name. It doe this because some 
programs may need additional environ
mental condition set, or becau e there 
may be another CLI menu to be called. 

If it fails this check, the macro next 
look for the existence of a program with 
the % 1 % argument as part of its full path
name. Using the full pathname speeds 
the earch and eliminates execution of 
any other program with the same name 
in the SEARCHLIST. If the % 1 % has failed 
this test, then explicit keywords are tested, 
such as HELP or EXIT. If all the above 
test fail, the u er i prompted to reenter 
the command and returned to the calling 
CLI macro. 

The UX environment checks for the 
exi tence of arguments in several differ
ent way . The "$#" variable yields the 
number of arguments. The "$1" variable 
is the first argument. An example of the 
test for existence of arguments using the 
number of argument check would be: 

if[ $# -gt 0 I 
then 
echo "$1 arg passed" 

else 
echo 'no arg passed' 

Ii 

Another test for the existence of argu
ments can be made directly on the argu
ments themselves. For in tance, the test 
for zero length uses the -z switch as fol
lows: 

if [ -z "$1 'J 
then 
echo 'no arg passed" 

else 
echo '$1 passed' 

fi 

Other types of switches can be used to 
test for variou types of files. The" -f" or 
the "-r" witches can be used to deter
mine, respectively, whether a file exists 
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and wh ther a file i readable. Remember 
to use double quote around the variable 
to be checked. If the string is of zero length 
and the double quote are not u ed, the 
hell will produce the diagno tic "t t: 

argument expected." 

Setting the correct terminal type 
At log-on time in our environment, a 

modem macro et the environmental 
variable VAR9 according to the terminal 
type. Thi number identifie a file in :UTIL 
that contain th appropriate e cape e
quence to put the cur or in the HOME 
po ition and then clear the creen. The 
t t for the etting is a number between 
one and nine. A test for Tektronix graph
ic terminals would b "[!UEQ, 
I!VAR9J,9J." Weu ea generic home_page 
macro that end the :UTILCLRSC 
[!VAR9J fil to the u er' creen with the 
TYPE command. 

In the Bourn shell, the assignment of a 
terminal a hown above mu t be made 
with the TERM variable. The "tput" com
mand can then perform various niceties 
on the creen. A "tput clear" command 
will perform a home pag operation, for 
example. Other u eful options on the 
"tput" command are "tput m 0" and 
"tput rm 0," which apply tandout and 
r et standout control equence to the 

creen. Thi can highlight text or 
certain words within a paragraph with 
inver e video. 

Menu security 
An inher nt menu ecurity i built into 

our CLI sy tem becau e u ername for
mats are de ign d to contain a group 
prefix and an id suffix. For example, the 
u er id contain their group name, a pe
riod, and the state code. The [!E AMEJ 
P udomacro i u ed to separate the user 
group from the u er id and the [!EEXTJ 
p eudomacro can be used to earch elec
tively for their tate. In thi way, the menu 
can limit pecific items for particular 
groups or tate. For example, the 
I!EQ,/!E AME,[!USER1LWSFS) P eudo
macro conditional tatement check for a 
user group nam d WSFS. 

In the UX environment, there are three 
I vel of authority over the filing y tem: 

John Hllddleston is the vice president of 
NADGUG's SIGUX. He l/1ay be reached at 
P.O. Box 4611, Portland, OR 97208. 

Foclls 

the owner, the group, and other. U ing 
the "sysadm" command, the system 
administrator can create the user and at 
the arne time a ign orne u er gr up a 
the default for the user. The "sy adm" 
command can also be used to create user 
group . Thu , certain file have read au
thority for all other files, and both read 
and write authority for a pecific u er 
group and the owner. The "chown," 

"chgrp," and "chm d" command can be 
used to set various permission levels for 
files . 

Till next time 
In the next article, I will demon trate 

variou ways to reprogram Figure 1 us
ing UX command . [n the meantime, if 
you have any que tion ,drop me a line. I 
want to hear from you. 6. 

With all things being 
equal ... 

you'll save with RAVE 
on all your hardware needs. 

When your'e in the market for 
DG or compatible hardware call 
RAVE. QUick deUvery and af
forable prices are among our 
specialties. With our extensive 
Inventory, you get the part and 
equipment you need wlth- out 
delay. When you call RAVE you 
talk to the decision makers. You 
get results and you get them fast. 

You receive the same prompt. 
courteous service with a large or 
small order. 

All our eqUipment is refur
bished. fully-tested and backed 
by RAVE's unbeatable money
back warranty. At RAVE our 
quality refurbished eqUipment 
adds value not price. Compare 
for yourself and save with RAVE. 

For free hardware consulting or 
a free specially priced hardware 
brochure call RAVE today. 

RAVE COMPUTER ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Home Office East Coast Sales 

28 Post Street 
Warwick, RI 02888 
(401) 785·3090 

35455 Stanley Drive 
Sterling Heights, MI 48077 
(313) 939·8230 

Fax: (401 ) 785·3095 Fax: (313) 939·7431 

Circle 52 on reader service card. 
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How well do 
you know AOSNS? 

SYNOPSIS 
A testJor people who said. 

they were systems engineers. I 

Blast from the past 
Will all those who enjoyed last month's 

fiction please stand up and be counted? 
For those who are still not sure, yes, it 
was indeed a purely fictional machine, 
invented solely as an April Fool's joke. 

Test time 
As a change of pace, and to help get 

back to the routine of a normal column, I 
would like to present a short quiz. The 
answers to the questions are not always 
obvious, and in fact, I even supply my 
own version of them. A reasonable at
tempt was made to ensure that the worg
ing clearly expressed the meaning of the 
question. However, nothing is perfect. 

1. Given the fact that AOS/VS has a maxi
mum address space of 512 MB per seg
ment, what is the maximum logical ad
dress space of a process, and what is the 
address space that a user 's program can 
access? Explain how you derived the 
answer. 

2. How many segments are there? 

3. How many rings? 

4. True or false: A "page fault" is usually 
the result of incorrect memory parity. 

5. How big is a page? (Choose one: 1.024, 
8.5 x 11, 512,1,024,2,048,4,096, or 16,384) 

6. A program running in a segment can 
change the contents of a segment that is 
[equal to, less than, greater than, less than 
or equal to, greater than or equal to, none 
of the above) its own? 

7. In which segments is AOS/VS? 

8. What is the lowest possible PID num
ber of a local server? Why? 

9. In which ring do u ers' programs run? 

10. In which ring do local (inner ring) 
servers run? 

11. How are overlays managed for 32-bit 
processes? 

12. Which has more bits? Four floating 
point accumulators or four integer accu
mulators? 

13. ame the mechanisms that restrict 
a) a subroutine call to an inner ring 
b) accessing data in an outer ring 
c) subroutine calls to an outer ring. 

14. What is the LINK switch that allows a 
user process to start execution in a seg
ment that is not the default when the 
process is initially loaded? 

15. How does a program demand that a 
page be added into its working set? 

16. Describe the difference between logi
cal and physical page faults. 

17. How many processes can access an 
unshared memory page? 

18. How many pages (minimum) are 
loaded into memory by default when a 
process starts? Which one(s)? 

19. Which utility is run to allow prepag
ing? 

20. Do all IPC filenames start with "@"? 

21 . What are the minimum and maxi
mum sizes of a shared page? 

22. Is it possible to load all of a program's 
unshared address space into memory 
during the initial load? 

23. How often should the LRU on an MV 
/15000 be cleaned and calibrated by your 
field engineer? 

24. What is the condition that causes 
memory contention? 
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SCREEN 
Pop-up 
Windows 

• View screells of programs rllllllillg 011 

other temlillals 
• Record alld playback termillal sessiolls 
• Alltomatic termillatioll of ill active program 
• Remote termillatioll witll orderly shlltdowlI 
• WP Office alld CEO illterfaces 
• ACCEPT time-ollt for [COBOL 

$950 

DEMON 
• Electronic Mail 
• POP-liP Calculator 
• Print Screen 
• POP-liP Notepad 
• Redraw Screen 
• Swap to CLI 
• Faster Screen Display 

Versioll s for AOS/VS 
COBOLnnd ICOBOL work 
wilir exislillg programs 
wilirolll recompilalioll . 
Screell Demon rOlllines mny 
be called from programs 
written ill "c. " 

Demo available $25 

Threshold, Inc. • 118 N. Ross Street • Auburn, AL 36831 • (205) 821 -0075 
Le Software Man • Box 545 • London N78DF U.K. • 01 -809-2762 
Mini·Computer Sys • 411 Hawthorn Rd. • S. Caulfield 3162 Australia • 03-528-2711 

Circle 65 on reader service card. 

"ARC works beautiful. It is user friendly and totally 
compatible , .. DG to PC and PC to DG" 

- Bill Smith, AMI 

ARC is Approved by the Creators of ARC for the PCI 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

(301) 540-5562 or FAX (301) 540-8105 

ARC I. a regl,'ered trademark 01 $y •• em Enhlncem.n. Auocla ... 

Circle 16 on reader service card . 

Bonus question: 
If you can successfully answer the fol

lowing, you will be the lucky winner of a 
free bonu macro: 

List the bit pattern that define AOS/VS. 

Answers 
1. 4,096 MB and 2,048 MB. (Eight and 
four u er egments time 512 MB/ eg
ment). (12 points.) 

2. There are eight segments. (8 point .) 

3. There are eight ring . (8 point .) 

4. Fal e. A page fault is a reference to a 
logical memory location that is not cur
rently in physical memory. (2 point .) 

5. Page are 8.5 by 11 inche ,512 double 
words, 1,024 word , 2,048 byte, 4,096 
nibbles, 16,384 bits, or 1.024 pictures (if a 
picture i worth a thou and word ). (6 
pOints.) 

6. Greater than or equal to. (5 points.) 

7. Segments 0-3. (7 pOints.) 

8. Three. Assuming that you are running 
AOS/VS, and that PID 1 and 2 exist, the 
lowest pos ible PID would be PID 3. 
EXEC is not always PID 3. (9 point .) 

9. Seven. (6 pOints.) 

10. The po sible ring for inner ring pro
grams or local server i four to ix. (7 
pOints.) 

11. Overlays are not supported for 32-bit 
program. (14 points.) 

12. Floating point accumulator are 64 
bits wide each, while the integer accumu
lators are 32 bits wide on MVs and 16 on 

ovas and other Edip e proce or. (5 
points.) 

13. a. Gate arrays. (12 point .) 
b. one. There is no restriction (a 

long a it i in your address pace, and 
not omeone el e' ). (10 point .) 

c. The call i prohibited, b cau e you 
would not be able to return from the call 
as you would then b going inward. (8 
point .) 
• Add 5 point if you get 13a, b, and c 
corr ct. 

14. There i non . You cannot do it. Th re 
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is, however, a link witch that allows you 
to link a program for another ring, but 
you cannot execute that program- it must 
be ringloaded by a program already run
ning in ring 7. (13 point .) 

15. By accessing it. (6 points.) 

16. Lengthy explanation goes here. (18 
points.) 

17. Only the process that OWI1S the page. 
The answer i one. If it were more, it 
would be a shared page, wouldn't it? (4 
point .) 

18. Page zero and the page that contains 
the location at which the program starts. 
(7 points.) 

19. SPRED and VSGE must both be 
u ed. (5 point .) 

20. o. (3 pOints.) 

21. 1,024 words and 1,024 words, respec
tively. (I'll leave it up to you to compute 
the average size of a shared page.) (5 
pOints.) 

22. Ye . The procedure is: enable the ini
tial program load option using VSGE 
(max number of pages); and run SPRED 
on the program to pecify the address 
range that will be loaded. (4 points.) 

23. The 'LRU is the in-memory chain of 
Least Recently Used pages- it is not hard
ware. (2 pOints.) 

24. When the total working set memory 
page of all currently active processes 
exceeds physical memory. (Or, when your 
proces ing requirement have exceeded 
your wallet.) (7 pOints.) 

Time Marches on 
Back in the March i ue, I presented 

the MOVE_II macro. I would like to thank 
the readers who re ponded with their 
feedback on it, and, in particular, a few 
details that you should be aware of. 

The first is that some difficu lty is en
countered when the MOVE_II macro is 
run in batch. The olution i to change the 
PROC/DEF to PROC/DEF/I PUT 
=@NULL/ OUTPUT=@NULL. This modi-

FoCI/S 

fication is required to pecify the input 
and output channel . 

The second problem area is when run
ning with the 32 bit CLI. It eems that 
DUMP_II and/or LOAD_II i sues a set 
delimiter table system call. Because the 
CLI32 has CHAR/SHR set, this causes 
the CLI32's delimiter table to get changed. 
When you get back to the CLI32 after 
running MOVE_II, the up-arrow and 

down-arrow key are no longer recog
nized as commands to scroll through the 
command history. This, of course, isn' t a 
problem with the 16 bitCLI, ince it never 
used the up-arrow or down-arrow keys. 
A quick work-around for CLI32 (until the 
problem is fixed) is to run MOVE_II un
der the 16-bit CLI by creating a macro 
that PROCs with the /BLOCK switch a 
16-bit CLI with a modified MOVE_II 

G~D~VD~ 

1~1~,\\tt'I'I~ 
t~ttl'I'I~tt 1.4 

DD\lDVD~OO 

"S~C: 'I' ,}:rl,ltlI..tS 

1
=<:-::1 :::-::-.\ j 1-800-# 

ASYNC DIALUP 
X.2S NETWORKS ~~~~ 

Call us - we'll help you connect your PC's, sales
people, branch offices, and customers with a central 
location using Electronic Mail , Forms Fill-In and File 
Transfer. -uoro = UNIFIED SOLUTION.S 8t= 

- ~ - TECHNOLOGIES. INC.-

5 Airport Drive, Hopedale, MA 01747, (508) 478-8211 

Alilrademarks are Ihe property ollheir respeclive companies. 

Circle 69 on reader service card. 
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macro that contain a BYE at the end and 
uses the arguments required by MOVE_II 
a argument to the CLI. 

(Thank to R.T.G. and L.R. for report
ing the fir t is ue, and to J.B.S. 9f th 
AOS/ VS II development organization for 
r porting the CLI32 problem, with addi
tional commendations for involving D.B. 
(CLI) and M.T. (PMGR). Thanks M.T. for 
the "PROC a CLI" olution.) 

.... . . 

Answer to the bonus question (3600 
points) 

ever mind. If you learned anything 
from my January column, remember, calm 
down. It's only one and zeros. 

Free bonus macro TAKE.eli 
By the way, here is the free bonus macro, 

called TAKE.cli. It moves file into the 
current directory from another directory. 

FLYING POINT . 
SOFTWARE . 
33 Flyln. Point Road 
Southampton, MY 1\968 

e!)/~ 
of/Jt,~n 
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COMMENT TAKE.CLI 
PUSH 
DIR %1% 
MOVEN [!DIR/P) %2-% 
POP 

An example would be "TAKE :UTIL:C 
+.H +.CLI," which would "TAKE" a copy 
of all the files that match the templates 
"+.H" and "+.CLI" from the :UTILC di
rectory, and place them into the current 
directory . 

The scores 
For all of the bean counters of the world, 

here' a scoring system to rate your elf, 
and your peers: 

o to 20 points-Try reading the "other" 
DG magazine for a while, then come back 
to Focus when you think you're ready. 

21-50 points-Congratulations. Keep up 
the good work. Yes, the e questions are 
hard . 

51-75 points-Good job. You' ve done 
ome reading of the System Concepts 

manual and know some things about 
AOS/ VS . 

76-99 points- Watch out! You' re almost 
ready for the big time. You know enough 
to start being dangerous to my career. 
(What stopped you from breaking the 100 
point barrier?) 

100-149 points-Fantastic. When did you 
first know you were this good? 

150-174 points- Sorry. It looks like I got 
you on a couple of the trick que tions, 
didn't I? (You probably thought my col
umn last month wa erious, too.) 

175-199 points- Wrong! This is suppo ed 
to be a do ed book exam . 

200 or above- You either cheated, or 
know it all. In either case, you hould 
obviollsly be writing a column of your 
own. 6 

Michael Dupras is senior cOl/sultant for the 
Software Products and Services Division of 
DG Canada. He may be reached at Data Gen
eral, 490 bou/. St-Joseph, Suite 104, HIII/, 
Quebec, Canada j8Y 3Y7. 
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Your Equation 
for Success: 

At TLC, we know that PRICE is important 
when purchasing a computer. However, 
QUALITY and SUPPORT are more impor
tant, especially after the sale. That's why at 
TLC we add quality by testing all systems 
before they ship. 

For support, we have a staff of 20 profes
sionals with over 100 combined years of 
DG experience. TLC's support services 
include: 

• Systems Integration 
• Technical Support 
• Repairs 
• System Tuning 
• Novell LAN Installation & Support 
• Cabling 

We are committed to our customers. We're 
proud they consider us technically the best 
in the marketplace. 

Price - only one part of the equa
tion for a successful purchase 
of a computer, call TLC for the 
total solution at 508-478-8211 or 
FAX 1-508-473-3109. 

== '11> TC=TECHNICAL & LOGISTICAL 
-.mlI...J - CONSULTANTS,INC. 

~ DLC~ 
~Jr1i 5 Airport Drive. Hopedale. MA 01747 
, ~ (508) 478-8211 . FAX (508) 473-3109 

Quality + Support + Price = TLC 
Circle 67 on reader service card. 
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Tracking CEO 

SYNOPSIS 
New CEO accounting software 

(AAS) allows system managers to 
track CEO activity and generate 

reports on an individual or 
system-wide basis. 

by Joe Cannata 
Special to Focus 

As Bo is to profe ional sport, CEO 
AAS i to CEO-they both know a lot. 
CEO AAS is an add-on package available 
to track and account for variou CEO er
vices-about 160 in all. The product i for 
sy tern and CEO managers who need to 
"know" about CEO activity, or charge de
partments for the MIS resources they 
consume. 

Up until now, CEO has been a collec
tion of server, word proces or ,utilitie , 
and other support programs. Everyone 
knew CEO was u eful, but nobody really 
knew exactly how much activity it ac
complished. 

AAS, which runs under CEO 3.12, 
demystifie the activity question. With 
AAS, the CEO sy tern manager can gen
erate reports on how much word pro
cessing CPU time is u ed, how much mail 
i ent, how many page are printed, how 
heavily the calendar functions are util
ized, etc. The e reports, generated in CEO 
WP or CEO Decision Ba e, track usage on 
an individual or on a system-wide basi . 
CEO AAS user with CEO D ci ion Ba e 
can output and edit their reports from 
SPD format. 

Furthermore, a pecific charge can be 
a signed to each service (fOf purpo e of 
illu tration, say one-fifth of a cent for one 
printed page or 20 cents for each new 
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document created). The report can thus 
contain financial information. Reports can 
be generated as spreadsheets that may 
then be u ed as input to other decision 
making systems. AAS is closely linked to 
CEO, so naturally, AAS reports are deliv
ered to your inbox through CEO mail. 

CEO AAS is loaded into :UTIL
:CEO_DIR:CEO_AAS, and uses about 
1800 blocks. It interfaces with CEO_OPt 
CEOGE ,the CEO servers, and option
ally, the AOS/VS [II) SYSLOG facility. 

The key AAS functionality is provided 
by CEO ervers. Each u er's activity di
rected at a CEO server is logged by that 
server in the current AAS log file 
:CEO_MAIL:AAS_SFILE. Transactions 
are logged on an additive basis. If a user 

mails a message, the POA simply adds 
one to the count of the user's mailed 
messages, in tead of appending a new 
transaction record to the end of a log file. 
This additive scheme of logging CEO 
transactions keeps the AAS log file quite 
small and virtually the same size over 
long periods of operation. 

CEO_OP support allows the CEO 
manager to create checkpoint AAS log 
files. These files can then provide infor
mation on CEO activity for a specific time 
interval. The command 

)CEO.OP NEWAASLOG 

will close the current AAS log file, ap
pend a yy-mm-dd date stamp to its file 
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name, and op n a new AAS log file. By 
i uing the above command every month, 
for example, a system manager can com
pile monthly CEO utilization r p rt . 

CEOGE allow the y tem manager 
to pecify which erver hould run with 
AAS logging enabl d . You do not have to 
log CSA activity, for example, if your 
organization i not a major calendar u er. 

If you turn on SYSLOG logging on your 
y tem, AAS can be u ed to read the 

SYSLOG file , extract CPU and page 
printed information, and incorporate that 
information into AAS report. 

Experimentation 
Once you have AAS in tailed and run

ning, you can xp rim nt with feature 
like AASGE . This CEO-like program 
allows you to tailor the content and ap
pearance of your AAS report . The gen
eral information ection allow you to 
choo the default report type, WRD or 
SPD, the number of digit and decimal 
places in the charge field, the currency 
character, decimal symbol , and thou-
and separator. You can al 0 specify an 

optional mailing addre for all AAS re
port on your system. A company with a 
lot of CEO sy terns might wish to mail all 
report to a central processing center. 

The Charge Information File is where 
you specify the dollar amount for each 
log item, with capability that extends to 
four decimal places. If you do not want to 
charge for a certain item, but still want it 
to appear in your report, imply assign 
it a charge of $0.00. If your installation 
doe not care to know how many FSA 
drawer earch requests are performed, 
the log item's Active Indicator can be set 
to U u to prevent it from appearing in the 
report . 

Setting a log item to " "will not stop 
logging of that activity. It simply means 
that item will not appear in reports. Fig
ure 1 r pre ent a random selection of 
ome of the log item available; the actual 

menu displays all of the items in numeri
cal order. The log item number is pre-
erved in the example. There are 159 dif

ferent log item tracked. It is wi e to look 
at the Ii t and determine, beforehand, 
which one you want and what dollar 
amount hould be a?signed. 

The next tep is to let AAS accumulate 
tati tic for a day or two. The first report 

you might want to run i the CEO_ 
AAS_COMPACT.PR program. The pur-

FoC/l 

po e of thi program is to roll one or 
more of the AAS log files and AOS/ VS 
[II] SYSLOG file into one file . Thi 
megafile will th n be u d a input to the 
report generator. 

Initiating the compacting pha e can be 
done with the CEO.AAS.COMPACT.CLI 
macro, which i found in :UTIL:CEO_DIR 
:CEO_AAS. A typical command line to 
compact a log file called AAS_SFlLE with 

the SYSLOG would be: 

) CEO.AAS.COMPACT/OUTPUT =BlGLOG 
IALLUSERS :CEO_MAIL:AAS_SFILE :SYSLOG 

where BIGLOG will be the result of com
pacting :SYSLOG and the current log file, 
AAS_SFlLE. The / ALLUSERS witch tell 
the compact program to extract additional 
information from :SYSLOG for u er 

Circle 22 on reader service card. 
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Accounting 
Solutions 

Complete VS Cobol-Infos 
Systems providing 
Multi-Company Structure 

Multi-Level Reporting 
Simultaneous Fiscal Periods 
User Defined Optional Data 

On-Line Help 
Database Interface to WordPerfect 

Flexible Menus 
Interrupt Function Keys 

Software Solutions for 
Property Management 

Warehousing & Fulfillment 
Investment Mortgage Accounting 

Professional Time Billing 
Forms Purchasing & Distribution 
General Accounting Functions 

;.\r.~ 
Application Control Systems, Inc. 

) 5 ) Union Street Suite 509 
San Francisco, CA 94) ) ) - ) 223 

Phone: (415) 398-7745 

Circle 3 on reader service card . 

DG & COMPATIBLE 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 

~ QQMM\.!NIQATIQNS 
MV/15000, 20000 IAC-8, IAC-16 
MVI10000 TCBs 
MV/8000 COM BASIC I/O 
MV/7800 ATI-16, AMI -8 
MV/4000, 40000C ALM-8, ALM-16 
MV/2000 MCP-l W/TCB 
NOVA 4-C, S/20 

QISK / IAPE 
S/140, S/280, C350 354, 592 MB 
MEMQRY 96, 192 MB 
for all MV & 73, 147 MB 

ECLIPSE 10, 12.5, 20, 25 MB 
for all NOVA & 6231 CART N/E 

MICRO 6026, 6123, 6125 

PRINTERS 
6299, 6300, 6021 

4320 55CPS LO ~ 
GENICOM 3318 6053, 0 -100, 0 -200 
Data Prod B300 0 -210, 211 , 410, 460 
OKIOATA 192, 292 0 -214, 215, 411 , 461 
HP LASER JET II , 2P 0 -216, 412,462, 470 

DESKTQP QQMPAllf!bES 
OG/ l0, 20, 30 PKG ZETACO CDC 
DISK UPGRADES FUJITSU SCIP 
USAM-4, USAM -1 OATARAM STC 
CARTRIDGE TAPE 
MEMORY 

S::~~LI AViiON 
AMES SCIENCES, INC. 

Rt.1, Box 78 Chancellor Point Rd., Trappe, \01021673 

(301) 476-3200 • Fax 301-476-3396 

Circle 2 on reader service card . 
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Figure 2: Sample detailed report 

CEO Activity Report 
From: 12-FEB-1990 
To: 13-FEB-1990 
Created: 13-FEB-1990 

User Report For: FRED 

POA 
Item Quantity Charge Total 

Short messages posted 257 $0.0000 $0.00 
Documents posted 37 $0.0000 $0.00 
LOCAL short messages delivered 237 $0.0000 SO.OO 
LOCAL documents delivered 33 $0.0000 $0.00 
LOCAL documents delivered size (blocks) 1,308 $1.000 $1 ,308.00 
NETWORK short messages transmitted 181 $0.0000 SO.OO 
NETWORK doc. transmitted size (blocks) 40 $0.0000 $0.00 
Messages restored from wastebasket 13,842 $1.0000 $13,842.00 
Messages deleted 25 $0.0000 $0.00 
Messages shredded from inbox 863 $0.0000 $0.00 
Messages shredded from wastebasket 21 $0.0000 $0.00 
POA connects 127 $0.0000 $0.00 
POA disconnects 252 $0.0000 $0.00 
Inboxes locked 2 $0.0000 $0.00 
Inboxes unlocked 0 $0.0000 $0.00 
POA obituaries 0 $0.0000 $0.00 

Subtotal for Fred, POA $15,149.71 

SYSLOG 

Item Quantity Charge Total 

CEO Word Processor CPU time (sec) 188 $0.0565 $10.53 
CEO Write CPU time (sec) 789 $0.0565 $44.57 
CEO Present CPU time (sec) 0 $0.0565 $0.00 
CEO Spreadsheets CPU time (sec) 5 $0.5650 $2.63 
CEO Data tables CPU time (sec) 9 $0.0890 $0.83 
CEO Format Processor CPU time (sec) 0 $0.0135 $0.00 
CEO Draw CPU time (sec) 0 $0.0767 $0.00 
CEO WordView CPU time 0 $0.0129 $0.00 
CEO GKM CPU time (sec) 0 $0.6560 $0.00 
CEO 20/20 Spreadsheets CPU time (sec) 0 $0.5660 $0.00 
CEO Wordperfect CPU time (sec) 0 $0.0656 $0.00 
CEO Report Writer CPU time (sec) 0 $0.5600 $0.00 
CEO CP CPU time (sec) 1,807 $0.6560 $1,185.61 
CEO Closures CPU time (sec) 2 $0.6666 $1.61 
CEO Formatter CPU time (sec) 326 $0.0767 $25.04 
CEO Document Conversion CPU time (sec) 0 $0.0234 $0.00 
CEO Spell CPU time (sec) 0 $0.4660 $0.00 
CEO List Processing CPU time (sec) 0 $0.0645 $0.00 
CEO User Delete CPU time (sec) 0 $0.6650 $0.00 
CEO programs block 1/0 (1000) 770 $0.0570 $43.90 
Non CEO user programs CPU time (sec) 14,720 $0.0754 $1 ,109.86 
Non CEO user programs block 1/0 (1000) 10,024 $0.5750 $5,763.84 
Non CEO user pages printed 1,285 $0.0000 $0.00 

Subtotal for Fred, SYSLOG $8,188.51 

Grand total for Fred $23,338.22 

The dollar figures used here are examples only. 
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whose activity was not recorded in 
AAS_SFILE for om rea on or other. 
(They didn't u CEO for that p riod, or 
they do not use a CEO profile at all.) All 

EO count for uch u er will be zero. 
How ver, the CPU and page printed 
count for the e u er will be non-zero. 

CEO do not have to top for either of 
the compacting or report generation 
pha e . Al 0, if there i a ingle AAS log 
file, that fiJ can bud a direct input to 
the report g nerator without having to 
put it through the compact program. 

Curb inflation 

The culmination of your effort will be 
r port from the compacted log file . The 

EO_AAS_REPORT.PR program invoked 
from CEO.AAS.REPORT.CLI ha vera 1 
option . You can electively exclude erver 
data by pecifying / OCSA or / 0 SA. 
You can report on any number of explic
itly named u er . If you have 200 CEO 
u er , for example, the report could be 
quite lengthy. Thi feature allows you to 
target certain individual, rather than all 
200 u rs. Running the report with 
/ POA/USER=name allow you to track 
ju t mail activity for the named u er. 

Other witche allow you to obtain a 
report of totals for each u er, or subtotals 
by server for each u er. Option exi t for 
detail d or for ummary information. 
There i even a / OZERO switch that 
allow exclusion of log item with zero 
count, again providing a y tern man
ag r with great flexibility. A switch exi t 
to allow you to specify the r cipient of 
the r port. If no witch i pecified, the 
report i mailed to your inbox. 

A ample command line look like thi : 

) CEO.AAS.REPORT/USERS=BOBtJANE 
IOETAILED/SYSLOG/POAIFSA BIGLOG 

Thi generates an exclu ive report on 
mployee named Bob and Jane and their 

mailing/filing activity, along with 
SYSLOG information. Figure 2 how a 
ample detailed report. The dollar 

amount are example only. 
CEO AAS i very flexible. It tell a y -

Joe Cannata is a trainillg specialist for Data 
Gelleral Edllcatiollal Services. He may be 
reached at Data General Corp., 7927 Jones 
Brallch Dr. , SlIite 200, McLeall, VA 22102; 
703/827-9690. 

FoclI 

t m manager how CEO i u d on a u er
by-user basis. Server statistics can be gath
er d and rolled tog ther u ing pread
sheet output from the report program. 
SYSLOG data can be interpreted for per
formance monitoring. Dollar amount can 
be a igned to variou events, so that an 
MIS group can charge u er department 
for service provided. 

You can do your part to curb inflation 

by not raising the rate too often. Should 
you have a windfall, the savings could be 
pa ed back to the u er with reduced 
rate . However you u e AAS, you will 
find more information at your dispo ai, 
and in an ea ily obtainable and readable 
format. 

Special thanks to Mark Frishman of the 
CEO D velopment group in We tboro for 
help with this article. 11 

FEATURE COMPARISONS OF 2.3GB - 8MM TAPE BACKUP UNITS 

DATA DATA MEGA CONTEMPORARY 
PLUS GENERAL TAPE CYBERNETICS 

List Price 8900 13995 8950 9995 

Price Includes Controller YES YES YES YES 

Rack Mountable YES NO YES YES 

Tabletop Enclosure YES YES YES YES 

Automatic CPU Sharing YES NO Manual NO 

Number of Shared CPU 's 6 0 2 0 

Supports ANSI Labeled Tapes YES NO YES NO 

Runs DG DMTRELI YES NO NO NO 

Runs all Revs AOSIVS & VSII YES NO YES NO 

FEATURE COMPARISONS OF 1.3GB - 4MM TAPE BACKUP UNITS 

DATA DATA MEGA CONTEMPORARY 
PLUS GENERAL TAPE CYBERNETICS 

List Price 7600 Not Not Not 
Available Available Available 

Price Includes Controller YES 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Rack Mountable YES 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Tabletop Enclosure YES 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Automatic CPU Sharing YES 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Number of Shared CPU 's 3 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Supports ANSI Labeled Tapes YES 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Runs DG DMTRELI YES 
Not Not Not 

Available Available Available 

Runs all Revs AOSIVS & VSII YES Not Not Not 
Available Available Available 

Circle 23 on reader service card. 
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THE WORKSTATION by Doug Koye 

E-mail for the masses 

SYNOPSIS 
W hile X.400 protocols loom in 

the distance, related MHS 
technology is being rapidly 

embraced bye-mail vendors in 
the PC market place. Why? MHS 

is easily confrgurable. Its hubs 
communicate with one another 
via simple dial-up lines to route 

e-mail messages. 

58 

Many people still consider PCs to be 
the offspring of "real" computers. I guess 
in ome way that' true-PCs are, after 
all, smaller than mainframes, and like 
de cendant in general, there are a lot 
more of them around. Continuing the 
analogy, PCs can do some things that their 
parents cannot. In orne case, they can 
do exactly the same thing as a larger sys
tem, but without all the overhead and 
complexity. 

We've all heard of X.400 and its spin
off protocols such as X.401, X.402, X.500, 
etc., but to most of us, these pie-in-the
sky solutions won't mean much for an
other five years. While the X.400 family 
will eventually be a robust and complete 
specification, getting in at this early tage 
in the game can be a frustrating experi
ence. 

MHS 
This month, we'll take a look at X.400's 

little brother: the Me sage Handling Ser
vice (MHS) designed by Action Technolo
gies, Inc., in Emeryville, California, a 

Figure 1 
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product that' being rapidly embraced by 
electronic mail vendors in the exploding 
PC e-mail marketplace. 

I started this article three times, trying 
to explain what MHS is. On one hand, it 
i a set of protocol . But that's not com
pletely right. It's a software product. 

Let's start with a picture. Figure 1 show 
a typical PC LA . Electronic mail soft
ware runs in each workstation. Typically, 
there is no server-ba ed software; the 
erver is simply a "post office" contain

ing each u er's mailbox. To end mail, 
u er A's application simply writes a file 
to user B's inbox directory. 0 X.400 or 
MHS so far. If we connect multiple LA s 
in a single office or campus (see Figure 2) 
the LA s are "bridged" via a common 
file server, therefore we still don't need 
any fancy routers. 

What happens when we separate our 
LA s by a distance too great to bridge 
economically, and what happens when 
we want to connect networks of PC u ers 
in one organization with users in another? 
The primary intentions of both X.400 and 

Figure 3 
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MHS are to allow the routing of me -
ag well b yond a ingle organization, 

and thi i the real challenge. ot only 
are these organizations separated by great 
di tance ; they al 0 have a wide variety 
of eemingly incompatible e-mail system . 

The RDS in-house network 
Let' look at the e-mail sy tem here at 

Rational Data Systems. We have two of
fices: Sale and support are handled by 
our outhern California office (South in 
Figure 3), while bookkeeping, research, 
and d velopment are located near San 
Franci co ( orth). 

In the southern office everyone uses 
our PC/Mail product, which runs on the 
work tation and communicates over the 
LA to the CEO Post Office Agent on the 
MY. All me ages that originate there are 
in CEO format. 

Up north, where we are always doing 
kinky things with AOS/VS, we cannot 
afford to base our e-mail on CEO. In
stead, we installed a popular PC LA -
ba ed e-mail package. We chose Da Vinci's 
package for no particular reason except 
that it i easy to use and is MHS compat
ible. All me sages originating in the north
ern office are in MHS format. 

Inter-office mail 
In each office, we've installed a dedi

cated PC running MHS. In the northern 
office, the installation is quite simple: 
mes ages heading down south are sent 
by the Da Vinci software to MHS for for
warding. Likewise, incoming messages 
are di patched by MHS to the appropri
ate user. 

In the southern office things are a bit 
more complex. When a message arrives 
from the north, there are two problems. 
First, the message is in MHS format while 
the users are all running PC/Mail (i.e., 
CEO). Second, as the local users are not 
running Da Vinci's e-mail, MHS cannot 
deliver the messages directly. 

To solve these problems, we developed 
an MHS "gateway," and this is where 
MHS really shines. The gateway is sim
ply a program that is invoked on an as
needed basis by MHS on the dedicated 
MHS Pc. The gateway solves both of the 
above problems by reformatting messages 
from one standard to another, and by 
physically transmitting the message from 
system to system. 

In our case, the gateway converts mes
ages between MHS and CEO formats, 

Focus 

and via PC/VS exchanges me sages be
tween the MHS box and CEO' Po t Of
fice Agent (PO A). Once the POA receive 
a message from MHS, the POA dispatches 
the me age to the appropriate CEO (PC 
/Mail) u er. 

Addressing 
How complex is the addressing? Well, 

that depends on when you ask the ques-

5300 1.3GB 4mm 
OAT Subsystem 

5600 2.3GB Smm 
Digital Tape 
Subsystem 

tion. The CEO/MHS gateway is still in 
development, and a of thi writing, it' a 
bit rough around the edge. A impl 
MHS address is of the form: 

<name>@<hosl> 

For example, my address in the northern 
office is 

doug@rational 

~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

*n~~yt~!:} ~t~r 
2750 Oregon Court M3 - Torrance, CA 90503 

(213) 618-2090 FAX (213) 618-8714 

Circle 24 on reader service card. 
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Wh n I nd e-mail tome n in my 
own office, I ju t u e their name. Th 
"@rati nal" i a um d . To reach my part
ner in th outhern office, [ addr me-

Figure 4 

I CEO I MHS 

age to 
MV 

f- PC 
pele@rdssoulh 

~ Ther ' a hortcut available, however. 
Since [hav told my local MHS erv r 
that me age for "p te" hould d fault 
to "rd outh," [can implyaddr them 
to "pete." 

I MHS 

PC 
f-

I CEO 

MV 

Wh n P te ends mail to m , the obvi
oU EO addre ing cheme would be 

To: MHS 
Message: doug :ralional 

To: doug@ralional 
[n fact, thi involve interfacing to the 

EO Me age Tran fer Agent (MTA) and 
the ame Service Agent ( SA), but nei
th rofthe eta k ha y tb encompl t d. 
In th meantime, w r quire that Pete 

It' kludgy, and we're alway forget
ting to embed the addre (e pecially in 
reply me age), but it doe work, and if 
we do make a mi take, the gateway will 
reject our m ag s and let u know th y 
did not reach their de tination. In the next 
few month , we hope to complete the 
MTA and SA interface. 

nd hi m age to a global CEO 
"p udo-u er," MHS, and mb d the ac
tual MHS addr in the b dy of hi me 
age. For exam pi : 
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Why do the best LANs {;J;J 
need our software f]iJ 0.J0 
to get around & CJ Cr 
keep it private 7 S m 

When it's time to put your LAN on the line, you need the 
ready-to-go, personal communications software from Crystal 
Point. For IBM PC-terminal emulations and control over your 
outgoing data. 

Our industry-leading PC-Term is a specialist at getting data 
just about anywhere. Choose from twenty-eight PC-terminal 

" personalities" that get along handsomely with all popular LANs. PC-Term 
also features - X.25 support - easy-to-use menus/macros _ remote access 
- multiple sessions - async modem server gateway. 

By monitoring modem use, our very smart LineLock software protects 
your private files against unauthorized access. Plus, feature-filled lineLock 
\1.2.0 - permits multiple modem servers to share a consolidated data base 
- provides remote monitoring - qualifies incoming 
and outgoing modem users - gives you an audit trail 
- disconnects costly idle circuits. And there's new lower 
prices. 

Take the next step up in PC communications software. 
Call Crystal Point today for more details. 

Crystal·Pomt·Inc 
22122 20th Ave., S.E. Suite 148, Bothell, WA 98021 
Tel: (206)487-3656 Fax: (206)487-3773 

Circle 13 on reader service card. 

Intercompany e-mail 
You may have notic d that only on 

office i called "rational." That i becau e 
th north rn office' MHS rver i al 0 

our corp rate-wide gateway to the re t of 
th world . For example, our "rational" 

rv r communicate with HUB in 
Provo, Utah, and from there to any em
ployee of ovell, worldwide. Furth r
more, ince many other ovell-relat d 
companie al 0 link to HUB, we can 
likewi e exchang e-mail with any of 
them. 

Thi all ound great for high tech 
companie with lot of mon y. I mean, 
only international conglomerat like 
Rational Data Sy tem can afford the 
I a ed line and atellite link r quired to 
put thi together, right? Right. 

An unconditioned 9600 baud line b -
tween our office would run us ov r 
$7,000 per year without the mod m and 
other nece ary hardware. At that pric , 
it' cheaper to send floppy di k via Fed
eral Expre both direction twice every 
day. And what about our link to Utah? 

FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE NEEDS 

CALL 

ELLEN MOORE 

MORE COMPUTERS, INC 
869 SAVAGE RD. 

BELLEVILLE, MI 48111 
FAX# (31 3)699-4161 

(313) 699-0259 

FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE NEEDS 

CALL 

ELLEN MOORE 

MORE COMPUTERS, INC 
869 SAVAGE RD. 

BELLEVILLE, MI 48111 
FAX# (313)699-4161 

(313) 699-0259 
Circle 44 on reader service card . 
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For the few mage p r day that trav
er e that link, we could probably fly them 
back and forth via corporate jet and ave 
m ney compared to a lea d lin . 

Configurability 
What is the link then? I've aved the 

best for last. MHS hub communicate with 
one another via imple dial-up line at 
rat up to 9600 baud. (We use 2400.) It is 
b autiful in it simplicity. The main MHS 
program run in a big loop, and you can 
control how often thi loop execute. It 
fir t run any gateway to collect incom
ing me age from non-MHS y tems 
(PC/Mail-CEO, for xampl ). 

It then orts the outgoing mes age to 
if any ar de tined for (or mu t be 

routed thr ugh) any remote MHS hosts. 
If 0, th remote ho t are automatically 
dialed, the mes ag are forwarded, any 
incoming me age are received, and the 
two MHS ho ts di connect. ow the [0-

cal MHS ho t sort any mail that has ar
rived and delivers it to local users. If the 
incoming mail i not for local u r, MHS 

Figure 5 

Fax 

Mel 

Telex 
MV DEC 

PROFS 

fire up the needed gateway program or 
call yet another MHS host, a appropri
ate. 

The y tem i ea ily configurab[e to 
handle a variety of communication 
need . You may not want one MHS host 
calling another every few minute . You 
may, in tead, want a call to be placed 
only when there are a certain number of 
me age to be ent, or perhap when
ever there i a message to be ent, or 
ome period of time ha pa ed, which

ever occur fir t. You may a[ 0 want to 
restrict the hour of the day during which 
two ho t exchange me age. 

Again, thi is all configurable on a host-

by-host ba i . Our particular inter-offic 
links are set up to end any me age 
within five minute. In thi way, w never 
have to poll the oth r office for me sag s 
(i.e., no wasted calls), and at the same 
time, we know that multiple me sage 
have a good chance of being ent on the 
same call if compo ed within a few min
utes of one another. 

Alpha test results 
We've run MHS in one configuration 

or another for about four month now, 
and it appear to be very reliable. While 
our prototyp gateway managed to 10 e 
messages during our debugging, MHS 
itself ha never 10 t or damaged a me -
age or file. The protocol appears to have 

excellent error handling, rea onable per
formance, and the whole sy tem hand les 
busy line, out-of- rvice modem, and 
other typical problems with ea e. 

RDS employee now communicate of
fice-to-offic a ea i1y a they do locally, 
and at a fraction of the cost we would 
incur in linking two CEO y tem to-

LOOKING FOR A RELIABLE SOURCE FOR NEW 
AND USED DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT? 

BUY • SELL • LEASE 
We maintain a substantial stock of new and used , thoroughly tested Data General 

equipment at our facility in Dallas, Texas. In most cases, we can ship the same day. 

SPARE PARTS ARE OUR SPECIALTY. 

PROCESSORS • COMMUNICATIONS • CABLES • PRINTERS 
MAGNETIC PERIPHERALS • DISPLAY TERMINALS • ACCESSORIES 

1103 S. Cedar Ridge Drive ASSET REMARKETING CORPORATION 
Duncanville. Texas 75137 

(214) 296-9898 FAX (214) 296-6268 

Circle 4 on reader service card. 

FoCli 

NEW 
800/383-9898 
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gether. Our MHS link is at least as conven
ient as the more expen ive Xodiac equiva
lent, and as under Xodiac, we can and do 
end text file , word proce ing docu

ments, spreadsheet and even MS-DOS 
and AOS/VS programs via our simple 
dial-up line . Our involvement with the 
operation is minimal. We just hear the 
modem dialing in the other room every 
once in a while, and know that things are 
chugging away. 

The future of MHS 
There are many interesting applications 

of MHS. Have you ever wanted to link 
two CEO systems but couldn't afford the 
dedicated line for the small volume of 
me sage? Plop up a cheap PC or XT next 
to each MV, hook up a dial-up modem to 
each,load MHS and the gateway software, 
and it's done! (See Figure 4, page 60.) 

Want an inexpensive way to link CEO 
to outside mail services? There are MHS 
gateways for that, too. (See Figure 5, page 
61.) Figure 6 includes a list of some of the 
MHS gateways and e-mail products avail-

PURCHASE 

Figure 6 

MHS gateways: 
Compuserve Infoplex 
Fax 
MCI Mail 
Telex 
Banyan 
DEC's AII-in-One 
IBM's PROFS, SNADS, DlSOSS, CICS, and 
TSO INDISY 

PC a-mall products supporting MHS: 
Coordinator II (Action Technology) 
Email (DaVinci) 
Daynamail for Macintosh (Dayna 

Communications) 
Framework III (Ashton-Tate) 
cc:Mail (cc:Mail) 
Total Office Manager (Network Technology) 
PC Complete (Transend Corp.) 
Para-Mail (Paradox) 
Netweaver (Boston Software Systems) 
LAN-Mail (OCP Software) 
Gallery (Daystrom Data Products) 
Coordinet (Software Artistry) 

able today, and more are coming. 
Space does not permit me to delve into 

the ubtletie of MHS, but uffice it to ay 
we're very excited about this technology. 

ot just for our in-house use, for that 
problem has already been soived, but 
rather as a communications tool to solve 
a variety of more complex application-to
application needs for our customers in 
the years to come. 

At this time, we have not decided 
whether to release our CEO/MHS gate
way as an official product, but if the idea 
appeals to you, give us a holler. If you 
happen to have an MHS system yourself, 
here's my MHS access info: 
doug@rational (host "rational" at 415 
/499-8617,2400 baud) t. 

Doug Kaye is CEO of Rational Data Systems 
and can be reached at 415/499-3354. For a 
free copy of the "RDS Report on PC Integra
tion ," contact RDS at 140 South Los Robles 
Av., Pasadena, CA 91101 ; 818/568-9991 . 
Copyright 1990 Rational Data Systems, Inc. 

r---------, 
I My Order Is Enclosed. I 

$4,500 IN HARDWARE 
OR MAINTENANCE 

We're 0 sure you 'll like 
doing business with us, we're 
offering a special bonus just 
to have you give us a try. 

With any NEW order of $4,500 
or more, we will end 

I Please Send Me My I 
I FREE I 

SERVICE 
·you a Deluxe GPX CD4oo0 
Portable Compact Disc Player. 
This advanced-design CD 
player features 3-beam laser 
pickup and a 16-track pro
grammable memory, and 
come complete with deluxe 
tereo headphone and a 

carryi ng case and trap. It 
operates either on "M' bat
terie , or with the included 
AC adapter from tandard 
hou ehold current . 

I GPX Portable I 
I Compact I 
I Disc Player I 
I I I NAME: I 
I TITLE : 

I COMPANY: 

A FREE 
PORTABLE COMPACT 
DISC PLAYER 

lu t make your be t deal with 
one of our ale people, and 
end in the coupon with your 

order. LIMIT ONE CD PLAYER 
PER CUSTOMER. 

I ADDRESS 

I CITY: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SECURITY COMPUTER SALES, INC. 

PHONE: 
FAX: 

ADDRESS: 
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MINNESOTA 

(612) 227-5683 
(612) 223-5524 

622 ROSSMOR BLDG. 
500 N. ROBERT STREET 
ST. PAUL, MN 55101 

ARIZONA 

(602) 948-1243 

8260 E. RAINTREE DRIVE 
SUITE 112 
sconSDALE, AZ B5260 

I STATE : ZIP: I 
L----_____ J 

LONDON 

001-441-906-8191 

SYSTEMS EXPRESS LTD. 
SYSTEMS HOUSE 
REAR OF 23 TO 29 DAWS LANE 
MILL HILL, LONDON, UK NW7 4SD 

Circle 56 on reader service card . 
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The other woman 

SYNOPSIS I 
She takes tile sp •. '5t11 55 Ot l oj 

your dIsk. She does CI lORES. 
She makes her presence knowlI. 

Focus 

by Kevin Danzig 
Special to Focus 

At first, it seemed to be an unusual 
occurrence for what had transpired both 
between myself and my wife also hap
pened between myself and my MY. About 
a year ago, my wife started dropping 
hints, first infrequently, but now quite 
regularly about her. Lest any real intrigue 
build, the other woman was not for me 
nor for my wife, but for our house. 

I hope that your attention is still here
what my wife wants is someone to come 
in and tidy up on a regular basis. While 
that is an important part of my home life, 
it is the other other woman that you should 
get to know. Many of you have heard of 
her. Some of you have access to her right 
now and probably don't even know it. 

In my last article, I reviewed :WFFCA 
from :SYSMGR. One of the nicest parts of 
the package was a module called WFWSC. 
This module is a white space compressor. 
It removes wasted space in a file. This 
module works only for text files. In our 
shop it has done wonders for the account-

ing data that we keep on line. It has the 
added security that it leaves the file in a 
totally readable fa hion without decom
pres ion (a suming normal tab tops). 

ow that you understand white space, 
(trailing blanks and spaces that could be 
tabs) we have an area that we shall call 
sparseness. What is sparseness? Who is 
the woman? Stay tuned! 

Software by committee 
Unfortunately, my favorite operating 

system doesn't exist, primarily because I 
haven't had the time to write it. I imagine 
that every programmer around today who 
1) started working with computers writ
ing in assembly language, 2) didn't start 
with computers to fill some electives in 
college, and 3) is at least as egocentric as I 
am about their skills, has similar feelings. 

Reality dictates that the world can't wait 
for every programmer savant to generate 
an operating system. What has happened 
instead is that many of the aforemen
tioned (you may substitute a different 
word for use with savant) were put to
gether to write operating systems, AOS 
/VS [II) included. Is this bad? 

Enough with the questions. Good or 
bad (it is both) is not the point. Working 
with and around the operating system is 
what counts. I suppose that even in 
GIZNAO/VS (my unwritten system) 
there would be defaults, but for every 
default there would be an option to get 
around it. Many of the objectional de
faults in AOS/VS have corrections; some 
are easier than others. The other woman 
can handle two of the work arounds quite 
nicely. The first is sparseness. 

If your job was to fetch water, a bucket 
at a time, in order to meet everyone's 
thirst, you would probably choose a 
bucket that kept you from making un
necessary trips but would not be too 
heavy to carry. Optimal file element size 
has this problem. Using a bucket that is 
too big will make a file sparse. The mini
mum bucket size for AOS/VS (un
patched) is an element size of four. That 
means that files are added to in blocks of 
2,048 bytes. If you don't believe me, try 
this simple test. In your own directory (a 
CPO), create a simple text file with. less 
than 100 bytes. Do the following: 

)space 
)delete text. file 
)space 
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Custom Software Development 
and Support 

Professional Services 
• System Performance Review 
• Systems Analysis and Design 

• Custom Software Development. 
Modification and Trouble Shooting 

• Training (On-site and Off-site) 

• On-going Support (Application and 
General System Support) 

• Upgrades and Software Conversion 

Vantage Products 
• MenuMan (Menu and Security Mgmt.) 

• Spool Man (Print Spooler Management) 

• Mes AMIS (Apparel Manufacturers 
Information System) 

• SOLSkel (DG/SOL Program Skeletons 
for use with C/SCRIPT II plus DBAM) 

Hardware Products 
• Data General Value Added Reseller 

• Third Party Peripheral and Memory 
Products 

• SAM 2010 Environmental Monitor 

Software Products 
• SouthWare Business Series (Accounting) 
• C/SCRIPT II plus DBAM (COBOL 

Program Generator) 

• WordPerfect (Office Automation 
Products) 

• OFFICE/Publisher (Desktop Publishing) 

DG Product Expertise 
• MV/1400 through MV/20000 Mod II 

• AOSNS and DG/UX Operating Systems 
• DG/SOL and DG/DBMS Database Mgmt. 

• INFOS II File Management 
• COBOL. PU1 and Fortran 
• RM/COBOL. INFORMIX and UNIFY 

under DG/UX 

Vantage Software, Inc. 
555 West 57th Street, 11 th Floor 

New York, NY 10019 

Phone: 212/956-2240 
FAX: 212-956-2305 

Circle 70 on reader service card. 

SYSGEN DATA Ltd. 
MARKETING 

• DataGe ral COMPUTERS & • • ne PERIPHERALS WORLDWIDE 

MV 15000 Mod 20 Board ................................. Call lAC 8 ........................................................... $1 .200 
MV2000 2MB. Tape. Floppy ...................... $2.800 lAC 8·2 ........................................................ 1,450 
MV100008 MB Memory .............................. 3.200 TCB·8 and 16 ................................................. 300 
MV4000 2 MB ................................................. 750 MCP 1 wlTCB ............................................... 1.200 
MV4000 CPU 0 MB ......................................... 500 USAM·4 ............................................................ 250 
Imel Controllers ............................................... 600 Desktop Tape Cartridge .................................... 395 
6231 Tape Drive SiS ....................................... 500 DG 160 MB Disk .......................................... 1.900 
6311 Tape Drive .............................................. 800 4433 Printer ..................................................... 450 
WIOC (MV10000) ......................................... 1.850 ISC·2 ............................................................... 250 
71 MB Disk ....................................................... .495 Desktop 20 512 KB .......................................... .495 
MV4 & 10 Memory 2MB .................................. 500 6026 and cabinet (Earthtone) ....................... 1.200 
MV4 & 10 Memory 4MB ............................... 2,450 BBU (MV10000) .............................................. 750 
MV4 & 10 Memory 8MB ............................... 4,400 4327 6300 .................................................... 1.200 
MV8000 Memory 2 MB .................................... 200 0215 ................................................................. 195 
6236 Subsystem ........................................... 4.250 0460 ................................................................ 200 
lAC 16 (RS 232) ........................................... 2.750 0410 .............. .............. .................................... 200 
lAC 164522 (RS 422) .................................. 1.200 0411 ................................................................ 300 
4557 Laser Printer ........................................ 1.200 0214 ................................................................ 150 
632140 CPS La Printer .................................. 750 6122 Brown Hardened ..................................... 700 

SYSGEN MV20002MBTapeSync ........ .. .... .. ................................................ $2.800 
SPECIAL AT Clone. Color. Floppy ....................................................................... 700 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • LEASE 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-1100 fax:. (516)491 -1559 

Circle 61 on reader service card. 

The difference betwe n the space com
mands will be 4 blocks (2,048 byte ). 

How is this possible? Simple. When 
AOS/VS wa written, it wa as umed that 
there would be Ie ystem impact if data 
wa brought at a larger bucket ize. One 
y tern call and disk acce s for 2,048 bytes 

i a lot better than four call for 512. 
However, if you regularly only want 512 
byte (or les ) each time, there i no point 
in requesting 2048 bytes. These are mini
mum. 

There are other more extreme examples. 
Most .PR file have an element size of 32 
(32 times 512 = 16,384 bytes) and a a 
re ult are quite sparse. What thi mean 
is that while 

)f/as •. pr 

will show you the ize of the file, it will 
not give you an accurate perspective of 
the unu ed "hidden" di k pace tied to 
the program. 

)dumpji/stat myprogram.dmp myprogram.pr 

will give you a better example. In the 
stati tic there will be a listing of zero 
byte compressed. That is roughly how 
much of the di k wa held captive to the 
element size of the program. You will al 0 

notice a decrea e in ize of the dump fil 
when compared to the program. While 
there are imple rule to follow when cre
ating file to determine optimum element 
ize, he can do it for you. 

Why haven't I mentioned her name? 
While :SYSMGR has turned out quality 
oftware, creativity in naming it i ab
ent, and may be lacking. When I wa a 

kid there was this TV how that I thought 
was inane. The central character wa a 
maid who worked for the Baxter family 
(a in "Coming, Mr. B."). Her name wa 
Hazel. She pent mo t of her time bing a 
ocial worker /p ychologist, but the hou e 

wa alway clean and the meal cooked, 
o who am I to complain? Our Hazel has 
orne other similar trait that I will ex

plain later. 

Hash is not just for corned beef 
In my ba ement th re lurk many old 

book . Thr e of them are from a t of 
what wa to be eight on com put r pro
gramming. Only three were ev r written, 
because the author wa idetracked by 
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other pur uit . Th third v lume d alt 
with orting and earching. Ha hing i 
explained quite well and should you wish 
t gather greater under tanding, you 
hould pick up th t of three bo k . The 
et i nam d The Art of Camp liter Program

millg, by Donald Knuth (Addi on We ley). 
I don't know if it i till in print. 

Simply put, ha hing i a technique for 
toring data for optimal retrieval. Each 

entry i compared again t omedata item 
(or ha hed) and tored ba ed upon the 
re ult. For every li t there is an optimum 
ha h cheme. We might increa e or de
crea e thi cheme ba ed upon the num
ber of entries, etc. 

Dir ctori are group of file that re
quire an accurate li t kept of entrie . 
Again, th re i a y tem default of hash 
frame ize which mayor may not be best 
for your directorie . Hazel will calculate 
what it feel to be an optimal ha h frame 
ize. 

Running the beast 
Running Hazel i quite imple. There 

are two choic . One may either 

)dir :hazel 
)hazel my.directory 

which leave Hazel' log file in it own 
( tarting) directory, or 

) dir my.directory 
) sea [!seal :hazel 
) hazel my.directory 

Hazel requires the erver from perf
monitor to be up, but that is a given. One 
similarity to the oth r Hazel i that he 
makes her presence quite known. Hazel 
i a powerful u er of sy tem resource . 
Do not run it during active time when 
ystem re ponse i important. 

The first time I ran Hazel, it did some 
things that I liked and a few that I didn't. 
We have ome 300 compiled Cobol pro
grams on our ystem. All were linked 
with shared code, 0 they are not overly 
large. Each .pr is between 60 KB and 110 
KB, (before hared code they were all more 

than double) . The fir t time we ran Ha
zel, it reduced the disk space storage re
quirement for th e program by an 
averag of 35 p rc nt. That wa lik ome
one tacking on a 10 MB extension to the 
di k from ju t that one directory. Other 
directories yielded good re ults, but the 
general rule is that program (.pr) files 
will give the mo t back. 

Ideally, Hazel hould run on an idle 
y tem 0 it can change ha h frame ize if 

n ce ary. It mu t delete the old dir c
tory, and can't if it i hared. How often 
hould you run it? Once a month i more 

than enough in my e timation; you should 
judge for your elf. 

I must say that watching it run the first 
time wa fanta tic. It took clipper to 0 

many file I thought I wa looking at my 
ignificant other rooting through la t 

year' clothes looking for things that were 
still "classics" (pun intended). Unfortu
nately, subsequent run are not a dra
matic and are almost anticlimactic. 

There are a number of options, for ex
ample, a CHORES list that you may want 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • SERVICE 

All Data General Equipment 

MAY SPECIAL 
P.C.-AT WORKSTATIONS 
286 MINI TOWER 
AMERICAN MADE WESTERN DIGITAL 
MOTHERBOARD 
640KB, 20MB SEAGATE DISK DRIVE 
1.2MB FLOPPY, 101 KEYBOARD 

MONO 

EGA 
$1,599. 
$1,999. 

INCLUDES TERMINAL EMULATOR DOS 3.3 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON SYSTEM 

All sales COD 
CJ i·i3@dZMi FUJITSU 

DEPOT TERMINAL REPAIR: $89 
2-5 day turnaround 

On Most Data General, Wyse, & Perfect Terminals. 

Sabra Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box B06, 124 Miller Road , Kinnelon , NJ 07405 

(201) 492·0317 FAX (201) 492·1460 
D. G., DEC, IBM PC & Compatibles 

On-Site Service 

Circle 54 on reader service card . 

FoC/ls 

ETHERNET 
TCPjlP 

NETWORKING 
FOR ALL DG SYSTEMS 

• Industry Standard TCP l iP LAN connect ions for 
AOSI VS, AOS, and RDOS systems. 

• Connects DG systems to non-DG systems such as 
VAX, IBM, SUN, and APOLLO running TCP l iP. 

• High speed file transfer using the standard FTP 
protocol. Virtual terminal remote logon using the 
standard TELNET protocol with VT100 terminal 
emulation. 

• Supports MV, ECLIPSE, NOVA and DESKTOP. 

Claflin & Clayton , Inc. 
117 Maynard Street 

Northboro, MA 01532 
Telephone: 508-393-7979 

Fax: 508-393-8788 

Circle 7 on reader service card . 
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Hazel to attend to. Minimum file element 
ize i fir t, adju ting ha h frame size 

another, and changing directories 
type=DIR to control point directories 
type=CPD. Frankly, I haven't seen the 
point in changing every directory to a 
CPO with the limit being unlimited, but 
that is Hazel's default. 

I mentioned before that four is the 
minimum element size for an unpatched 

AOSjVS system. We applied :SYSMGR's 
patch to decrease the minimum element 
size to one and haven't seen any prob
lem. Hazel (rev 0.50) will take this into 
consideration when running. Almost 
every CLI macro we had went from an 
element size of four to one. 

Those who are leery of applying a non 
DC-supplied patch to your system now 
have two choices. The latest version of 

The Next Generation of RDBMS 
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TextBase is a new technologically advanced management system 
designed to specifically manage free-fonn text in a relational data
base management sy tern. 

• High Speed Text Search • WordPerfect Interface 
• Proximity Searching • Review Forms 
• Sub et Searching • Report Feature 
• Analysis Tool • Menu Driven 

3C1 
2057 Vennonl Drive. Fon Collin . CO 80525 

(303) 223-2722 or (800) 525-200 I 
TextBa e runs on the DG MV erie of computer. 

TextBase is a trademark of 3CI Inc .• WordPerfect is the registered trddemark of the WordPerfect Corporation 

Circle 64 on reader service card. 

AOSjVS (rev 7.67) and AOSjVS II both 
allow an element size of one. 

Hazel didn't do everything without fail. 
It didn't care for our : ET directory and 
made three backups of it. :SYSMGR told 
me just to delete the extras and that they 
were aware of the problem. The prob
lems were quite outweighed by the gains 
though. 

Where's the beef? 
At this point, I must state that Hazel is 

not a panacea for disk problems. Some 
things it will do are decrease storage re
quirements for your present data, and 
reduce problems related to hash frame 
overflow. The first item is substantial. The 
second borders on what may be what is 
called in the trade, vaporware. Optimum 
hash frame helps in an environment 
where there are a lot of users doing CLI 
commands such as: 

)f!as/so 

on a regular and continual basis. Person
ally, I think that you should buy people 
like this a Nintendo game, as it requires 
far less in system resources. We also found 
from Disco that as a result of freeing up 
disk space, average seek and service time 
on our system were improved. Is it no
ticeable? I don' t think so. If I felt that it 
was, we would be running a disk op
timizer on a regular basis. We are not. 
Our system load breaks down as follows: 
75 percent-operators running Cobol 
with INFOS_II, 20 percent people play
ing with Wordperfect, 5 percent stressed 
out system managers debugging, writ
ing, etc., while pretending to be some
thing else in the company. 

With our small requirements, things 
would have to be pretty bad (disks at 95 
percent) before we might notice an ad
verse system environment. 

The bottom line is if you have 
PERFMGR and don' t run Hazel, you 
should try it. If you don' t have PERFMGR, 
request a demo copy. If you would like a 
20 or 30 MB extension to your present 
disks and think that it's worth $499 for 
Hazel (I do), you'll buy it. Hazel i pack
aged with PERFMGR as well for $799. /). 

Kevin Danzig is the genera/manager of DFM 
Corp. He may be reached at P.O. Box 157, 
Northvale, NJ 07647; 201/767-8000. 
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____________________ SOLUTIONS 

Connectivity 1 01 

SYNOPSIS I 
USing smart cards and Crystal 

Point's modem server and 
PC-Term emulation software. a 

Boston real estate company 
solves its connectivity problems. 

by Craig Ellison 
Special to Focus 

Cabot, Cabot, and Forb s, a medium 
sized Bo ton-ba ed real estate develop
ment company, had a connectivity prob
lem to solve. 

Our project managers needed two 
things: acces to the co t-estimating pro
gram and data ba e that re ide on our 
DC minicomputers (an MV /10000 and 
an MV /15000 Model 20), a well as the 
PC functionality of Lotus 1-2-3 and Mi
cro oft Word. 

An evolutionary process 
Solving our connectivity problem was 

not an overnight process. Rather, it has 
been an evolutionary proce spanning 
the la t three and a half year . Our cur
rent connectivity solution utilizes Cry tal 
Point's PC-Term, and has only been in 
place for th la t eight month . The road 
we took before in tailing it was a real 
learning experience. 

The fir t tep came in mid-1986 with 
the in tallation of a Virtual Micro y tern 
bridge board. Thi board, initially in
tailed in our MV /10000, created essen-

FoC/ls 

tially four 8086 proce e. Performance 
considerations soon forced us to look for 
other PC-based solutions. Additionally, 
with the graphics limitations of our 
DC400 and DC410 terminals, user could 
not fully utilize the graphics capabilities 
of the PC-ba ed oftware. At a 9600 baud 
data rate, the creen refre hes were slower 
than even the slowest Pc. 

Step two: standalone PCs 
The next step in the evolution was the 

addition of tandalone PCs. We installed 
PC-based applications on the PC, and 
provided connection to the DC minicom-

Figure 1: Local area network map 

File Server 1 

Network 01 
Network 02 

File Server 2 

Network 01 
NetVlork 03 

19 workstations 10 workstations 

puters via the PC's serial port using ter
minal emulation oftware. Thi achieved 
our goal of offloading CPU time from the 
MV /10000, and provided u er with the 
peed and graphics capability of a stand

alone PC for PC-based software. 
Thi wa not the best solution, either. 

We were adding more PC and many of 
the e users had only occa ional need for 
connection to the DC mini . We were 
running out of lAC ports, and couldn't 
afford to dedicate a DC port to each Pc. 
We needed to find a way to hare our DC 
ports among our occasional user . We 
looked at everal solutions, and ultimately 

File Server 3 

Network 01 
Network 04 

9 workstations 

File Server 4 

Network 01 
Network 05 

17 workstations 

PC-Metro Asynch Comm. Server 
~==!.L, 3 Stargate cards 

16 Connections 4 Connections 

MVll0000 MVllS000 
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When is a LAN 
not Hardware? 

• MV i!l us d as a DO drive. 
• Provide~ Iru Virtual IOt·age

nOI partilioned. ·e V file 
direclly. 

• Transparent 10 application 
program and DO command . . 

• Random a c · 10 ril s. 
• uppons printer and p ripheral 

sharing. 
• wilch belw en lerminal 

o IV and DO mode. 
• Terminal Emulalion included. 

When it's 
D:drive 

DEMO ONL Y $49 

DIGITAL 
DYNAMICS /NG. 

3055 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
1(313) 995-2400 FAX (313) 995-3232 1 

Circle 33 on reader service card. 

You wouldn't drive 
a car without a 
dasIIboard ••• 
sowhynm 
AOS/IS without 
:PERl'MGR! 
Includes a logging facility Wlth 
report generator, real-time 
mOllltonng screen, file and 
directory struch.lre analysis 
utilities and a tutonal on AOS/vS 
system performance analysIS. 

Jom the hundreds of other System 
Managers who no longer run out 
of gas unexpectedly. 

AO.IY. :PBU.88 
AO.IY. U :PBar.88 
10 BAT nw. COPT 

$750 
$750 
ruBI 

:1181181 
SoHware tor System Managers 
A DtVlSlon of B./. Inc. 

109 Minna Sire I. SUlle 215 
San francISCO. CA 94105 (415) 550 1454 
DIal upBBS(l200baud) (415)3916531 

Circle 62 on reader service card . 
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cho e PC-Term from Cry tal Point to 
achieve our goals. 

Modem sharing capabilities 
In addition to Data General 410/460 

emulation, Cry tal Point' PC-Term pro
vide modem haring capabilities. Thi 
feature enabled u to achieve our goal of 
sharing our Data General resources 
among multiple PC LA u er . 

Crystal Point' technical team ug
ge ted we try a PC Smart Card from Star
gate Technologie . This card provides 
eight intelligent RS-232 ports. After we 
installed the Smart Card on a dedicated 
PC, we had to install the software, config
ure the port, and connect the ports from 
the Smart Card to the lAC ports on the 
Data Generals. 

The PC-Metro oftware that Crystal 
Point included with its PC-Term package 
wa a key tool to communicate acro s the 
LA . PC-Metro is a gateway program 
that defines and control the Stargate e
rial ports, and provides access to defined 
minicomputer ports. Currently, we have 
installed three Stargate card for a poten
tial 24 connections to the Data General 
machine . Twenty DC ports are connected 
to provide access to virtually any ovell 
LA workstation on any of our four file 
server. 

When LAN users need access to one of 
the Data Generals, they log onto the local 
area network and run etbios. Their 
work tations can then communicate 
acro s the network to the Smart Card and 
reque t acce s to either the MY /10000 or 
the MY /15000. The PC-Metro oftware 
scans for an available DG re ource and 
hook the LA workstation to the appro
priate DG port. 

So far, we have pretty much eliminated 
the need for multiplexor between the 
seventeenth floor project manager' of
fices and the thirty-seventh floor com
puter room. Prior to installing the net
work, we u ed multiplexor to span the 
20-floor di tance. We still u e the multi
plexor to run two printer on the even
teenth floor, but virtually all other DG 
connections on the seventeenth floor are 
through the network. 

For other companies planning a mux 
installation, the cost aving could be 
sub tantial. The Stargate Smart Card 
were relatively inexpensive, running 
about $700 for an eight port card. You can 
in tall up to four Smart Card in an AT-
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cla machine at a co t of about $1,000. 

Months and months 
The deci ion to go with Cry tal Point' 

PC-Term was not a hasty one. We wanted 
to make sure that PC-Term was fine-tuned 
to meet our specific applications. I insist 
on testing a new product in the MIS de
partment for two to three month to ex
amine its functionality and limitations. 

Before we released it to our u ers, the 
MIS department evaluated PC-Term for 
about three or four month . There were 
some minor problems in the beginning, 
but our MIS department and Cry tal Point 
eventually refined the DC460 emulation 
to meet our need . 

For example, when we first received 
PC-Term, it did not emulate the Fll and 
F12 function keys. Users could emulate 
Fll and F12 by pre sing Alt F1 or F2 keys, 
but they were used to hitting Fll and F12 
on their DG terminals. The e are small, 
day-to-day convenience that users want. 
As another example, in the DC world, the 
"Enter" key to the right of the numeric 
keypad is interpreted differently than in 
the IBM world. Instead of being a "car
riage return," it functions as "new line." 
Cry tal Point solved both of the e prob
lems for us. 

Communication via YAK 
We found Cry tal Point's support dur

ing the debugging phase to be very effec
tive. Their technicians set up a "YAK" 
bulletin board system. When they solved 
a problem, we dialed into their bulletin 
board, downloaded a new emulation, and 
evaluated it immediately in our live envi
ronment. This refinement proce s was 
much fa ter than waiting for disks to be 
mailed back and forth . Turnaround time 
became a matter hours rather than days. 

With PC-Term now in u e on a produc
tion basis, we have continued to improve 
our DG/PC connectivity. We are currently 
running the terminal emulation at 19.2 
KB, and have recently integrated PC-Term 
with Data Bank Associates' file transfer 
program, Turbotran. Using programs 
developed in hou e, our PC LA u er 
can now extract information from DC data 
ba es and transfer them directly to the 
local area network. t1 

Crnig Ellisoll, mal1ager of PC systems at Cabot, 
Cabot, and Forbes, has more than 10 years 
experiel1ce il1 microcoll1puter il1tegmtion. 
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A complete listing 
of the NADGUG software library 

ACK· Updated v r ion 1.70. Terminal emu
la tor / file tran fer program for both AOS 
/ VS and AOS machine . 365 block . 

Big Brother • Automatic log-off program 
written in Fortran 77. Donated by the U.s. 
Fore t Service. 169 block . 

B.J.'s BBS contributions. About 20 item , 
including variou program , docum nta
tion, and macro . Som of the more inter
esting item include the :SYSMGR bench
mark uite, a continuou incremental 
backup, a clean-up fil maintenance pro
gram, a program to find trings in file, 
and a type-backward program. 6,761 
block . 

CRTE DIT· The old RDOS creen editor 
port d over to VS. 49 bl ck . 

DBCHECK • Check the open tatu of an 
Info file and examine th ch ckpointing 
tatu of a fil . 1 7 bl ck . 

OUMPLDAO • A Macinto h program to 
dump and load AOS/VS-compatible 
dump on a Macinto h. 137 block . 

ERP • A pr c -termination program de
velop d by ASA and modified by Man
ville. [n Fortran 77. 454 block . 

FILEMNGR • With thi new ver ion, you 
can m v ,copy, d It , view, and perform 

v ral oth r option fa ter. Thi i dis
tributed a hareware. If you try it and 
continue to u e it, you are r que ted to 
pay a r gi tration fe . From Kim Giger. 
654 bl ck . 

Focus • Foell magazine articles. 1774 
block . 

FTNCVT· A Fortran 5 to Fortran 77 transla
tor. 232 block . 

Games • A collection from variou place . 
Enjoy. 19,216 block. 

IMSLUTIL • A collection of CLI macros, 
Cobol routines, and a embly routine call
able from Cobol. By IMSL of Hou ton. 
4, 93 block . 

JAG_UTIL· JAG_UTIL by John Grant con
i t of everal program : Filecount, User

space,Scan,Glo ary,Laminate,and Qhelp. 
4)25 block . 

Kermit. A file-tran fer protocol devel
oped at Columbia Univer ity. Us 9,697 
blocks. 

Logout· Another auto log-outsy tem. 178 
block . 

Look· U ed to view text file, Look allow 
you to move forward and backward in a 
file. Donated by Da ta General. 202 block . 

Macros • A collection of macro from vari
ou ource . 441 block . 

MENUDIR • An initial u er menu that can 
chain to other application and f ature a 
pa word-control y tem. From the Fed 
SIG. 486 block . 

Misc Kerm • An expanded v r ion of AOS 
Kerm, thi now include other v r ion of 
Kermit including DG/ One K rmit. 6,709 
block . 

Notify and Prior • Two contribution from 
Concept Automation. otify tell you 
wh n a proce ha terminated . Prior Ii t 

SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

the priori tie of proces es. 162 block . 

RODS Kermit· ow available. You mu t 
reque t the Kermit tape (rather than the 
library tape) to get RDOS Kermit. 

Soflrans • A file-tran fer protocol written 
in Fortran 77 used to communicate with 
proprietaryPCcommunication package. 
462 block. 

Spell • Check the peIling of a word or 
pell-check document. Submitted by 

Richard Kouze . 5,108 block. 

TEX • Ver ion 2.26a i now available. TEX 
(Terminal Emulator with Xmodem) i a 
terminal- mulation program written by 
David Down. He ha revi ed the TEX oft
ware to include a command language. 
TEX is di tributed a hareware. At the 
end of 30 day ,either r move it from your 
y tern or end the author a $45 fee. 463 

blocks. 

VT100KER • VT100 emulator from John 
Grant. 1,043 block. 

Xfer • A tape-conver ion utility. 607 
block . 

All NADGUG members interested in receiving the NADGUG software collection should send a 1 ,200-foot tape to : 
Randy Berndt, Building 4, Suite 321 , 5300 North Braeswood, Houston, Texas 77096 

MV/2000 and MV/1400 users should send one formatted , error-free tape cartridge. Software contributions should be sent to the same address. 
Be sure to include your membership number. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

Thanks to Brian Johnson and :WFFCA, the library is now able to provide 1200fl. copies to AOSNS rev 6 users. Thanks to Kevin Danzig for 
duplicating MV 12000 tapes. To leave a question regarding non-standard library distribution call 713/988-5342. 

Please include a self-addressed envelope with sufficient return postage. In compliance with postal regulations, do not date the postage. 
Either disable the date printing completely, or set the date to " .. " or zeros. 
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Walkabout 
gets SX 
appeal 

TIle Walkabout SX portable laptop 

Westboro-DG introduced an SX ver-
ion of it 386 laptop Walkabout. The bat

tery powered system, priced at $4,995, is 
based on Intel's 16 MHz 80386 micropro
cessor. The 386 SX configuration allows 
u ers access to software such as MS Win
dows/386 written specifically for the 32 
bit Intel chip. 

The laptop features a tiltable, black-on
white, backlit screen that displays 32 lev
els of gray, and supports color applica
tion software. Its display screen meas
ures 10.5 inches diagonally, and offers 640 
x 480 VGA resolution, with full compati
bility for EGA, CGA, and MDA modes. 

Memory runs from one to eight MB on 
the Walkabout SX system board, and can 
be expanded in one or two MB incre
ments with 100-ns single in-line memory 
modules (SIMMs). One 1.44 MB, 3.5 inch 
floppy disk drive and a 40 MB, 25 ms 
hard disk are standard. Optional features 
include an asynchronous 2400/1200 bps 
direct-connect internal modem with 
Hayes "Smartmodem" compatibility. 

Five ports are built into the new lap-

top. Two are serial ports, one is a selectable 
parallel printer or floppy drive port one 
is a VGA monitor port, and one is an 
external keypad port. The Walkabout SX 
is user-expandable through three dedi
cated expansion areas-a modem slot, a 
general purpose 16-bit slot, and the SIMM 
memory expansion area. If a modem is 
not used, the modem slot can serve as a 
second general-purpose expansion slot. 
The 86-key Walkabout SX keyboard is 
fully compatible with the IBM 101-key 
keyboard. !J. 

Data General Corp., 3400 Computer Dr., 
Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4074. 

Circle 79 on reader service card. 

And now, MacAviion 
Westboro-uSHARE software from 

Information Presentation Technologies 
OPT), Inc., makes possible Macintosh 
1 Aviion integration. The software pack
age gives users of Apple Macintosh and 
MS-DOS based PCs access to Aviion's 
Unix environment. 

Data General • Buy • Sell • Trade 
Processors: 
MV20000 Model116MB ................................ SAVE $ 
MV20000 Model216MB ................................ SAVE $ 
MV20000 Mode1116MB, FPU ... .. .................. SAVE $ 
MV20000 Mode1216MB, FPU ....................... SAVE $ 
MV20000 Modell to Model 2 upgrade .......... SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 20 8MB ................................ SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 8 to Model 20 upgrade ........ SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 10 to Model 20 upgrade ...... SAVE $ 
MV10000 4MB Meter high cabinet ................. $16,500 
MV8000-11 8MB Meter high cabinet .................. .4,700 
MV8000 Model 9300 ............................................. 950 
MV7800 4MB 16 slot chassis ............................. 3,900 
MV7800XP 8MB .. ............................................. " ,500 
MV4000 2MB ...................................................... 1,100 
MV4000DC 2MB, 120MB, floppy ........................ 2,250 
MV2000 Enhanced 4MB 160 MB disk ................ 5,200 
MPT1 00 Dual floppy ............................................. 350 
MP100 8520-D ...................................................... 350 
S-140 256KB Floating point ................................ 1,500 
Desktop 10 Floppy, 15MB disk .............................. 875 
Desktop 20 Floppy, 15MB disk ........................... 1 ,295 
Desktop 30 Floppy, 15MB disk ........................... 1,495 
S-120 256K 16 slot ............ ....... .. .......................... 550 
S-280 2MB ................................................... ...... 1,900 

Processor Options: 
8997 Expansion chassis MVI5, 20 ...... ........ ... .. 57,000 
8819 Second IOC for MV10000 ............ .............. 5,500 
8762 Expansion chassis MV10,8,4,S280 .......... 4,500 
8761 Floating point unit MV4000 .......................... 950 
8749 Battery backup for MV10000 ..................... 1,100 
8746-B Battery backup for 8762 

EXP Chassis ..................................... ... ....... 1,000 
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8704 Floating point unit MV8000 ... ........ .................... 500 Terminals: 
4543-B MCPl 8 Async 2 Sync DCH Ptr .................. 1,900 6053 D2 Monitor with keyboard .......................... $100 
4463-ZT USAM-4 ........................................................ 475 6108 D200 Monitor with keyboard ........................ 125 
4380 ISC-2 (Synch) .................................................... 600 6130 D400 Monitor with keyboard ... .. ................... 150 
4372-A TCB-16 ........................................................... 350 6166-X D410 Monitor with keyboard .................... 275 
4371-C TCB-8 for expansion ...................................... 455 6169-X D211 Monitor with keyboard ..... .. ......... .. .. 225 
4370-A IAC-16 RS422, 20MA .................................. 1,500 6391 -X D214 Monitor with keyboard .................... 300 
4368 IAC-16 RS232, 20MA ............. .. ... ...... ......... .... 2,700 6392-X D215 Monitor with keyboard .................... 325 
4367 IAC-8 RS232, 20MA Modem Cnt .................... 1 ,500 6393-X D411 Monitor with keyboard .................... 345 
1625 Power Conditioner 5KVA ................................... 950 6394-X D461 Monitor with keyboard .................... 375 

6284 D220 Color Monitor w/keyboard .................. 350 
Oisk Storage Units: 6500 D216 Monitor w/Keyboard .............. .. ........... 385 
6161147MB Disk subsystem ................................ $' ,'00 
6236 354MB Disk subsystem .................................. 3,000 Tapes: 
6236-A 354MB Disk ... ... .... ... ... ... .............................. 2,700 6021 800 BPI new style ....................................... $400 
6239 592MB Disk subsystem .................................. 8,500 6026 80011600 BPI Blue, non FCC ........................ 750 
6239-A 592MB Disk ................................................. 7,700 6026 80011600 BPI Brown, FCC compliant ........ 1,250 
6329120MB MV2000/MV1400 ............................... ' ,'50 6125 1600 BPI Streamer, FCC compliant .............. 500 
633671 MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................... 850 631115MB Cartridge MV4 OC17800DC ................ 650 
6363 160MB MV2000/MV1400 ............................... 1,750 6341 -A 1600 BPI Streaming Tape ....... ............... 3,500 
6491 322MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................ 3,800 6270 15MB Cartridge for Desktop ... .... .... ...... ... ... .. 650 
6554 662MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................ 6,550 6299/6300 1600/6250 BPI Subsystems ........... 12,500 
2351 Fujitsu w/BMX3 .............................................. 3,200 6590 2GB Tape Backup add-on for CSS .. ........... 4,700 
606116122 Zebra Disks or Parts ............................... OHer 

Memories: 
Specials 

D 411 Terminal ............ $345 
CSS Disks ......... .. .. ....... .. Call 

International Computing Systems 
P.O. Box 343· Hopkins, MN 55343 

(612) 935-8112 

MV20000, All sizes 
MV15000, All sizes 
MV10000, 2Mb 
MV10000, 4Mb 
MV10000, 8Mb 
MV8000, 2Mb 
MV8000, 256Kb 
MV4000, 2Mb 
MV4000, 4Mb 
MV4000, 8Mb FAX 612/935-2580 

Circle 41 on reader service card . 
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uSHARE is fully compatibl with Ap
ple hare and AFP (Apple filing proto
col), allowing u r to ee the arne int r
face and access the same applications and 
ervices a they would if they were con

n cted to a dedicated Macinto h erver. 
The oftware include an electronic mail 
system based upon the simple mail trans
fer protocol (SMTP), and haring of print
er and print spooling between Aviion, 
Macinto h, and MS-DOS computers. 

uSHARE i available directly from IPT. 
Licen es range from $1 ,195 to $10,000. 

Data General Corp., 3400 Comp"ter Dr., 
Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4072. [PT, 
5000 North Parkway Calabasas, #304, Cala
basas, CA 91302; 818/347-7791 . 6 

Circle 80,82 on reader service card 

Smarterm 470 goes 
multi -user 

Madison, WI-Per oft, Inc., introduced 
a multi-user version and an update (ver
sion 1.1) of its DG terminal emulation 
product, Smarterm 470. The new multi
user version, Smarterm 470 for file er
vers, enables u er to share software re-
iding on a network file server and ac

cess informa tion simultaneously. 
Smarterm' version 1.1 includes a 50K 
memory reduction and faster perform
ance. 

The multi-u er Smarterm can be con
figured for a network or customized for 
individuals. Independent user configu
rations may be made for specific hard
ware, soft keys, and setup. 

Smarterm 470's single user version 
requires an IBM PC or compatible that 
runs DOS version 2.1 or higher, and is 
priced at $345 for an individual package. 
The OOS version for the multi-u er prod
uct depend on the network operating 
sy tem requirements, and run $1,495 for 
five concurrent u er and unlimited 
nodes. Site licenses are al 0 available di
rectly from Persoft. 

Persoft, IIlC., UW Research Park, 465 Sci
ence Drive, Madison WI 53711; 608/273-
6000. 6 

Circle 84 on reader service card . 

Power tools from DG 
We tboro-DG announced a new line 
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:WFFCA 
World's Fastest 
File Compressor 
& Archiver. 
WFFCA compresses hies and archiVes them 
laster and WI h less Impact on other users than 
any other Similar utlh y available on 00 SolS· 
ems Dramatically reduce dISk storage used 
by Inlrequently accessed hies main alned lor 
hlStoncal purposes A typical SYSI..CXJ hie 
compresses be ter than 7 to 1 
WFFCA has he ablhty to handle archives In 
he popular PC ARC"'lorma slgnlhcantly 
reducing hie transler Ime 
Initial AOSNS and AOSNS n License: S499 
10 Day Trial Copy: FREE! 
AiD •• ,--,_d\V<C£:.'='Am:nas 

ADlYwonof B J Inc 

=== :SYSI18B 
Software tor Syslem Managers 

109 Minna S SUite 215 
San FranCISCo. CA94105 1415)550·1454 

Circle 63 on reader service card. 

VS. 

WE BUY, SELL & TRADE 
THE COMPLETE LINE OF 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

CALL US FIRST AT: 

(804) 262-3555 
FAX (804) 262-4270 

8603 Sanford Drive 
Richmond, Virginia 23228 

Circle to on reader service card . 

Satisfied with your system performance? 

Data General's Systems Evaluation and Performance Analysis 
Center (SEPAC) can help you get even faster MV/ Family 
performance. SEPAC offers a full range of performance analysis, 
tuning, and capacity analysis software and services. For more 
information , call SEPAC 
Marketing at (404) 448-6072. 
Or circle 1 on the reader 
service card. 

4. Data General 
SEPAC 
3617 Parkway Lane 
Royal Peachtree Corners 

orcross, GA 30092 

Circle t on reader service card . 



Your General 
Deserves 
Five Star 
Service! 

Now .. get the service you need 
from the people you can trust! 

We are Compuplan International, Inc.~ li? inde
pendent computer service company servIcing Data 
General and compatible peripherals! 

'Fax your configuration for a free quote
(214) 224-3281 

400 Centre Park Blvd. 
Suile lOO-B 

DeSOIO. TX 75115 

Dallas • Houston· Chicago 

1-800-228-8889 
Circle 8 on reader service card. 

INFODEX PRESENTS 
CONVERSION PLUS™ 
Moving from one Data General to another or 
between different vendors has become 
far easier with CONVERSION PLUS.™ Now. trans
fer between data media and upgrade your 
software-all through Infodex, the Data 
General experts. 

MEDIA 
SOFOWARE 

8 ... .. * RDOS 

0 .-. t 
AOS 

t 
AOSVS 

t 
FORTRANS 

® t 
call NOW 

BPI 
TAPE ~ COBOLS 

Q;1 t 

(201) 0 
BPI ASSEMBLERS 

TAPE ....-.. t 

@.-. 
BASICS 

t 
662 .. 702 C 

@ ... t 
~ 

ASCII 

t 
EBCDIC 

INFODEX 
7000 Boulevard East • G.uttenberg, NJ 07093 

Circle 40 on reader service card . 

DATA GENERAL 
WORKSTATION 

SOFTWARE FOR ANY LAN 
NO DEDICATED PC NEEDED 
.=. ~ =.=.. .:. .:. -------- ----- -- ------- --- ----- -- ---- ------ -- -------- - ------ -------- - ------ - ---- - - - -- -- -- - --
ASYCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SERVER 
Everything you need to connect your Data General to your 
Local Area Network is in this software package, including 
exact Data General terminal emulation. Softerm ACS works 
with your LAN's COM (serial) ports or Digiboard multi-port 
boards. Licensed per File Server. Add breadth and 
functionality with additional modules: Over 60 exact terminal 
emulations, file transfer and more! 

ONE SOFTWARE PACKAGE. ONE SOLUTION. WE GUARANTEE IT. 

$800.00 
COMPLETE SOLUTION 

CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
800-225-8590 

Circle 58 on reader service card . 

UG? 

A 
wealth of 

knowledge 
G etting peak perfor- American Data Gen-
mance out ot your eral Users Group. Learn 
Data General system is trom the experiences 
an everyday goal. ot other DG users who 
Challenges arise and join together to share 
you need an- NORTH AMERICAN information 
swers. Turn to DATA GENERAL and ideas. 
the source Take part in a 
that offers a USERS wealth ot 
wealth ot knowledge-
knowledge- GROUP Join NADGUG 
the North today . • 

1-800-USR-GRUP 
512/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

Circle 74 on reader service card. 



of uninterruptable power upplie (UPS), 
on-line peripheral that "clean" the elec
trical power flowing to a computer ys
tern and provide from to 100 minutes 
of re rve power when normal utility 
power i 10 t. 

The new UPS system are available in 
power ratings from 350 VA to 1000 VA, 
and support both Aviion and Eclip e MV 
system. U.5.li t price begin at $735 for 
the 350 VA unit to $1,550 for the 1000 VA 
unit. 

Data General Corp., 4400 Computer Drive, 
Westboro, MA 01580; 508/870-1452. t!. 

Circle 81 on reader service card. 

Data General gets 
AMOS 

Omaha-Automated Medical Office 
System (AMOS) software on Data Gen
eral computers is now available. AMOS 
manages patient billing, appointment 
scheduling, in urance processing, and 
marketing information for medical prac
tices of one to 150 providers at a single 
site. 

AMOS is immediately available on the 
Dasher line of personal computers, and 
will be available on the Aviion family of 
Unix systems in the second quarter of 
ili~y~~ t!. 

Medical Computer Management, 11128 
John Galt Blvd., Suite 450, Omaha, NE 
68137. 

Circle 83 on reader service card. 

Aviion under Control 

Rockville Center, Y -Hospital mate
rials management software from AMS is 
now available on DC's Aviion worksta
tions. Called AMS Control, the product 
is the only materials management sys
tem created specifically for hospitals. 
Control offers bar coding, vendor per
formance analysis, multi-location pur
chasing, and reorder management capa
bilities. 

Control is already compatible with IBM 
and DEC platforms, but increasing hos
pital demand for RISe technology 
swayed AMS to port to DG's Aviion, 
according to the company's vice presi
dent of marketing, Matthew Ehrlich. t!. 

AMS, 55 Maple Av., Rockville Centre, 

Focus 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

NY 11570; 516/764-5953. 

Circle 78 on reader service card. 

ZIM for Unix 

21M i u ed mo tly in the development 
of application olution . It family of pr d
uct include a runtime and query run
time system. Prices for the Aviion begin 
at 3,525. 

Ottawa and Dalla -2anthe Sy tern ' 
21M, an entity-relation hip (ER) ba ed 
fourth generation language relational data 
base management y tern is now avail
able on the Aviion platform. 

Zan the Systems Divi ion, 38 AI/tares Dr. , 
Suite 1200, Ottawa, Ontario K26-7V2 , Can
ada; 613/727-1397. t!. 

Circle 85 on reader service card. 

Only The Best For Your DG System 
The disk subsystem that sets the standards 

FOR YOUR FOR YOUR ECLIPSE & 
MV COMPUTER NOVA COMPUTERS 
Argus 623X Emulation 

SKS-HP Plug and Play Series 

's::-\\)I /, 
~~'{ 

~'V/lltf' 
• Up to 1200MB (fonnatted) 
• Only 3.5" vertical rack space 
• 5.25" SCSI-interfaced drives, which off r 

longevity, high reliabiliy, large capacity 
and a mall footprint 

Zebra Emulation 
SKZ-XX Plug and Play Series 

• Up to 620MB 
• 5.25" I-interfaced driv 
• Only 3.5" v rtical rack pace 
• 18 msec av rage seek time 
• 1.25MB/sec data transf r rate 

• 10.7 m ec average eek time (40% faster 
than DC's 6239 Argu ) 

• 4.0MB/ ec transfer rate 
ZETt( to Authoriz d Stocking Distributor 

For Back-up: 

The Helical-scan Cartridge Tape Subsystem 
'2 Gigabytes on a sma1l8mm cartridge 

• High reliability 
• ompact Media 
• U es host re ident tape drivers and 

back-up utilities 

Dataproducts Printers 
LB Series LZR Series Laser Printers 
Band Printers (DC Models 
(DC Models 4595,961 6474-6479) 
4598,99) 

4 models: 300, 600, lZR 1230 - 12ppm 
100, 1500LPM lZR 1260 - 12ppm Post cript 

lZR 2630 - 26ppm Po t cnpt D Dataprodu(ts Authorized Stocking Di tributor 

Also: complete line of accessories & supplies 

Your First Choice for DG solutions 

· ir · In prsclpncp 
COMPUTER CORPOR A TION 
5171 CIAAETONORIVE. AGOUFIAHIUS. CAlIFORNlA91J01 

Call 
(800) 627-2007 

Circle 42 on reader service card. 
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Ames Sciences, Inc. 56 2 NADGUG 37 46 
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ON-LINE HELP------------------~ 
Who to call for answers 
about NADGUG and FOCUS 

NADGUG 

Membership, address changes 
Jennifer Foye ............................................................ 800/8n·4787 

(Outside the U.S.) ..... .... .... . ..................... 5121345·5316 
Information on RIGs or SIGs 
Greg D Goss ... ........ ........... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 800/8n·4787 

(Outside the US.) .... ..... ......... .. ..... ... .... 5121345·5316 
Electronic bulletin board 
(300 or 1200 baud modem) 
Rational Data Systems ........................................... ... 415/499·7628 

74 

NADGUG staff and Focus Magazine address: 
c/o Turnkey Publishing, Inc 

FOCUS Magazine 

5121345-5316 

Stillhouse Canyon Office Park 
4807 Spicewood Springs Road 

SUite 3150 
Austin, TX 78759 

Editorial comments, article suggestions...... .Robin Perry 
(please send product announcements to the address listed above) 

Information about advertising Michelle Sentenne 

FOCUS back issues ................................... Turnkey Publishing staff 
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Make the 
Connection! 

-AOSNS 
- Business BASIC 
-cacs 
- Educators 
- Federal 
-INFOS II 
-ICOBOL 
- Law Enforcement 
- Lions Gate 
- OASIS 
(Office Automation) 

- :PERFSIG 
(performance and 
capacity planning) 

- SIG/UX (Unix) 
- 5MBASIC 

Let the North Americon Data General 
Users Group (NADGUG) connect you with 
other Data General users who have a 
similar speciol interest ond who wont to 
share informotion, ideos, problems, ond 
solutions. No matter whot the special 
interest is behind the group - equip
ment, systems or opplicotion software, 
mojor languoge, operating system, indus
try type - the reoson is the some: to 
work together to exchonge ideos on how 
to get the best performonce out of your DG 
system. 
listed obove ore NAOGUG's current speciol 
interest groups. If you are interested in 
moking the connection with one of these 
groups, or if you hove on interest thot 
needs 0 group, pleose contoct NADGUG's 
RIG/SIG coordinator, Greg D. Goss, at 
1-800-USR-GRUP (512/345-5316 out
side US) for further informotion. 

___________ CLASSIFIED ADS 

EQUIPMENT DIAL-UP BULLETIN BOARD 

/ " ""\ 
FOR SALE /~ ..... ----............... ----~~ 

Use the 
NADGUG BBS! 

1 S/2 0 with BMC, hardware FPU, 2 MB 
memory; 1 S/140 with BMC, hardware FPU, 

2MB memory; 1 hardware FPU forS/140; 3 
Ba ic I/O board; 6 ATI-16 with TCU ; 
manyEIA&R5-232daughterboard .PI a e 
call PAUL SLOBODA at516/842-01 00 Mon
day thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EST. 

No Charge-Simple, on-line registration. 
Supported by your membership dues. 

300, 1200, 2400, 9600 baud 
24 hr / day, 7 day / w ek 

415/499-7628 
ow with multiple line and downl ad ! 

Op rated by Rational Data Sy tern , Inc. 

FOR SALE \. ../ 

MV / 1000/ DC y tem: 71 MB di k, 4 MB ram, 
22 MB cartridge tap . MV / 4000 / DC y tem: 71 
or 120 MB di k, 3 MB ram, 6123 treamer, 6311 
cartridg . M /1000 under OG maint nance 
now. MV / 4000 certified eligible. RT : 0211 
and 0215 green. Antique: va 4/ X 256 KB, 
ALM-16, comm cha i, 25 MB di k, 00/ 1600 
bpi Oigidata tape. Run great! Any rail for ale. 

'- ..I 

all John, Randy or B bat 1-800/ 67 -2992. 

SOFTWARE 

Statistical 
Software 

- Powerful 
- Fast 
- Easy-to-use 
- Inexpensive 

MINITAB: ~ 
STAT I ST I CAL SOFTWARE 
3081 Enterprise Dr .. Stote College. PA 16801 

814-238-3280 

:SYSMGR BBS P cialize in file tran -
f r of RDOSand AOS[/VSI DUMP file 
- no me aging facilitie . XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT upported . 
415/391-6531(0ne line), 2400 baud 
(Vadic3447),8 data bit , 1 ta rt/ t pbit 
or 415/550-1454 (voice). Sy tern i 
MV /4000, terminal mode is CHAR/ 
605X. 

for NADGUG 
Membership 
information 
contact: 
Jennifer Faye 
1-800-USR-GRUP 
512/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

NADGUG Software Library tapes 
now available for the cost of the tape! 
NADGUG's software library gives you access to dozens of useful 
programs and macros! If you have wanted a copy of NADGUG's 
software library and just haven't gotten around to sending inyour tape, 
here's a deal for you! NADGUG is now offering to its members software 
library tapes for a $30 charge (plus shipping) , which covers the cost of 
the tape. VISA, MasterCard, American Express accepted. We will also 
bill your company. Call today or fax your order! 
1-800-USR-GRUP 512/345-5316 (Outside U.S.) FAX: 512/343-7633 

FoCl/ 
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PRISM _____________________ _ 

As pr mi d, Data General rev a l d a 
n w plan for managing it internati nal 
affa ir by placing DG Ex cutive Vic 
Pr ident Herbert J. Richman in cha rge 
of int rnati nal a le and ervic. The 
int rnati nal mark t ha b com incr a -
ingly important t Data G n ral, with 
r v nue in that area nearly doubling in 
th pa t five year. [n fi cal 1989, int rna
tiona I r venue r ach d 672 million, for 
th fir t tim urpa ing dom tic reve
nu . 

Richman will b re pon ibl 
and rvic activiti in Europe, Au tra
lia , ew Zealand, and A ia. Angelo 
Guadagno, vice pr id nt of .s. al 
and rvice, has xpand d re p n ibili
tie , including Canada and Latin Am rica . 
Anthony Nicoletti, vic pr id nt of ale 
upp rt and planning, wa nam d vice 

chairman of th board of dir ctor of 
Nippon-Data General, the company' 
Japane e ubsidiary, and vice pre ident 
r pon ible for Japan. 

ew to DC' global front i Lindsay 
Yelland, who wa app inted vice pre i
dent and gen ral manager of A ia Pacific 
Sale and Servic . He h ld a imilar po-
ition at Apollo Computer, Inc. 

Richman and Guadagno r p rt to Ron 
Skates, DC CEO and pr ident. icoletti, 
ba d in Tokyo, and 'rI lland, in Singapore, 
r port to Richman. 

• 
Did you know that Data General i one 

of the few U.s. computer companie that 
de ign, devel p, and manufacture com
puter in Japan for the Japan e market? 

• 
Ru ian official of Perekat recently 

held their firs t board meeting in the 
Unit d State and tour d DG' Apex 
manufacturing plant in rth arolina. 
P r kat i a j int v ntur b tw n a 50-
vi t oftwar organization, NPO Parma, 
an Austrian indu trial aut mati n firm, 
Voest Alpine Industrienlagenbau, and 
Data G n ral. Th anticipat d outcome 
f th v ntur ar m d rniza tion of 
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viet manufacturing plant , and market
ing of jointly dev lop d computer and 
indu trial technology t bu in e in 

• 
By th way, the name P r kat i a d -

rivative fa Ru ian word meaning "the 
point in a river where water flow mo t 
rapid ly." An appropriate titl , xplained 
Nikolay Artimov, director g n ra l of 

PO Parma, becau e "we hope to get our 
product into u quickly." 

• 
Adding to it Ii t of heaIthcar olu

tion , Data Genera l igned a valu -added 
re ell r agreement with Tingley Systems, 
Inc., of Florida. Tingl yoff r Unix-ba d 
application, and ha provided turnk y 
olution to the managed heaIthca re in

du try inc 1977. 

• 
NPA Systems of California, Inc., ha 

nam d William H. Evans director of t ch
nical rvice. Evan i a former nior 
engineering technician group lead r f r 
Data G n ral. He i re pon ible for uper
vi ing, directing, and implem nting 

PA' data di a ter recovery ervic for 
Data General y t m . 

• 
R cognition for the Aviion ... Data 

Gen ral ign dare II r agr ement with 
Recognition Equipment, Inc. of Dalla 
t market document proc ing imaging 
application on Data General Aviion y
tem and Da he r w rk tati n . 

Recognition' t m 100 i ai m d at 
banking, in uranc , g v rnment, and 
tran portati n market. Th produ t and 

rvic t b purcha d by Recognition 
hav a pr j cted valu of up to 30 mil
lion. 

• 
Th n w A / V and A / V 11 

Training rvice ata l gu fr m Data 
General Educational Service i n w 
availabl . The ca talogu off r D cu 
tom r th pportunity to end away for 
an additional " kill ch cker" brochur , 
which will nabl th m t ff tively 
analyz th ir tr ngth and weakn 
with AO / V and AOS/ VS II. For mor 
inf rmation , co nta c t Data 

orporation' Ed uca tional 5 rvic 
partm nt at 617/366- 911. 

• 

n ra l 
D -

Wat r und r th bridge ... Data Gen-
ral may hav to r bid it winning pro

po al to outfit the U.S. Department of 
Interior Water Resources Division with 
6,000 Aviion c mput r . The oth r two 
con t nder in the final running filed pr -
te t with th General Services Admini
stration v r the awardi ng f the on
tract, which would aut mat the Wat r 
R ourc Division v r a ven-y ar p -
riod at a co t of appr ximat ly 127 mil
lion. 

SMS Data Products' c nt ntion that 
D partm nt of Int ri r contracting offi
cial improp rly di qualified MS on 
pr c dural ground wa uph ld by th 
GSA ad mini trati v app al board . The 
GSA rul d that the D partm nt of Int -
rior mu t provide th opportunity f r 
Data General, SM ,and Lockheed to re-
ubmit th ir bid . 

Data G neral aid that it believ th 
ad mini trativ board' d ci ion i crro
ne u , and it will vig r u Iy pur ue r -
con id rati n, and th r acti n ,a ap
propriate. TheG Aappeal board rej t d 
a prote t from Lockhe d, wh ich on
t nd d that D wa n t t chnicall com
pliant wi th th bid . 
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When there are 
computer maintenance 
needs on the moon 
guess who 
will be there . . . . 

GWWADA 
Computer Services 

Total Systems Support 

Jlret'. wiry,., Mould,. .., ...... lIe_. 
s.mc... 

Grenada Com"."., &IrvIces III E-..rs
succeuful and fNtnt f1I'OWIrtI1 "",.,..""" d«IIGeted 

to a total. Independent service. 

Our Independence means our skilled tums.,. frIIIned 

to the highest Industry standards. 

We meticulously maintain oller 400 different makes of 

computer. peripherals and networks. We look after 

more than 9.000 customers in UK. and _ support 

your computer system with an inllentory of oller £24 

mil/ions worth of stock. We offer you a flexible service 

choice. with response times to suit your individual 

needs. 

Single service maintenance muns no more problems 

of one engl_ refwJng to deal with an emergency. 

when It Int!oIwe om.",... of eotrIJIIMt. 

All these""'''''''~: ,.,.iIIIrI ... M. 
performance. You get more out of JIOUI' 

you can rely on - 24 hours a day. 

But - judge for yourself. call our sales office on 

0344 484648 for further information. 

Circle 38 on reader service card . 



SEVE SERIOUS REASONS 
FOR MAKING BL ASSOCIATES YOUR HARDWARE SOURCE. 

J. HARDWARE ALTFR All\'H 
'lfTACO. DATARAM. 
"[CATAPE.SOP .1 

z. FREE HARD1lARE 
SUPPORT HOl LI"E 
617·878·8101 • PRIONG

COMPETITIv[ 

WHE A D OMPATIBLE HARDWARE, BL A 

PLA . WE BELIEVE OUR RE PO 

RE PO 

WHE YOU'RE I THE MARKET FOR DC OR OMPATIBLE HARDWARE 

CIV BL A 0 lATE A ALL. YOU ' LL ET TH FULL PA KA E 

THE PEOPLE BEHJ ID IT, A D A 1 AFFORDABLE PRJ E. 

A S S o C A T E S 
D.G. HARDWARE A D ALTER ATIVES· WITH THE STRUCTURE TO SUPPORT THEM 

145 WEBSTER STREET, SUITE A, HA OVER, MA 02339 
TEL. (617) 982-9664 · FAX (617) 871-4456 

P OMPATIBLES · DG COMPATIBLE DIAG OSTICS AVAILABLE 
Circle 6 on reader service card. 
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